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Abstract

Computers are ubiquitous. They simplify everyday tasks and make globally connected
information and communication available anytime and anywhere. However, we are
often still confined to a computer screen. One approach to expand the interaction
space of computers is to embed systems in objects and surfaces. However, this
approach has limited scalability, which restricts the ubiquitous use of technology.

This dissertation investigates how ubiquitous, unmodified surfaces from the user’s
natural environment can be integrated into human-computer interactions. For this
purpose, we introduce the term passive surface interactions. The aim is to enable
a seamless transition to virtual worlds. Several prototypes are used to investigate
and demonstrate how the properties of passive surfaces can contribute to identifying
the user, the interaction, as well as the surface itself. Hereby, this work focuses on
visual, acoustic and tactile features of a surface. Furthermore, we show how the
perception of everyday passive surfaces can be influenced and how this can be used
for interacting with computers.

It turns out that surface features can be used in a versatile way to partially
substitute embedded systems in objects and surfaces. A key insight is that scratching
sounds that are emitted during interaction contain features that are complementary
to the motion and vibration signals that are produced during such an interaction.
Audio and motion sensors can be combined to identify input events, the users
themselves, as well as the surface. Moreover, visual features offer a wide range
of applications, especially for heterogeneous color distributions of many different
surfaces. We show that acoustic augmentations of surfaces can intuitively convey
information and unnoticeably influence the user’s behavior. Furthermore, acoustic
surface augmentation contributes to the perception of a virtual environment. However,
privacy concerns must be considered in the ubiquitous use of sensor technology. The
study results regarding privacy show that context can be crucial in deciding whether
and which interaction should be carried out.
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Zusammenfassung

Computer sind allgegenwärtig. Sie vereinfachen alltägliche Aufgaben und stellen
weltweit vernetzte Informationen sowie Kommunikation jederzeit und überall zur
Verfügung. Allerdings sind wir oft noch an einen Computerbildschirm gebunden. Ein
Ansatz zur Erweiterung des Interaktionsraums von Computern ist die Einbettung
von Systemen in Objekte und Oberflächen. Dieser Ansatz ist jedoch nur begrenzt
skalierbar, was den allgegenwärtigen Einsatz von Technologie einschränkt.

In dieser Dissertation wird erforscht, wie sich allgegenwärtige, unveränderte Ober-
flächen aus der natürlichen Umgebung des Nutzers in Mensch-Computer Interaktionen
integrieren lassen. Hierfür führen wir den Begriff passive Oberflächen Interaktio-
nen ein. Das Ziel hierbei ist einen nahtlosen Übergang zu virtuellen Welten zu
ermöglichen. Es wird anhand mehrerer Prototypen untersucht und demonstriert, wie
die Eigenschaften von passiven Oberflächen dazu beitragen können den Nutzer, seine
Interaktion sowie die Oberfläche selbst zu erkennen. Diese Arbeit legt hierbei den
Schwerpunkt auf visuelle, akustische und taktile Merkmale einer Oberfläche. Weit-
erhin zeigen wir wie sich die Wahrnehmung von alltäglichen, passiven Oberflächen
beeinflussen lässt und wie das für die Interaktion mit Computern genutzt werden
kann.

Es zeigt sich, dass Oberflächenmerkmale vielseitig eingesetzt werden können, um
eingebettete Systeme in Objekten und Oberflächen teilweise zu ersetzen. Eine
wichtige Erkenntnis ist, dass Kratzgeräusche, die während einer Interaktion erzeugt
werden, Merkmale enthalten, die komplementär zu den Bewegungs- und Vibra-
tionssignalen sind, die während einer solchen Interaktion erzeugt werden. Audio-
und Bewegungssensoren können kombiniert werden um Eingaben, den Nutzer selbst,
sowie die Oberfläche zu identifizieren. Weiterhin bieten visuelle Merkmale vielfältige
Anwendungsmöglichkeiten, insbesondere bei heterogenen Farbverteilungen vieler
verschiedener Oberflächen. Wir zeigen, dass akustische Augmentation von Ober-
flächen intuitiv Informationen übermitteln können und unbemerkt das Verhalten
von Nutzern beeinflussen. Weiterhin trägt eine akustische Oberflächenaugmentation
zur Wahrnehmung einer virtuellen Umgebung bei. Jedoch sind bei der ubiquitären
Nutzung von Sensorik Datenschutzbedenken zu berücksichtigen. Die Ergebnisse der
Studien in Bezug auf die Privatsphäre zeigen, dass der Kontext entscheidend sein
kann, wenn es darum geht, ob und welche Interaktion durchgeführt werden soll.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

“There is more information available at our fingertips during a walk in the woods than
in any computer system, yet people find a walk among trees relaxing and computers
frustrating.” Mark Weiser [Wei91]

Figure 1.1: An illustration of how technological advances have contributed to human
evolution and how the 21st century may contribute to it.

Technology weaves into our daily life. The smartphone has become an indispensable
and ubiquitous mobile device [Bal06] enabling worldwide communication and making
information available at our fingertips. The term ubiquitous computing originates
from Mark Weiser who envisioned that computers will “weave themselves into the
fabric of everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it.” [Wei91]. Instead
of sitting in front of a PC, computers of various sizes in the environment should
assist people in their daily tasks. More than 30 years have passed since Weiser’s
article, and the number of transistors on integrated circuits has doubled on average
in less than every two years since then, known as Moore’s Law [Moo65; Ros13]. This
technological progress has enabled to integrate complex computing systems into
everyday objects like watches. Furthermore, virtual and augmented reality headsets
can now be used in a mobile context. This means that Weiser’s proposed computers
of various sizes do not need to be placed in the environment, but can be displayed
virtually in the user’s field of vision. All that is required now is an ordinary surface
on which the information can be displayed. In addition, a surface in itself contains
a variety of information that can be used for interactions. Weiser may have been
aware of this when he pointed out the wealth of information at our fingertips.
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Surfaces surround us everywhere and unconsciously influence our behavior. In
shopping centers the operators take advantage of human perception by using different
floor materials to persuade customers to make more purchases. For this purpose, the
velocity of a pedestrian is influenced by using different soft and hard floor materials
[Pre73]. The slipperiness of a floor can be perceived via both visual and tactile cues
[Li19], resulting in a changed gait pattern [Cha02]. Consequently, customers can be
unconsciously slowed down when walking past the goods. Besides visual and tactile
stimuli of a surface, the sound when stepping on a floor can also influence the walking
pace [Tur13b]. This shows that we perceive surfaces in our environment mainly
through the three classical senses vision, touch and hearing. As a result, surfaces
around us can be actively shaped to influence our perception and behavior. Another
application field is guidance for visually impaired individuals in urban environments.
Pedestrian walkways partially have special cues for the blind. Almost unnoticed by
people without visual impairments, tactile pavings are textured paving stones that
convey cues for junctions and road crossings [Sak00]. Figure 1.2 shows an example
of tactile pavings in the city center of Hildesheim, Germany, at a bus stop. The
direction of the grooves in the tactile pavings indicate the walking direction. The
curb contains small bumps to delimit the sidewalk and grooves on the road signal the
transition to the other side of the road. A person can actively perceive and interpret
the unevenness in the stones by using a blind stick. Besides guidance, text can also
be displayed via tactile cues in embossed paper or other surfaces. Braille is a tactile
font based on dot patterns stamped into the material [Fou13].

Figure 1.2: Tactile pavings in an urban environment near a bus stop. The different
grooms in the stone indicate the walking directions. Little bumps on the curb limit
the walkway.
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In human-computer interaction, surface computing places interfaces on everyday
objects like tables. For example, smart tables in home environments [Kir12], in public
places such as museums [Row14], or in office environments [Rek99] can enhance the
shared experience and enjoyment of using technology. In addition, methods were
proposed to make virtual textures on the display tangible through electro-tactile
effects [Bau10]. Many approaches of surface computing are limited to the display size
or an permanently equipped environment, which in turn constrains the ubiquitous use
of technology. We can now, for example, virtually project interfaces onto any surface
and integrate surface properties into interactions with mobile computers. This makes
it possible to transform any environment into an interactive space that can assist
people in their daily tasks. However, surface computing has not yet distinguished
between permanently installed systems and ad-hoc approaches.

Therefore, this thesis further subdivides surface computing into active surfaces
and passive surfaces. An active surface is based on embedded equipment in or
around a surface. The term active refers to intentional changes made to a surface
to enable interactions between humans and computers. Active surface interactions
include, but are not limited to, QR codes, NFC tags, displays (embedded screens
or permanently mounted projectors), and embedded hardware to recognize touch
events. In contrast, a passive surface utilizes and augments the features of an
ordinary surface for interactions with mobile technology. The term passive refers
to an ordinary surface that has not been modified in any way to make it usable for
interactions with computers. Passive surface interactions include, but are not limited
to, projected interfaces and information via AR headsets, touch events detected via
mobile hardware or augmentation and measurement of surface characteristics to
convey and retrieve information.

1.1 Hypotheses
This thesis investigates how passive surfaces can be integrated into human-computer
interactions to support users of mobile devices in their daily tasks. The aim is to
turn any environment and it’s surfaces into an interactive space without equipping
the environment with technology. For this purpose, various hypotheses are to be
formulated and answered. As a first step, previous research in the area of surface
computing must be analyzed for a potential subdivision into active and passive
surface computing. Thereby, we analyze the following hypotheses:

H1 Surface computing can be subdivided into active and passive surface computing.
H2 Active surface interactions are convertible into passive surface interactions and

vice versa.

As already mentioned, we perceive surfaces mainly with our three classical senses:
vision, touch and hearing. Sensors for mobile computing systems can also measure
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these stimuli of the environment and surfaces. To name a few examples: Camera sys-
tems can capture textures and colors of a surface [Yeo17], inertial measurement units
can sense vibrations related to the roughness of a surface [Hsu15], and microphones
can sense sounds related to friction on a surface [Har08b]. From the use of these
sensors for passive surface interactions, the following hypotheses arise regarding the
user performing an interaction:

H3 Passive surfaces contain information about the type of interaction that is
performed on it.

H4 Passive surfaces contain information about the user that performs an interac-
tion.

To investigate these hypotheses, we particularly focus on vibrations and scratching
sounds produced by the friction on a surface. We examine these surface related
features individually as well as in combination with each other. We aim with the
following hypothesis to find out whether surface properties contain complementary
information about an ordinary surface and the interaction performed on it.

H5 Vibrations combined with scratching sounds produced by friction on a surface
contain complementary features that contribute to identify an interaction.

H6 Interactions with passive surfaces emit information about the type of surface
on which the interaction is performed.

Based on the hypotheses mentioned above, we look at specific application cases in
which surfaces can possibly support people in everyday tasks. From the presented
applications, the following hypotheses will be investigated.

H7 Passive surfaces and their properties in the wild can support users in their
everyday tasks.

H8 Passive surfaces are able to sense the context of using technology.

Lastly, this dissertation will look at the augmentation of ordinary surfaces in
the wild. The aim is to implement an interactive space anywhere in which we
further investigate the role of passive surface computing. We here focus on acoustic
augmentation in urban areas and observe the influences on the human perception
and behavior. From this, two last hypotheses can be formulated.

H9 Acoustically augmented surfaces influence the perception of an overall perceived
reality.

H10 Acoustically augmented surfaces can communicate special cues and change the
behavior of the user.
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In order to accept or reject the formulated hypotheses we use commonly applied
research methods in human-computer interaction [Mac12]. As a research vehicle,
we present novel prototypes that we have built and evaluated in various laboratory
and field studies. In addition to quantitative data, we collected qualitative data in
questionnaires and interviews before, during and after the studies were conducted.

1.2 Contributions
This thesis introduces a sub-categorization of surface computing into active and
passive surface computing. Based on this definition, prototypes and interaction
techniques are presented to integrate passive, ordinary surfaces into human-computer
interactions. Furthermore, scratching sounds and vibrations produced by friction
when moving over a surface are investigated in detail in various application scenarios.
The three main contributions are listed below.

(1) Definition of active & passive surface computing
(2) An in-depth investigation of scratching sounds and vibrations on passive

surfaces in various application scenarios
(3) Methods for integrating passive, ordinary surfaces into human-computer inter-

actions

1.3 Thesis Outline & Prototypes
To investigate the presented hypothesis, various prototypes were built and evaluated
in user studies. The following chapters were sorted based on the involved hypotheses
and prototypes. We now give an outline of the next chapters and how they contribute
to the hypotheses.

Chapter 2 first deals with human perception and the classical senses of vision,
hearing and touch. We give an insight into how environmental stimuli are transduced
into electrical signals and where these signals are processed in the brain. Furthermore,
it is shown how the respective senses contribute to the perception of surfaces. We
then continue with a categorization of approaches from previous research in the field
of HCI and surface computing into active and passive surface interactions. This
serves to test H1 and H2. In a summary we point out limitations of active and
passive surfaces.

In Chapter 3 we present a pen prototype to measure vibrations and scratching
sounds during handwriting as the pen tip strokes on paper. Using the application
scenario of handwriting recognition on ordinary paper, we validate H3 and H5.
Furthermore, an approach is presented to efficiently combine the benefits of audio
and motion data for handwriting recognition.

We continue the application scenario of handwriting recognition in Chapter 4.
Here we mainly test H4 by identifying writers from individual handwritten symbols.
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In addition, we again verify H3 using an iteration of the pen prototype from Chapter
3.

In Chapter 5 we conclude our pen investigations by evaluating magnetic tracking
systems for stylus pens. Here we focus on around device interactions for tiny wrist-
worn displays. The aim is to include the surrounding skin into the interface for
avoiding display occlusions. We present a pen prototype with built-in magnet and
touch detector, which is localized by the embedded magnetometer of a smartwatch.
In a small usability experiment we evaluate the back of the hand as a suitable drawing
space and compare it to 3D mid-air interaction techniques.

Chapter 6 is dedicated to surface vibrations and scratching sounds in the wild.
We investigate H5, H6 and H7 in two application scenarios. For this purpose, we
present a universal sensor unit that can be attached to various devices. In a study we
evaluate whether vibrations and scratching sounds can be used to measure different
road surface conditions in a cycling scenario. We then evaluate our sensor unit in a
skiing experiment where the sensor unit is attached to a ski boot.

We continue to evaluate H7 in Chapter 7 by using visual features of surfaces. The
goal is to measure the context of smartphone usage by identifying different surfaces in
a home environment. A prototype is presented and evaluated that measures various
household surfaces using rear cameras and flashlights. We further envision various
applications that serve to test H8.

In chapter 8, an augmented reality application is presented to facilitate the search
for specific books in bookshelves. The mobile application uses color and text features
of book spines to identify a desired book and highlights it in the camera image
view. We further investigate H7 by comparing search times for books on the shelves
with our application against normal visual search. Furthermore, we envision an
application scenario for public bookcases to link online communities to local sharing
places.

Chapter 9 deals with augmented surfaces in urban environments. An application
is presented that acoustically augments footstep sounds during walks in city centers.
The listener wears headphones with active noise cancellation while being exposed to
various soundscapes and footstep sounds. An in-situ field study serves to evaluate
different effects and the individual perception of the listener in a real application
scenario. From interviews and quantitative data H9 and H10 are tested.

In Chapter 10 we conclude our findings by discussing our results and hypothesis.
In a summary, we define limitations of passive surface interactions and outline future
research.



CHAPTER 2
Background

The purpose of this chapter is to work out the differences between interactions on
active and passive surfaces. We will first briefly look into cognitive psychology to
give a basic understanding of human perception. This is followed by a description of
how our senses transduce and perceive surface-related environmental stimuli. Then
we will continue by defining active and passive surfaces and how they are used in
human-computer interaction. To summarize, this chapter will end by clarifying the
differences between active and passive surfaces.

2.1 Human Element
At every moment when we interact with the environment and computational systems,
several processes take place in our brain. Therefore, the human element in interactions
is an important aspect that needs to be addressed for this thesis. In the following,
we will give some fundamentals of cognitive psychology and interactions with the
environment. To understand how we perceive environmental stimuli, we imagine a
simple birthday scenario in Figure 2.1. On the birthday table is a birthday cake with
a candle, a gift, a flower and a radio playing music. Several processes now take place
in the brain in a very short time that give the person a picture of the overall reality.
The intended goal is to blow out the candle for making a wish, cut and eat the cake,
as well as open the birthday gift.

Figure 2.1: Birthday scenario: A visualization of different environmental stimuli and
the related classical senses.

7
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Figure 2.2: Simplified perceptual process adapted from [Gol17].

2.1.1 Perceptual Process
In general, the perceptual process in Figure 2.2 is a continuous cycle that starts from
an environmental stimulus and leads to interaction with the environment. We here
briefly describe the process adapted from [Gol17]. To exemplify, we take the visual
stimuli of the birthday cake in Figure 2.1 and describe the process of perception
shown in Figure 2.2.

In the first step, light is emitted by the candle and reflected by the cake into
the environment. When the light reaches our visual sensor, e.g. the eyes, light is
transformed into electrical energy by the corresponding sensory receptors. Regardless
of which sense responses to an environmental stimulus, the transfer from one form
of energy to electrical energy is called transduction. The resulting electrical energy
is processed towards the cerebral cortex which is a 2 mm layer on the surface of
the brain. Figure 2.3 visualizes in which part of the brain each sense is mainly
processed. For vision, the most processing occurs at the occipital lobe. In this step
the signals of all receptors travel though a network of interconnected neurons where
they are attenuated or amplified. The result of that processing step is the perception
of the object and the final recognition of the birthday cake with the candle. To
further distinguish: While recognition categorizes the birthday cake, perception is
the conscious awareness of the object. The process of perception and recognition is
not necessarily a sequential procedure. It can also happen in the reverse order and
simultaneously [Gib94].

In the last step the person performs an action in the real world to interact with
the perceived object. In our case, an imaginable interaction would be to blow out
the candle to make a wish, and then slice the cake and eat a piece. Each interaction
with the world results in new stimuli measured by the human sensors that are
again further processed. Thus, the perceptional process is continuous and dynamic.
Another factor that influences this process is knowledge. In our example, the person
knows that it is his or her birthday and recognizes the candle on the cake as a sign
for being a birthday cake. Looking at the whole scene, the person might recognize
other signs such as the smell of the flower or the song that is played on the radio.
These environmental stimuli gain importance in case of visual impairments and have
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an impact on the perception of a scenery. For instance, visually impaired people
prefer different landscapes than people without visual impairments as they focus
more on their acoustic perception [Sou69].

2.1.2 Senses
After introducing the perceptual process, we will now look into the senses that
transduce environmental stimuli into electrical signals. From a historical point of
view, Aristotle defined five senses that are responsible for perceiving our environment
[El 11; Gru08]: vision, hearing, touch, smell and taste. Since the classical senses
convey stimuli of the environment, they are called exteroreceptors [Feh17]. In human-
computer interaction, vision, hearing, and touch are the main senses involved [Dix04].
This also applies to surfaces such as touchscreens. We see the displayed information
and know from the haptic feedback [Bic08; El 11] and clicking sounds [Mac12] when
the screen is touched that an interaction was successfully performed. Penfield was
the first to distinguish motor and sensory areas in the cerebral cortex [Pen50]. Higher
level of senses, such as satisfaction or frustration, for example reflect how people
experience their interactions with computers [Mac12]. In the following, we describe
how the senses, that are mostly related to the perception of surfaces, transduce the
environmental stimuli. A deeper insight is given to make the perception of surfaces
in the environment comprehensible. The descriptions are mainly based on [Feh17;
Gol09; Gol17]. Figure 2.3 provides an overview of where most of the processing for
each of the five senses happens in the brain.

Figure 2.3: A pictorial drawing of the brain areas that are mainly involved in
processing each of the senses. The self created drawing is based on [Gol17].
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2.1.2.1 Vision

Visible light are electromagnetic waves with a wavelength between 400 nm to 700 nm.
The eyes are responsible for sensing light from the environment and transducing the
incoming energy into electrical signals. In addition to the general visual impressions,
the slightly different perspectives of the eyes enable the three-dimensional perception
of the environment with both eyes. Figure 2.4 on the left depicts a horizontal cut of
the eye. The dioptric apparatus are the components of the eye that are responsible
for refracting incident light [Sch11]. First, the light travels through the cornea,
then the anterior chamber on to the iris. The iris operates similar to a camera
aperture and regulates the incidence of light on the pupil. To avoid overexposure or
underexposure, the iris changes its circular opening width to the pupil. The pupil
appears like a black hole when viewed from the outside, since the retina completely
absorbs the incident light. Behind the pupil, light falls on the lens, which adjusts its
shape via muscle fibers (zonules) for focusing the light to the distance of the object
being observed. The focused light beam travels through the vitreous chamber to the
point of sharp vision on the retina (Fovea centralis).

The general structure of the retina is shown in Figure 2.4 on the right. The main
function is to transduce the light energy into electrical energy. The retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE) is attached to the choroid and adsorbs incoming light to attenuate
noise of the optical system and improve the image quality [Str05]. Above the RPE
are the photoreceptor cells which are responsible for the visual phototransduction.
Rod cells are very sensitive to incoming light, have a slow response time and handle
the scotopic vision. The human retina includes on average 92 million rod cells which
can be mostly found at the retinal edges [Cur90]. Therefore, rod cells are mainly
responsible for peripheral vision and play a subordinate role in color vision. Cone
cells are less sensitive to light and are responsible for color vision. Hence we can
hardly distinguish colors at night. In total, humans have on average 4.6 million
cones [Cur90] which have a fast response time and are concentrated around the fovea.
There are three types to cover the visible spectrum. The S type cones have blue
receptors (sensitivity maxima at 420 nm), M type cones cover the green spectrum
(534 nm) and L type cones are sensitive to red light (564 nm). Photoreceptor cells
constantly release glutamate. When light falls on photoreceptor cells, they release
less glutamate which is received by the bipolar cells that transmit sustained graded
potentials to the ganglion cells. Bipolar cells can ether forward or invert light energy
signals. The retina consists of about 36 million bipolar cells [Feh17]. The less rods
and cones are connected to a bipolar cell, the higher the image resolution. Horizontal
cells are interconnected between rods and cones. They serve to amplify light signals.
Ganglion cells collect the output signals of the bipolar cells and form action potentials
that travel though the optic nerve to the brain. The point where all ganglion cell
axons leaving the eye is called optic disc. There are no rods or cones that recognize
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visual stimuli. Thus, this point is also called blind spot. In the brain, most visual
stimuli are processed at the occipital lobe.

Although research has uncovered a large part of the processes involved, it is still
unclear how exactly the brain perceives visual stimuli [Feh17]. It remains of research
interest how we exactly visually perceive and identify surfaces [Ade01]. However,
surfaces can subconsciously influence our behavior. For example, a hard, glossy
walked surface is perceived as slippery and causes people to unconsciously walk
more slowly [Pre73]. In general, gloss indicates the reflectivity of incident light on
a surface. The reflectivity is related to the proportion of reflected light (albedo).
The perceived glossiness of a digital black and white image was associated with the
luminance histogram distribution of the pixels [Mot07]. It was suspected that the
human brain adapts image statistics to perceive gloss of surfaces [Mot07]. However,
this hypothesis was rejected since the reflected images on the surface and other
stimuli of the environment also contribute to the gloss perception [And09; Lan07].
There are six types of perceptual gloss: surface texture (smoothness of a surface),
sheen (gloss at grazing angles), specularity (shininess), haze (milky effects), contrast
(contrasts between specularities), and distinctness (sharpness of reflected image)
[Cha15; ODo86]. In addition, studies show that movement (optical flow) influence
the perception of a surface material and overrides static cues [Doe11; Mao19; Wen10].

Figure 2.4: A pictorial drawing of the human eye on the left and a sketch of the
retina on the right. The drawings are self made based on [Feh17; Gol17; Wik13].
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2.1.2.2 Hearing

Acoustic waves are vibrations that propagate through a transmission medium. Our
ears are responsible for sensing acoustic waves. Humans are most sensitive to
frequencies between 500 and 5,000 Hz but can in the best case recognize tones
from 10 up to 20,000 Hz [Feh17]. A tone is a single, periodically repeating acoustic
wave. The pitch indicates how high a tone is perceived. Sounds are a composition
of different waves with different volumes, which are perceived simultaneously. We
can localize sound sources by the delay of sound waves reaching the ears and the
attenuating sound shadow of the head.

Figure 2.5 depicts a simplified drawing of the ear. Acoustic waves reach the pinna
and are bundled towards the external auditory canal. The outer ear ends at the
tympanic membrane. The task of the middle ear is to transform the air pressure of
the acoustic waves into fluid pressure waves. Air pressure waves cause the tympanic
membrane to vibrate. The vibrations are transmitted towards the three ossicles in
the tympanic cavity that serve as a form of impedance matching from air pressure to
fluid pressure waves. Attached to the tympanic membrane (eardrum) is the malleus
(hammer), that transfers it’s movements to the incus (anvil). The stapes (stirrup)
are connected to cochlea by an oval window and are the final step in the impedance
matching process. The eustachian tube connects the tympanic cavity with the oral
cavity and ensures pressure equalization on both sides of the tympanic membrane.

The inner ear starts at the cochlea (Fig. 2.5, middle) which is filled with fluid
and holds the actual sensing organ of corti (Fig. 2.5, right). Its task is to transduce
fluid pressure waves into nerve impulses. The semicircular canals recognize rotations
of the head and are thus responsible for the sense of balance, linear acceleration,
rotation and gravity. Its electrical signals are transmitted via the vestibular nerve
to the brain. The cochlea is constructed as a spiral around the cone shaped bone
modiolus where the fluid waves are propagating in different chambers. The three
chambers are divided by the basilar membrane and the Reissner’s membrane. The
two outer chambers scala tympani and scala vestibuli are filled with perilymph. The
inner chamber scala media is filled with endolymph. When the foot of the stapes
stimulates propagating pressure fluid waves, they travel along the scala tympani up
to the helicotrema which is connected to the scala vestibuli. At the far end, the
waves reach the round window, which serves to compensate the vibrations to avoid
permanent fluid wave loopbacks along the compartments. The auditory transduction
of the waves into electrical signals happens in the organ of corti. The fluid waves
stimulate the basilar membrane to vibrate which causes the hair cells to be deformed
when touching the tectorial membrane. This causes an chemical process with the
endolymph that generates electrical impulses which are transmitted via the auditory
nerve. There are two types of hair cells. The outer hair cells (OHC) are shaped
like rods and act similar to an active amplifier of the acoustic signals. They can
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change their dimensions according to the membrane potential with a frequency of up
to 24 kHz [Feh17]. The inner hair cells (IHC) transduce the movements along the
tectorial membrane into electrical impulses. These electrical impulses are transmitted
by the spiral ganglions via the cochlea nerve to the brain’s temporal lobe. IHCs are
frequency selective because the basilar membrane becomes progressively larger along
the cochlea. This causes frequency resonance to decrease from the base of the cochlea
towards the helicotrema.

The structure of the cochlea thus allows multiple external auditory stimuli to be
sensed simultaneously. The highest sensitivity can be found in the range of speech
[Feh17] which is also an important interaction modality [Mac12]. Our brains are
capable of filtering noise sources while focusing on specific sounds, which is known
as selective directional hearing or the “cocktail party effect” [Che53]. We can walk
through a forest and focus on different sound sources. Walking meditation is a form
of concentration on one’s gait that takes advantage of this phenomenon [Han85]. The
practitioner is encouraged to focus all senses on the gait, which includes the sound of
each footstep. Research has shown that footstep sounds can contribute to a person’s
presence in virtual worlds [Han85; Kab82; Kab13; Ker20; Ser11]. Furthermore,
augmented footstep sounds were found to influence walking behavior [Hop19; Ley19;
Men10; Ser11; Taj15; Tur15; Tur13b; Wil20] and serve as an unobtrusive feedback
channel [Gom20; Ohn19; Rod14]. Besides augmenting surface-related sounds, there
has been research on stimulating the human sense of balance by galvanic vestibular
stimulation (GVS) [Fit99; Mae05]. By stimulating the organ with electrical impulses
behind the ear, the brain can not correctly perceive the position of the head. As a
result, the user leans toward the stimulated electrode and cannot maintain straight
forward motion.

Figure 2.5: A pictorial drawing of the human ear. On the left, the anatomy of the
outer, middle and inner ear. The middle picture shows a horizontal cut through the
cochlea and the right drawing shows the organ of corti. The drawings are self made
based on [Feh17; Gol17; Wik09; Wik04].
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2.1.2.3 Touch

Touch refers to a haptic perception that is conveyed by sensors within the skin.
Cutaneous or tactile receptors in the skin sense different environmental stimuli such
as temperature, pain or pressure [Gol09]. The skin is our largest organ and responsible
for multiple functions. Besides sensing external stimuli, the skin ensures temperature
regulation and protects our body from external hazards such as bacteria. We will
here focus on external stimuli and their perception. In the brain, the sensations of
the skin are mostly processed in the parietal lobe [Cla94].

A simplified sketch of the skin is shown in Figure 2.6. We left out several
components such as arteries, veins, melanocytes and sweat pores to focus on haptic
perception. The sketches are based on [Gol09; Zim14]. The skin can be divided into
three main layers: epidermis, dermis and hypodermis. The epidermis is the outer
layer of the skin that protects the body from environmental hazards like bacteria
or chemicals and is responsible for the color of our skin. It is mainly composed of
cells that produce keratin to maintain the protective function [Bar12b]. These cells
are called keratinocytes and migrate up through the epidermis until they form an
outer waterproof, protective layer named stratum corneum [Jan17]. The stratum
corneum consists of dead cell layers and its thickness differs from an average of
6 layers on genital skin to 86 layers on the heels depending on the part of the
body and its exposure to mechanical stress [Ya-99]. In the stratum granulosum
below, the keratinocytes gradually transform into dead cells named korneocytes. The
stratum spinosum underneath contains Langerhans cells, which contribute to the
skin’s immune system [Cho09]. The stratum basale is an unicellular layer of basal
keratinocyte stem cells that are constantly dividing to renew the outer layers [Jan17].
The basement membrane tightly connects the epidermis and dermis below. The
dermis has various tasks such as temperature regulation, blood distribution and
sensing environmental stimuli. The hypodermis is the deepest layer filled with fat
cells and connective tissue. It serves the body as a storage of energy and water as
well as a protection against cold.

Cutaneous receptors can be divided into mechanoreceptors (pressure), thermore-
ceptors (temperature) and nociceptors (pain, damage). There are several different
mechanoreceptors, which are responsible for sensing different external stimuli. They
have in common that they do not require additional sensor cells for firing action
potentials, but can be divided into fast and slow adapting types. Figure 2.6 on the
right visualized three mechanoreceptors. Merkel cells sense vertical pressure and are
therefore highly involved in the perception of touched surface textures [Zim14]. They
are slowly adapting (SA-1) to stimuli and are located at the stratum basale. The
second slowly adapting type (SA-2) are Ruffini’s corpuscles located in the dermis.
They contribute to touch-pressure sensing as well as perceiving self-movement and
body position. Meissner’s corpuscles are located directly underneath the stratum
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basale in the dermis. They are rapidly adapting (RA) to stimuli like pressure and
low-frequency vibrations. Pacinian corpuscles are free nerve endings enclosed in a
layered capsule that rapidly adapt (PC) to high-frequency vibrations. Free nerve
endings are nociceptors that sense itch, pain as well as hot and cold temperatures
with a slow response. Nerve endings around the hair follicle are fast adapting to
external stimuli and recognize touch as well as motion of the hair.

Tactile perception of surfaces can be divided into five dimensions: macro roughness,
fine roughness, warmness, hardness and friction (stickiness) [Oka12]. Touch is the act
of bringing a part of the body into contact with an physical object. In general, touch
can be divided into two modes: First, active touch refers to an intended environmental
exploration of an individual. Second, passive touch refers to the act of being touched
by something or somebody [Cha09]. Both modes can be further subdivided into
static (no movement along a surface involved) and dynamic touch. Dynamic touch is
twice as sensitive in perceiving the roughness of a surface [Mor83] since static touch
involves less cutaneous mechanoreceptors (SA-1, SA-2) [Cha09]. A static touch event
can for example convey information about temperature, surface texture and the
shape of an object. Active touch events like contour following and texture exploration
usually require relatively slow movements with low forces of about 0.5 𝑁 [Smi02]. It
has been argued that perceptual performance is lower with passive touch because
it refers to a more unnatural experience [Gib62]. Active touch has been shown to
be more efficient in texture exploration. However, with increasing exploration time,
passive touch achieves similar performance [Cha94]. When exploring a surface, the
inter-sensory interaction of vision and touch is important for the perception [Led09].
For spatially defined textures, vision plays a greater role, while the sense of touch
becomes more important as surface roughness increases [Led86].
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Figure 2.6: A drawing of the human skin on the left and a sketch of the touch
receptors the right. The drawings are self made based on [Feh17; Gol09; Wik17;
Zim14].

2.2 Ubiquitous Surfaces
Surfaces surround us all the time and everywhere, or in other words: surfaces
are ubiquitous. As we have already discussed, their properties contribute to the
perception of the environment. In human-computer interaction, surfaces are used for
various input and output modalities [Mac12]. For example, a touchscreen can be used
to display information and recognize (touch) input events. Innovations in hardware
miniaturization, wireless communication and decreasing power consumption have
enabled to embed technology in or on all kinds of materials. Mark Weiser and
his colleagues at Xerox PARC were the first to envision computers ”fade into the
background” [Wei91]. Instead of personal computers, smart everyday objects equipped
with interconnected computers embedded into the real world will unnoticeably support
humans in their daily tasks. Weiser exemplified that a room is filled with many
different writing and display surfaces that can lead to hundreds of invisible computers.

His article inspired other companies and researchers to establish competing alter-
native research agendas of ubiquitous computing [Dou11]. For example, proactive
computing (Intel) is a concept of sensor and actuator networks in the environment
that ”monitor and shape their physical environment” [Ten00]. Here, the focus is
shifted towards artificial intelligence, data processing and user experience. Ambient
Intelligence (Philips) aims to embed sensors and actuators in the entire environ-
ment to individualize and adapt computational systems to each user [Aar09; Aar03;
Den01]. Pervasive computing (IBM) focuses on mobile devices and business processes
[Ark99; Mat01]. Abowd and Mynatt introduced everyday computing, which “pro-
motes informal and unstructured activities” that are “continuous in time, a constant
ebb and flow of action that has no clear starting or ending point” [Abo00]. They
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motivated that interfaces should be designed more naturally and use a greater variety
of communication capabilities between humans and computers. In addition, ubicomp
applications should consider the context of their use based on sensed information
from the real and digital environment. A system can be described as context-aware
if the information and services provided are adapted to the current user task [Abo99].
One example are navigation tasks, where the displayed route is adapted based on road
information [Mat13]. In Chapter 6, we will show factors of road surface conditions
that influence preferred route choices. In addition, we will present a vision-based
approach to identify surfaces in Chapter 7. Here, identified surfaces will serve to
recognize the context of smartphone usage.

In general, this thesis distinguishes between two types of surfaces that can be used
in a ubiquitous interaction: Active surfaces, in which technology is directly embedded
into the surface or permanently installed in the vicinity, and passive surfaces, which
use mobile technology to measure and integrate surfaces into interactions. To
distinguish from other fields of research, an active surface in medical science, for
example, refers to a chemically or biologically reactive implant surface that reacts with
the physiological environment [Bos12]. Large radio telescopes correct imperfections
by adjusting their shape which is called active surface technology [Wil21]. More
generally, while passive surfaces have static properties, active surfaces can dynamically
adapt their properties to their environment and a specific use case. We will now
further describe the usage of active and passive surfaces in HCI.

2.3 Active Surfaces
Active surfaces have played an important role in the development of intuitive user
interfaces decades before Mark Weiser’s article about ubiquitous computing [Wei91].
A screen can generally be considered as an active surface that changes its properties
(appearance, color). Early computers used buttons and keyboards to make inputs
while lamps or screens displayed the current state of the system [Mac12]. The first
computer that allowed interacting directly on the screen was Sketchpad introduced
by Ivan Sutherland in 1962 [Sut64]. The computer used a light pen to draw, resize,
move or delete objects directly on the screen. 15 years later, Alan Kay and Adele
Goldberg presented Dynabook which was a portable computer that allowed stylus
input [Kay77]. In both systems users were able to intuitively interact directly on
the screen with displayed objects similar to manipulating physical objects. This
is known as direct manipulation and was introduced by Ben Shneiderman [Shn81;
Shn82]. In the same time period, the first touch displays for direct finger input
were invented [Joh65]. The Xerox Star computer made another breakthrough in
1981 by integrating the concept of an office desk into the digital interface known
as the desktop metaphor [Mac12]. One of the first systems that aimed to directly
connect the virtual desktop with the physical desk was DigitalDesk by Pierre Wellner
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[Wel91] in 1991. Users could interact with digital and physical paper on the desk by
a front-projection including finger and pen tracking using a camera system. This
milestone marked the beginning of tabletop interaction and surface augmentation,
which we will briefly outline in the following.

2.3.1 Display Technologies
The display is responsible for presenting the interface and system state on a surface.
A differentiation can be made between projected and embedded displays [Sch10].
Projected displays on active surfaces refer to a fixed installation near the surface. A
full review of display technologies is given by Walker [Wal12]. Digital projectors can
be ether used in a rear or front projected setting. Front projected settings can embed
interfaces on a variety of surfaces, but will cause occlusion if objects or hands come
into the light beam. The advantage is that front projectors can illuminate uneven and
opaque surfaces. Front projections can, for example, augment a working environment
and display additional information about objects [Rek99]. In combination with
depth tracking, shapes of the surface can be dynamically integrated into the view
[Woo16]. Furthermore, depth cameras can serve to distinguish user input [Elm12].
Projections from the back can make the displayed image on the surface more robust
to ambient light. In addition to flat surfaces, back projections are also suited for
creating spherical displays [Ben08]. However, in both projection setups a certain
distance is required between the projector and surface which is known as throw.
Furthermore, the brightness is often insufficient to use this technology outdoors.
Since rear projectors reflect a portion of light from the rear projection surface back to
the projector, they usually achieve lower brightness than front projections. Displays
embedded directly into the surface usually have better image quality and are partially
suitable for outdoor installations [Mot08]. Compared to projectors, they achieve
smaller display sizes and, depending on the technology, can be installed as planar or
slightly curved surfaces.

2.3.2 Touch Technologies
A differentiation can be made between two types of touch sensing approaches on
active surfaces. On the one hand, there are touch technologies that are embedded
directly into the surface and on the other hand touch events can be tracked by external
permanently mounted hardware. We here briefly describe several approaches. A
detailed description is given by Schöning et al. [Sch08a; Sch10]. In addition, Paradiso
et al. have summarized some of the early works to create interactive surfaces [Par00].

2.3.2.1 Resistive touch surfaces
Resistive touch surfaces are sensitive to pressure from the input device or finger.
They consist of two stacked conductive layers that change their resistance to each
other under point pressure. A small spacer between both layers prevents permanent
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electrical contact. The position of a touch event is determined by measuring the
current vertically and horizontally between both layers. The advantages of this
technology are low cost manufacturing and high robustness at the expense of lower
tracking accuracy [Dow05]. Similarly, interactions on a surface can be detected via
weight measurements on the edges of a display. Load sensing can, for example, detect
point and click interactions or objects on a table [Sch02].

2.3.2.2 Capacitive touch surfaces

Capacitive touch technologies can be divided into surface and projected capacitive
touch approaches. Capacitive surface technology uses four electrodes at the edges of
the contact surface to create a uniform electric field. Fingers affect the electric field
and consequently the flowing current. However, multi-touch input cannot be sensed
with this setup. Projected capacitive touch is an established sensing approach on
smartphone displays. Two stacked electrode layers in X and Y direction accurately
detect touch events with multi-touch support. The finger affects the electronic
field, which in turn changes the capacitance between a local pair of electrodes. The
first capacitive touch surface that could distinguish users in collaborative work was
DiamondTouch in 2001 by Dietz and Leigh [Die01]. Here, antennas in the surface
emit high-frequency signals that propagate through the user’s body when touched.
Receivers mounted on each chair detect which user touches the surface. One year later
Rekimoto presented a mesh of in the surface embedded antennas and receivers called
SmartSkin [Rek02]. The system was able to recognize gestures such as zooming by
analyzing the relative positions between detected touch points. In addition, tangible
objects on the table could be integrated into the interface when touched.

2.3.2.3 Surface Acoustic Wave Touch Surfaces (SAW)

Surface Acoustic Wave Touch Surfaces (SAW) use ultrasonic waves to recognize
touch events. Piezoelectric transducers in x and y direction send acoustic waves
on the edges of a glass panel. Reflectors direct the waves across the panel to the
piezoelectric receivers. When a soft material like a fingertip touches the surface,
the acoustic waves are absorbed. This technology is capable of detecting single and
dual-touch events [Sch10]. In addition to SAW, touching a surface generates sounds
that propagate through the material. Contact microphones such as piezoelectric
transducers attached to the edges of a surface can detect the position of an input
event by analyzing the sound propagation delay. This approach can be used to equip
walls with touch and gesture input. [Har08b]. Another dimension of acoustic touch is
the produced sound (tap and friction) on a surface. It has been shown that produced
sounds can distinguish interactions with, for example, fingers or knuckles [Lop11].
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2.3.2.4 Optical Touch Surfaces
Optical Touch Surfaces use light and camera systems to recognize input events.
Besides approaches that utilize depth cameras [Wil10] or artificial intelligence (AI) to
directly detect hands in the camera image [Mur12b; Wig07] two approaches can be
distinguished. The approach of frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) transmits
infrared light through an acrylic surface [Han05]. In order to achieve a total light
reflection within a surface the refractive index of the inner material must be higher
than the index of the outer material and the angle of incidence of the light at the
edges must be very small [Sch08a; Sch10]. When a user touches the surface, the
refractive index increases and light is reflected toward a camera mounted below the
surface. The amount of reflected light is depended on the pressure on the surface
[Dav08].

Like FTIR, Diffuse illumination (DI) relies on the analysis of altered contrast
values in the image. A transparent plate is illuminated by infrared LEDs and a
diffusor on the plate uniformly disperses the light over the surface. Objects and
hands near the surface then reflect the light and are detected by the camera. There
are also approaches which illuminate the front in order to create interactive floors
[Grø07]. In addition, to achieve a more reliable tracking and to sense pressure DI
can be combined with FTIR [Aug10].

2.3.2.5 Pen Input
Pen interactions can be divided into two types. The first are stylus pens, which are
used on a display for pointing and drawing. The second type are digital pens, which
emit ink on the paper and digitize the information simultaneously. While stylus pens
use the tracking system of the screen, there are different ways to detect the position
of a digital pen on the paper and to digitize the information.

Simple stylus pens can be used on resistive and capacitive touch surfaces. The
stylus transfers the user’s pressure or electric field to the surface. Active stylus
pens include additional hardware to increase the tracking accuracy. For instance
active capacitive stylus pens sense the electric field of the capacitive touch screen.
They transmit a response to the incoming signals in order to affect the electric
field sufficiently to be registered like a finger. This technology can also be used on
fingertips to avoid the problem of finger occlusion on tiny displays [Xia15]. Inductive
stylus pens use dedicated tracking hardware underneath the display surface. A coil
in the stylus induces an electromagnetic field which is detected by a sensor embedded
into the display. This technology has the advantage that hover interactions near
the surface can also be detected. Furthermore, inductive sensing can also be used
on metal surfaces. The pressure caused by the finger bends the metal plate, which
can be registered by a coil under the surface [Kas16]. Magnets are a promising
approach to expand the interaction capabilities of styluses. This enables to determine
the orientation of the stylus by a magnetic field sensor embedded in a smartphone
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[Hwa13b]. Furthermore, interactions on surfaces around the device can be detected.
However, this is to be considered as passive surface interaction. Furthermore, the
pressure of the pen can be derived from the scratching sound that occurs when a
pen is stroked on the display [Hwa12].

Digital pens pursue the vision of bridging the analog and digital worlds. Information
that is physically inked on a sheet of paper or other material and simultaneously
available digitally. A wide range of application scenarios can be identified ranging
from note taking and sketching to annotating documents [Ric17]. There are several
principles that are related to active surfaces. By printing unique and almost invisible
dot patterns on a sheet of paper, cameras embedded in a pen can link the position
of strokes to a position on the paper [AB22]. In addition, transparent dot pattern
films can also be attached to screens to enable direct interaction on the computer
screen [Hof10]. The company Anoto first announced in 1996 that they create a
digital pen based on this technology [Sch08b]. Besides dot patterns, external tracking
hardware clipped on the paper aims to sense the position of the pen when stroking.
For this purpose, the digital pen continuously transmits signals to the tracking device
[Sch08b]. The advantage of this approach is that no special paper is required to
digitize handwritten information. For example the company Wacom [Com22] uses
this technology for their pen Inkling. Zhang and Harrison present an approach to
digitizing handwriting with conventional pens. They laminated a conductive layer
onto the back of a sheet of paper in order to determine the writing position by the
changed electric field during writing and touch events [Zha18]. In contrast, a passive
surface interaction with digital pens refers to digitizing handwritten information
without equipping the paper with technology. This means that the pen itself must
digitize the information. For instance the company Stabilo presented a pen that
supports undergraduate students to learn handwriting [Gmb22]. Furthermore, there
are approaches that add cameras to the digital pen in order to recognize handwriting
[Uch09] or even try to locate the pen position by extracting individual texture
features of a paper [Iwa10]. In the Chapters three to five we will present an own
technology to recognize handwriting. We will also present further works related to
digital pens.

2.3.3 Surface Effects
As previously described, the perception of a surface is influenced by our senses.
Human-computer interaction also takes advantage of tactile effects on surfaces to
convey information or make virtual experiences more realistic [Bas20]. The most
popular methods to create tactile effects on screens are ultrasonic, vibro-tactile and
electrostatic feedback. A comprehensive overview is provided by Basdogan et al.
[Bas20]. Furthermore, tactile effects are an important support for the blind. For
instance, Braille is an international standard for tactile writing in which text is
represented by a dot pattern. This font can be provided either by embossed surfaces
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or refreshable braille displays. Braille also belongs to active surfaces, as it has to be
embossed directly into the surface. In addition, people with visual impairments use
tactile pavements for guidance in public spaces [Sak00]. We will now briefly discuss
methods for augmenting surfaces with tactile effects.

2.3.3.1 Generating Tactile Effects
Vibrations are oscillations that propagate through the material. The most common
used type are vibration motors, which generate vibrations through a rotating eccentric
mass. Their rotational frequency can be controlled by the voltage, but they have
a start-up delay and require a certain threshold voltage for start-up. Voice coil
actuators operate similar to loudspeakers and can produce all types of waveforms
with little delay, but are bulky. Linear resonance actuators are a slim voice coil design
for mobile devices. Due to their low frequency bandwidth, these actuators are suitable
for tactile sensations in the low to mid range action frequencies [Bas20]. Piezoelectric
actuators are compact piezoelectric plates that can produce high frequency actuations
on surfaces. They are often used in prototyping, but have a low durability, which
prevents commercial use in mobile devices. Electroactive polymers change their size
or shape under high voltage. They can be applied like a liquid to large displays and
remain flexible [Bas20]. Electrostatic actuators produce low forces and are suitable
for high frequency haptic effects. They consist of electrode grids which produce
friction forces when the finger is moving over the display. The effect of electrostatic
actuation goes back to an accidental discovery by Mallinckrodt et al. in 1954 [Mal53].
They reported a rubbery sensation when moving a dry finger over a surface under
voltage with a thin insulating layer. In 2010 Bau et al. were the first to use this
effect of electrovibration on displays to design interfaces [Bau10]. These effects can
also be used, for example, to make interaction with a pen on a touch display more
similar to the sensation of writing on paper [Wan16a].

2.3.3.2 Tactile Surface Applications
Tactile effects offer a variety of applications on surfaces. They range from target
pointing over UI interactions up to supporting visually impaired in daily tasks
and artificial rendering of textures. During target acquisition in dragging tasks,
ultrasonic friction increases performance [Lev11]. This effect can be reproduced
with electrovibration [Zha15]. Button clicks are perceived as more pleasant by
tactile feedback if the actuator reacts rapidly and in a short period of time [Par11].
The frequency of the actuator has an influence on how the click is perceived. Low
frequencies between 125 Hz and 500 Hz are perceived as dull and crisp [Che11]. Such
effects can also be reproduced with piezoelectric actuators [Sad20] and ultrasonic
feedback [Gue18]. Ultrasonic friction modulation can be used to display the scrolling
amount of a slider [Lev11]. Likewise electrovibration offers potential for sliders
or dragging tasks due to the wide frequency range and uniform response over the
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interaction area [Bau10]. In addition, other applications such as the sensing of
textures are possible. This allows for a higher degree of realism and greater pleasure
in using technology [Lev11]. For example, textures in digital children’s books can
be augmented with tactile feedback [Lev16]. Communication via text, images or
by touching the screen enables emotions to be conveyed [Mul14]. However, the
potential for use in visual impairments is limited as electrovibration can only convey
information at the size of the fingertip [Xu11]. Presenting Braille by frequency
modulation was found to be insufficient to replace traditional embossed surfaces.
Similarly, electrovibration was found to be difficult when displaying sharp contours.
However, it can assist the blind in replacing the visual sense [Isr12]. Sensory
substitution has also been used on photos. Users can touch the shape of an object or
person in an image they are currently viewing [Lim19].

2.4 Passive Surfaces
According to our definition, passive surfaces aim to use surfaces for human-computer
interactions, but leave the surface in its original state. This also means that no
hardware is to be installed in or near the surface. Instead, the user’s mobile
devices integrate a desired surface into interactions. Therefore, it enables ubiquitous
integration of any surface into human-computer interactions and does not limit the
interaction area to a fixed display size. Moreover, computers contain various rare
earths in small quantities. A more resource-efficient use of these materials can help
to avoid supply shortages [Che19a]. One early technological devices that can be
attributed to passive surfaces is the computer mouse. It operates on most flat surfaces
and it’s interaction space is only limited by the display dimensions. The mouse was
originally invented by Douglas Engelbart in 1963 [Mac12]. It changed the way how
people interact with computers. Instead of typing commands on a keyboard, the user
can move the cursor on graphical icons and execute commands by clicking a button
on the mouse. The integration of passive surfaces in interactions aims at a completely
seamless connection of the physical and virtual world. Feiner et al. were the first to
extended Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing by small wearable “see-though”
and “hear-through” displays in 1993 [Fei93]. Their approach was inspired by the
first head-mounted display by Ivan Sutherland in 1968 [Sut68]. In 1993, Feiner et al.
did not have the technologies required to augment an office desk like DigitalDesk by
Wellner [Wel91], but were capable of presenting an augmented maintenance guide for
a printer. In the same year Fitzmaurice envisioned that users will carry small devices
around to retrieve information from the environment. The display of these small
devices then acts as the “personal display onto information spaces” [Fit93]. Small
handheld devices should be used, for example, to find books on shelves in an office
environment by highlighting the position of a desired book. In Chapter 8, we will take
a closer look at augmented book search with handheld devices. Nowadays we know
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Fitzmaurice’s palmtop computers as smartphones, which turned into an universal
tool for ubiquitous computing [Bal06]. Their highly integrated sensor technology and
computing power have made mobile augmented reality possible, although further
research is still required [Cha17c]. We will now discuss how passive surfaces have
already been integrated into human-computer interactions.

2.4.1 Visual Passive Surface Augmentation
In the visual augmentation of passive surfaces, virtual information is projected onto
the surface in the user’s field of vision. This resulting space of real and virtual
information is known as Mixed Reality (MR) [Mil94]. In Milgram’s reality-virtuality
continuum, this combination of real and virtual information includes the subclasses
of Augmented Reality (AR) up to Augmented Virtuality (AV). While an AR space
contains more real information, an AV space is dominated by virtual information.
As a result, physical surfaces can be utilized for presenting virtual information
throughout the entire MR space. There are two main technical approaches to visually
augment a passive surface: video see-through augmented reality (VST) uses displays
in the field of vision to extend reality and optical see-through augmented reality
(OST) augment the environmental light entering the eye by projections onto a worn
transparent surface in the field of vision. In addition, wearable projectors can directly
illuminate physical surfaces and the skin [Gru18; Har10]. OST and projections have
the advantage of being able to represent reality at the highest resolution without
technical limitations, while VST has the advantage of being able to completely
replace all visual stimuli in the environment [Ito21]. A review of display technologies
for AR and VR headsets is given by Xiong et al. [Xio21].

According to Itoh et al. [Ito21] there are three main challenges in augmenting real
environments: spatial, temporal and visual realism. Temporal realism relates to the
update rate of the presented image when moving [Ito21]. Especially in predominantly
virtual realities and with latencies above 5 𝑚𝑠 [Jer09] this can contribute to motion
sickness [Cob99]. Virtual realism refers to how realistic a virtual object or surface is
perceived. This is related to how real the colors of the virtual object or surface can
be represented and whether the shadows match the overall reality and distance of the
object [Ito21]. Spatial realism refers to the visual perspective on an virtual object
or surface in the real world. For example, if the perspective distortion of a virtual
display does not match on a physical surface, it looses realism and is not perceived as
being adhered to the surface. Early works attached markers to the surface for aligning
objects and displays [Kat99; Rek99]. Markers and QR codes have the advantage that
they offer an affordance to communicate with digital media in the real world. Thus,
they can be viewed as “entry points” [Roh05]. However, surfaces with markers can be
categorized as active surfaces, since the surface is actively changed. The recent trends
are shifting towards extracting natural features of the environment from camera
images and adapting the perspective of virtual superimpositions on the basis of these
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features. There are two principles of vision based tracking: outside-in and inside-out
[Rol01]. Outside-in tracking uses external, permanently mounted cameras to track
the position and orientation of the equipment worn on the head. For this purpose,
the headsets are equipped with infrared LEDs which can be easily recognized in the
camera image. Inside-out tracking places cameras within the mobile device. The
algorithm determines the position by estimating the motion of the camera based on
feature point movements between two images [Nis04]. The advantage of mobile use
without complex calibration results in a loss of accuracy [Mon22]. Motion sensors
can be used to improve motion estimation [Esh17].

2.4.2 Sensing Passive Surface Touch
Unlike active surfaces, passive surfaces do not have any technology attached that
recognize contact with the finger. Body-worn sensors must register surface contacts
to turn any surface into an interactive space. In addition, it may be necessary to
detect the location of the touch event. Further, the surface itself is initially unknown
to the mobile sensing system. This means that the context may decide whether
and what interaction with a computational system is desired by a user. In the
wild, surfaces can have dynamic properties that influence the behavior of the user.
For instance the user might don’t want to touch a dirty or wet outdoor table for
interactions with a projected interface on it. An interaction can thus be considerably
more complex than on an active surface.

Our skin can be considered as a ubiquitous surface, which is a suitable space
for input and output events. Tiny, body-worn displays can use the surrounding
skin for input to prevent the display from being covered by the finger during an
interaction. Input modalities on the skin can be divided into: touch, grab, scratch,
squeeze, press, shear, twist and pull [Wei14]. Furthermore the location of an input
event can decide which action is to be performed [Ber19]. Depth sensors [Sri17]
or distance sensors [Kni14] can be used to detect an input in the near field of a
smartwatch. Moreover, body-worn depth cameras can sense touch events in the
environment [Har11]. Distance sensors under a smartwatch can measure the stretch
of the nearby skin to detect touch events [Oga15]. The acoustic signals when touching
the skin [Har10] or a surface [Gon20] can be measured to recognize touch events.
Similarly, acoustic signals sent from a ring on a finger can be received by a microphone
array on the smartwatch to track the finger’s location [Zha17]. Moreover, magnetic
rings [Par19a] or magnets attached to the fingernail [McI19] can be localized by
smartwatch sensors. The phalanges of the fingers are suitable as input buttons similar
to a numpad. The thumb then serves as the input device [Gol99; Sol18]. Radio-
frequency [Zha19] or alternating current signals [Zha16c] that propagate through
the body can be utilized to detect touch input events. When both arms touch each
other, the signal is changed, which is sensed as an input event. In addition, when
a finger touches or strokes a surface, the produced vibrations on the finger can
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be used to recognize touch events [Shi20]. Our skin can generally be considered
both an active and passive surface. As already described, our skin contains sensors
that allow us to perceive touch. While this could be considered an natural active
surface, from an outside perspective, the skin is considered a passive surface without
technology. A smartwatch is an active surface limited to its display size. Integrating
the surrounding (passive) skin in the interaction increases the interaction radius and
capabilities.

In augmented and virtual realities the trend nowadays shifts towards markerless
finger and surface tracking based on natural features from cameras. Earlier works
used, for example, color features [Lee07], hand contours [Gru01] and depth cameras
[Har11; Wil10] also combined with infrared images [Xia16] to track fingers and touch
events. However, early works required to calibrate the environment to a given setup
with limited mobile capabilities. With universal touch input, sensor units, e.g. on
the finger, can detect touch and motion to circumvent camera calibration challenges
[Ngu15]. Nowadays, AR headsets like the Microsoft HoloLens or Google Tango
project devices also embed time-of-flight depth cameras for sensing the environment
and embedded motion sensors to estimate the camera orientation. To enable fully
ad-hoc and un-instrumented touch input Xiao et al. presented and approach without
the need for calibrations [Xia18]. They first extract the surface planes from the
depth image using the RANSAC algorithm [Fis81]. This allows to segment the hands
from the surface using the height profile with edge filtering of the infrared image and
depth map. After smoothing the found contours, the fingertip is then selected by
extracting the convex shape of the fingers. The recognized position of the fingertip is
further smoothed over sequential frames. Touch events are detected by thresholding
height measurements.

In addition to interactions with virtual interfaces, one vision of un-instrumented
touch input is the virtualization of the keyboard. The first virtual keyboards were
invented at the beginning of the 21st century. They equipped the hands with motion
sensors, integrated touch functionality into gloves, used projected laser displays
or attached markers to the hands [Lee03]. Nowadays, AR headsets can project
keyboards in the field of vision for typing on surfaces or in the air [Lu21]. However,
it has been shown that projected keyboards on a surface reach significant better
typing performances [Dud19].

2.4.3 Augmenting Passive Surface Touch
Previously in the section active surfaces we have already shown that augmenting
tactile perception is challenging. The same applies to passive surface interactions. In
general, we can distinguish three approaches to augment passive surfaces related to
our classical senses: Appearance, haptics and acoustics. Fundamental work by Lesaki
et al. has shown that superimposing a surface with texture images can influence
the tactile illusion. However, this is limited to materials with a similar hardness or
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softness [Les08]. The same applies to acoustic feedback in active and passive touch
interactions [Kan21]. A tactile illusion is thus influenced not only by the sense of
touch, but also by visual and acoustic perception.

In particular, the vision of making virtual worlds more realistic has led to intensive
research in the field of tactile feedback and perceiving virtual objects or surfaces. A
tactile glove can be considered as an active surface layer on the skin. However, if
the glove is used to augment the perception of a surface from the (real or virtual)
environment, we speak of a passive surface interaction. For instance a tactile glove
can sense objects by hand posture and pressure [Sun19] as well as provide tactile
feedback on touched objects and surfaces [Mur12a]. Experiments have shown that
gloves with electrotactile and vibrotactile feedback combined with thermoelectric
feedback can discriminate virtual textures (smooth/rough and soft/hard) at high
accuracy [Kee20]. Smart gloves can also have real-world applications. For example,
they can be used by blind people to read information on any surface via vibration
feedback similar to Braille [Ozi17]. Other use cases of tactile gloves are for example
wayfinding [Zel03] or the transduction of visual stimuli to make games accessible
for the blind [Yua08]. Handheld electrode grids were envisioned as tactile vision
substitution system to perceive the environment [Kaj14]. Ultrasound feedback on
the lips, teeth, and tongue can also convey virtual surface touch experiences [She22].
However, Shen et al. have so far focused on immersion and have not yet explored
virtual texture sensations in the mouth region.

A promising approach to change the tactile perception of ubiquitous surfaces is
reverse electrovibration. Instead of charging displays electrically with an alternating
current [Bau10], a field is generated at the user’s body that creates an “oscillating
electrical field around the user’s fingers” [Bau12]. When a touched surface is connected
to the same ground as the user, tactile effects can be modulated on the surface. Bau
and Poupyrev envisioned that their approach could be used in the future to help
blind people orient themselves in public spaces. Furthermore, virtual textures can
be rendered on physical objects to support AR applications. Another promising
technology are active tattoos applied to the skin. When the tattoo is used to change
the perception of a touched surface in the environment, it can be considered a passive
surface interaction [Wit18]. In contrast, if tattoos are applied to the skin to detect
input events, this can be considered an active surface interaction [Wei15].

Our gait is influenced by the perception of the ground [Pre73]. Each step produces
a sound and haptic feedback which researchers have already proposed methods to
manipulate e.g. to influence gait [Cor20; Gom20; Nor10]. Experiments by Tajadura-
Jiménez et al. suggest that augmented footstep sounds also affect the self-perception
of the body weight [Taj15]. Haptic feedback from shoes [Son18; Tak10] and also
combined with augmented sounds [Nor10] were found to influence the perception of a
surface. Those effects contribute to increase the perceived level of presence in virtual
realities [Ker20] and also influence the user’s gait in VR [Hop19]. In Chapter 9, we will
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take a more detailed look into the acoustic augmentation of footsteps. Again, we can
find methods related to active and passive surface interactions. For example, if a floor
is instrumented with step detection and auditory feedback from loudspeakers, we refer
to it as an active surface [Ren21]. If the user wears headphones to perceive augmented
footsteps in the wild, we refer to this as a passive surface interaction [Nor10]. While
active surfaces require to instrument the environment, passive surfaces require mobile
technology for interactions. Active surfaces have a limited interaction area and
passive surface interactions enable to turn any environment into an interactive space.

2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have shown that three classical senses are mainly involved in
the perception of surfaces and textures. In addition to tactile feedback, visual and
acoustic stimuli are responsible for giving us an overall impression that leads to the
perception of a surface. We have shown how our senses transduce environmental
stimuli into electrical signals and where in the brain the signals are mainly processed.
However, we still do not fully understand the perceptual processes, although we
have basic models describing the steps involved. This already enables us to influence
perception of surfaces in many ways. Moreover, it is therefore reasonable that the
origins of surface computing lie in the early history of human-computer interaction.

We continued by further defining surface interactions. Based on a condensed and
brief presentation of related works, we could show that surface interactions can be
divided into active surfaces and passive surfaces. It is noticeable that in many cases
active surfaces can be converted into passive surface approaches and vice versa. An
early example is the DigitalDesk by Wellner [Wel91] in 1991. Since cameras and
projectors are installed in the environment, we can categorize his approach into
active surfaces. Two years later, Feiner presented his augmented reality application
for an office desk [Fei93]. While Wellner’s vision is limited to a dedicated working
space, Feiner’s idea was more generalizeable to any office desk. However, at that
time head-worn AR had not the same capabilities as projections.

Today we are much closer to the everyday use of augmented or even virtual spaces,
although challenges still remain. For example, it is still the subject of research
to make the tactile texture of virtual surfaces and the visual representation more
realistic. It is also of further interest to explore the capabilities of passive surface
interactions. Given their ubiquity, there are almost infinite possibilities to integrate
ordinary passive surfaces into interactions with computational systems. The goal is
to close the gap between the real and virtual worlds and enable a seamless transition
between them. This means that not only the augmentation of real surfaces is taken
into account, but also features of a physical surface are integrated into an interaction.
Here, for example, we have mentioned digital pens that digitize handwriting while
writing on a sheet of paper. Making physically bound information digitally available
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means that the information can be retrieved anywhere at the moment it is written.
Furthermore, challenges of passive surfaces can be identified. Active surfaces offer

a more clear affordance to interact with technology. Passive surfaces, on the other
hand, do not offer affordances for digital interactions. This means that the context
of use must be recognized so that a computational system knows if any interaction is
to be carried out. In addition, since every surface can be involved in an interaction,
this could lead to an overload of superimposed stimuli. Various sensory systems
are involved to interact with passive surfaces and to identify the context of use.
Body-worn technology might raise privacy concerns for users and people around
them. Social acceptance is necessary for seamless integration of passive surfaces
into interactions [Bil15]. On the other hand, active surfaces are spatially bound in
the physical space, require more resources in terms of rare earth materials for the
required electronics in a ubiquitous context, and can also cause privacy concerns.
In conclusion, it can be said that both subcategories of surface computing have
their pros and cons and play an important role in human-computer interaction. The
integration of passive surfaces in interactions with computational systems has opened
up new applications with the advent of AR and VR headsets.





CHAPTER 3
Surface Scratching Sounds as Complementary Features in
Handwriting

A specific case in which people interact with surfaces in everyday life is writing with
a pen on paper. However, the written information is physically bound. This means
that one must carry the paper with them to retrieve the information. Subsequent
digitization makes the physical data digitally available everywhere but requires
additional effort. This chapter is intended to investigate how scratching sounds of
the pen tip on paper contribute to recognize handwritten digits. For this purpose
our pen prototype Pentelligence is introduced, which measures the motion of the
pen by an internal accelerometer and gyroscope as well was scratching sounds by an
embedded contact microphone. We show an approach to integrate audios into the
recognition of handwritten digits with motion of the pen without predefined writing
instructions. Thus, the following research questions are addressed by this chapter.

Do scratching sounds on paper provide complementary features to the move-
ment of a pen that contribute to handwriting recognition?

Does the combination of scratching sounds with the movement of a pen improve
the recognition of handwritten digits?

This chapter is based on the master thesis by Max-Ludwig Stadler [Sta17] and a
full paper at CHI 2018 [Sch18] as well as a german patent [Max18a]:

• Schrapel, Maximilian & Stadler, Max-Ludwig & Rohs, Michael:
‘Pentelligence: Combining Pen Tip Motion and Writing Sounds for Handwritten
Digit Recognition’. Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors
in Computing Systems. New York, NY, USA: Association for Computing
Machinery, 2018: pp. 1–11

• Maximilian Schrapel, Luise aus der Fünten (EZN): Pentelligence:
Handschrifterkennung mittels Audio und Bewegungsdaten von Stiften. DE
Patent 10 2018 107 409 A1. 2018
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3.1 Introduction
Traditional input methods like hardware keyboards are not suitable for small devices
such as smart watches. Even on tablets software keyboards have the disadvantage
that they overlay the display partially. An issue of direct touch input is the “fat
finger” problem [Wig07], i.e., the occlusion of the target area under the finger. For
precise input such as writing or drawing, capacitive touch pens and inductive stylus
pens help to overcome some of these issues [Bra08]. In note taking tasks users often
still prefer analog documents [Ste07]. This indicates a gap between the analog and
digital world.

Digital or smart pens that operate on paper have the potential to create a bridge
between both worlds. There are various products and technical approaches on the
market. The livescribe 3 pen by Anoto [AB22] applies paper with a micro dot pattern
and an infrared camera to detect strokes. Based on ultrasound and infrared light
the Inkling Pen by Wacom [Com22] can operate together with a receiver box on any
A4 paper sheet. Both systems can digitize handwriting and sketches. Digital pens
are useful in many application scenarios. For instance, students can easily share and
recall their notes from a lecture [Miu07] or patient charts can be directly digitized in
hospital work [Zam07]. But the need for special paper (as with the Anoto pen) or
constraints in writing space with receiver boxes (as with the Wacom Inkling pen)
might be problematic in some situations.

In this chapter we present Pentelligence a novel digital pen, which uses a microphone
and an inertial measuring unit to capture audio and motion data for handwriting
recognition. Our prototype does not differ substantially from ordinary pens in
appearance, weight, and size, and costs less than 10$. It combines the strengths of
audio and motion data and achieves high recognition rates on our data set of about
9400 digit samples. The data set was taken from 26 individuals and classified by
deep neural networks with majority voting.

Up to now, researchers focused on approaches with sensors such as cameras, motion
or audio for handwriting recognition, but to the best of our knowledge we are the
first to unite audio and motion on pens. We show that a combination of motion and
audio can achieve better results than single sensor approaches. Furthermore this
pen is not constrained to predefined digit trajectories, which is an important fact
for the usability because of the individual writing style of every human. For this
purpose the classifiers are retrained on a single writer. We also investigated in the
acceptability of our prototype and point out future avenues of research.
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Figure 3.1: Handheld Pentelligence prototype while writing. The housing was
removed for this picture to show the position of the inner hardware.

3.2 Related Work
Researchers focused on the field of handwriting recognition and gesture input for over
five decades [Kri09; Liu03]. There are several camera-based approaches, which are
sensitive to lighting conditions [Ara97; Bun99; Kis10; MIY02; Mun02; Nab95]. Our
contribution is related to combining the strengths of motion and sound emissions
from pens to achieve high recognition rates. Hence in the following this section is
divided into captured motion and audio data for handwriting and pattern recognition.

3.2.1 Motion data for handwriting recognition
Using the motion of a pen for handwriting recognition is a well discovered field [Ban03;
Bas08; Cho06; Wan12]. Applying inertial sensors for handwriting and gesture de-
tection does not require an external reference [Ban03]. For this purpose, various
methods and classifiers have been evaluated. Mostly characters are modeled as
trajectories. For instance, Choi et al. [Cho06] used a triaxial accelerometer with
principle components analysis (PCA) to reduce the feature vector size and computa-
tion time for a hidden Markov model (HMM) classifier. They also applied dynamic
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time warping algorithm (DTW) for the Arabic numerals ‘6’ and ‘0’ due to their
similarity with the result of 100% and 90.8% recognition rates for writer-depended
and in-depended data, respectively. Wang and Chuang [Wan12] proposed a trajectory
recognition algorithm for a accelerometer based pen. Time- and frequency-domain
features were extracted from an accelerometer and reduced by kernel-based class
separability (KBCS) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA). A probabilistic neural
network (PNN) on their data set achieved an overall recognition rate of 98% for
handwritten digits and 98.75% on predefined gestures. Bashir and Kempf [Bas08]
presented a novel pen device with an inertial measuring unit combined with pressure
sensors for password entry. The data set contained in summary 10 different letters,
numbers, and symbols. DTW was applied to each and the combination of all input
channels. They could show that the combination of input channels achieves higher
recognition rates of over 99% with an immensely reduced response time of less than
500 ms. Hence, sensing of motion and pressure promises good results for handwriting
recognition. Moreover, Hwang et al. [Hwa12] presented a cheap pressure estimation
touch pen which captured the audio generated by the pen tip when the stroked on a
touch screen. For this purpose, the audio data was filtered and analyzed in frequency
domain.

3.2.2 Acoustic data for handwriting recognition
Pen or finger strokes provide a very rich basis for acoustic features that can be
applied to handwriting or gesture recognition. Harrison and Hudson [Har08b]
used a stethoscope to detect distinct multi-part gestures composed of taps, lines,
and circles and different surfaces. Li [Li04] proposed to use envelopes of audio
signatures for handwriting authentication. He demonstrated that Hilbert envelopes
of writing audios "caused by the frictions between rigid pen-nibs and paper surfaces"
achieve a recognition rate of better than 75% with a straightforward multi-layer back
propagation neural network. Li and Hammond [Li11] applied the mean amplitude
and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) features for template matching with
DTW. They achieved an accuracy of 80% for 26 English characters constrained to
a particular drawing order. Seniuk and Blostein [Sen09] focused on pen acoustic
emissions by taping a microphone to the midpoint of the pen shaft. Two data sets
consisting of 26 words and the cursive lower case alphabet from a single writer were
recorded. Three classification algorithms have been evaluated: Signal subtraction,
peak comparison, and scale space representation. Their preliminary results show that
the classification with peak comparison reaches 95% on words and 70% on letters
with signal subtraction.

To distinguish from related work, we apply sound and motion data from pens to
combine the strengths of each sensor for digit classification. Our approach is not
constrained to a particular drawing order. Hence majority voting neural networks
generalize the individual writing styles.
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3.3 Hardware Prototype
We decided to develop a lightweight digital pen with nearly the same look and feel as a
regular ball pen. Figure 3.2 shows a detailed overview of the Pentelligence prototype.
Due to the minimization of integrated circuits we achieved a length of 12 cm by only
11 g and 12 mm diameter. The 1 mm thick housing is printed with a Lulzbot 3D
TAZ and ABS material. The ball point together with the ink cartridge and spring
is taken out from a conventional low cost pen. The ATmega328p microcontroller
[Fig. 3.2 mark 3] collects audio and motion data as well as detected force of the pen
tip and sends them in frames to the computer via USB. The microcontroller runs at
16 MHz and contains an Arduino bootloader for easy programming.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 3.2: Detailed view of prototype in original size with markers for hardware
explanations. The USB connector of the cable extends the prototype.
1 = micro-USB jack, 2 = USB/UART converter, 3 = microcontroller, 4 = microphone
with amplifier, 5 = inertial measuring unit, 6 = write sensor.

3.3.1 Sensors
The segmentation of strokes and digits is done by detecting pressure on the pen tip.
Hence, a contact sensor [Fig. 3.2 mark 6] is mounted on the spring to determine
whenever a user writes on a surface. Moreover, by analyzing the write sensor
first, computational overhead and unintended input can be avoided. The analog
omnidirectional microphone MM34202 by DBUnlimited [Fig. 3.2 mark 4] is placed
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Figure 3.3: Simplified block diagram of hardware prototype.
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on the top of the printed circuit board to avoid scratching audios from the ink
cartridge on its housing. This MEMS microphone has a flat frequency response up to
16 kHz, a high signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 58 dB, and a sensitivity of -42 dB. The
audio signal is amplified with an OPA344 rail-to-rail op-amp by Texas Instruments
and measured with a 10-bit analog digital converter. The inertial measuring unit
BMI160 by Bosch Sensortec [Fig. 3.2 mark 4], consisting of an accelerometer and a
gyroscope with 16-bit values on each of the six axis, is placed as close to the pen tip
as possible. Thus, it generates higher amplitude peaks when moved. All used parts
are surface-mounted and mainly developed for smart phones and wearables.

3.3.2 Communication
The data of all sensors is sent to a computer, which is connected via USB [Fig. 3.2
mark 1], for further processing. Wired communication was chosen for the prototype
because of its reliability and simplicity. In this iteration of the prototype we aimed
to exclude potential problems with wireless transmissions. For this purpose UART
was chosen because of its easy accessibility at the computer and availability in the
microchip. The FT232RL USB-UART converter by FTDI [Fig. 3.2 mark 2] achieves
in our implementation a data rate of 2 MBaud without errors. All sensor values are
transmitted in a frame starting with an 8-bit sequence number for synchronization
and frame loss detection at the receiver. In total each frame consists 128 data bits.
The data rate is 7100 frames per second, which corresponds to 880.4 kbps. Figure 3.4
illustrates the structure of a frame and the frame extraction of the data stream at
the PC.

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the frame extraction based on a 8-bit sequence counter.
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of signal processing, partitioned in data acquisition,
preprocessing, and classification.

3.4 Signal Preprocessing
A universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter (UART) splits all data to be sent into
bytes with a start and stop bit [Osb80]. Hence all frames have to be re-assembled at
the computer for which we use a counting 8-bit sequence number indicating the start
of each frame as visualized in Figure 3.4. When the amount of bytes of a few frames
are received the counting pattern can be detected and utilized for separation. The
included data is then unpacked and stored in a buffer for further processing. The
continuous change of the sensor values allows data extraction based on the sequence
counter after at least three received frames. The reliability of the extraction can
be further improved by using more frames for analysis. In addition, the sequence
counter enables to detect packet loss and jitter. Since a wired connection on a cable
length of 2 m is used, none of these problems occur. However, for future wireless
iterations of the prototype, this method can be reused.

3.4.1 Write Sensor
The space between two written symbols on a piece of paper requires that the user
move his hand to the new position. This space constraint causes a short period of
time where the pen tip has no contact to the surface. Hence every symbol in the
buffer is separated by a time period where no force can be detected. A preliminary
test with two participants showed that 700 ms is an appropriate value for trimming
the sequence. To exemplify the impact of sequence trimming the smoothed audio
of a handwritten ‘7’ is analyzed in Figure 3.6. The red lines beside of marker 5
represent the short time period of approximately 100 ms when the pen tip is lifted to
write the middle stroke. Moreover by pointing the pen tip on a surface a high audio
peak at markers 1 and 6 can be observed. This information could also be utilized for
trimming the sequence but it is less reliable because grabbing a pen or putting it on
the table would also generate similar acoustic emissions.

3.4.2 Audio processing
By further analyzing the smoothed audio sequence in Figure 3.6 on the left side it is
to be stated that every stroke has its own acoustic features. At marker 3 the pen tip
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is not lifted from the surface but shows high signal peaks when the stroke direction
is changed. During every stroke the acoustic emissions seem to be modulated on a
resonance frequency of the prototype and surface. Hence it is necessary to analyze
the raw audio stream in frequency domain to determine the range that contains
the most information on handwritings. For this reason, each digit was written and
directly transmitted to the audio card.

Figure 3.6: Smoothed audio sequence of a handwritten digit ‘7’ with explanations
and related FFT with Hanning window below recorded at 44.1 kHz sampling rate
with audacity. 1 = sound emission peak generated when pen tip touches surface, 2
= trajectory of the stroke, 3 = end of the trajectory, 4 = stroke downwards, 5 =
re-positioning of the lifted pen tip, 6 = sound emission peak as 1, 7 = trajectory of
middle stroke, 8 = pen tip is lifted and digit is finished.

The signals and its components were then analyzed with the audio editing tool
audacity and a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) was applied. This approximation
of the signal in frequency domain has the disadvantage of producing additional
components by periodically and infinitely repeating the signal in a window when
the signal is not starting and ending with 0 values. This so called leakage effect
can be reduced by applying special windows such as Hanning which have different
weights on the borders [Har78]. Figure 3.6 on the right demonstrates that most
of the information of the handwritten digit ‘7’ lies below 2 kHz. This frequency
distribution is produced by the structure of normal paper on a wooden table and the
speed of stroking the pen tip. Consequently, our sample rate of 7.1 kHz, is sufficient
to cover the frequencies that are relevant for classification.

Noise is another relevant aspect for pattern recognition with audio. Li [Li04]
proposed to use the normalized Hilbert envelope of writing audios as the feature
space. We compared this approach to an FFT representation (with a Hamming
window) and to the raw audio data of each symbol. In an initial evaluation we recorded
40 samples of each digit from a single writer. All recorded sound emissions of each
digit are then compared to all others with FastDTW [Sal07]. This algorithm provides
a linear and accurate approximation of dynamic time warping. The procedure was
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repeated for Hilbert and Fast Fourier Transformation. The out-coming distances
were averaged and compared to each other by normalizing the highest distance to
100%.

Table 3.1: Comparison of written digit dissimilarities from sound emissions. The re-
sulting distances with FastDTW algorithm of every symbol are averaged and normalized
to the method with the highest distance.

Dissimilarity comparison (normalized)

Method Result (%)

Hilbert 100
FFT 72
Raw audio 71.3

Table 3.1 shows that the normalized Hilbert envelopes clearly outperforms FFT
and raw audio data approaches for a single writer. Recorded sound emissions by pen
tips contain noise related to the surface as well as other sources such as resonances
of the prototype itself. Li [Li04] stated that the movement of a pen tip on the paper
imposes an modulation effect on that carriers. Hilbert envelopes help to overcome
such issues by smoothing the signal course. Moreover determining and reducing the
signal to the significant audio features of digits in preprocessing indicates better
results for classification. After applying Hilbert envelopes on the incoming signal
it has to be stretched to the number of input neurons because of the varying input
length and normalized to a interval between 0 and 1 for internal processing of the
classifier.

3.4.3 Motion data processing
The accelerometer and gyroscope values of each axis are down-sampled and averaged
to 150 Hz. Due to the relatively slow motion of the pen tip, stretching the data to 150
input neurons is adequate for classification. For comparison, Krishnan et al. [Kri09]
used a sampling rate of 100 Hz and achieved recognition accuracies of over 86% for
5 gestures with an Adaboost classifier. Wang et al. [Wan12] achieved accuracies of
97% for digits by using a sample rate of 100 Hz for their accelerometer-based pen
with a probabilistic neural network classifier.

3.5 Classification
Handwriting itself is very complex and shows strong individual characteristics [Zha03].
We also observed that single participants of our study wrote same digits differently.
For instance the number ‘5’ visualized in Figure 3.7 was often written in two styles by
the same participants. Hence classification with template matching approaches may
suffer under different trajectories and cannot detect both in a single step. Moreover
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the growing number of symbol variations would increase the classification time
rapidly. Another important fact is the challenging feature selection for audio since
this sensor provides very noisy data. Motion can be also challenging due to the
rotation variance and the individual style of holding the pen. Thus, we decided to
use neural networks for classifying handwritten digits. Furthermore this provides
the opportunity of individualization for every user by retraining the network after
collecting a few samples of each digit.

Figure 3.7: Left: different observed writing styles of ‘5’ written by a single person.
Middle and right: typical trajectories of ‘1’ and ‘9’ written by different persons.

3.5.1 Dataset
We collected a dataset to capture digit samples in various writing styles. 23 male and
3 female volunteers (average 26.54 years, SD 8.038) were recruited including three
left handed individuals. To the sound of a metronome with 30 beats per minute
every participant was instructed to write one digit repeatedly for 65 seconds on a
DIN A4 squared paper when the click was heard. The study was conducted in a
quiet environment and the metronome sound was set that quiet that the participant
could still hear it. Hence problems with trimming the sequence could be avoided as
well as noise influences due to the environment. The housing and the relative loud
sound emissions of the scratching sounds prevent from impacts of metronome audios
on the dataset. A random order of repeatedly writing digits was chosen to eliminate
problems with frustration because this influences the pressure and speed of a user
moving the pen tip [Asa13]. Furthermore this leads to different sound emissions on
a surface [Hwa12]. In addition 5 male participants did the study twice to collect
data for the test set and one of them made additionally 212 test samples of each
digit for individualization of the classifier.

In summary 6169 training and 3239 test samples were collected. The individual-
ization set contains 2120 samples divided into 90 training and 122 test samples of
each digit. During the study people may missed a click of the metronome. Hence the
amount of collected samples decreased. After completing the study every participant
was handed out a short questionnaire to give feedback on the usability of the pen.
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3.5.2 Neural Network Configurations
Finding an optimal configuration for deep neural networks is a challenging task,
because many parameters have to be considered. We built classifiers for motion
data with binary writing information, and for audio alone as well as in combination
with motion and writing data. To proof the statement that binary writing features
together with audio does not improve the accuracy in comparison to audio alone we
also implemented a neural network with both sensors.

Determining the optimal hyperparameters, e.g. number of hidden layers and
neurons for all classifiers is a very important part. If the complexity of the networks
are too low they achieve high error rates on the dataset. If the complexity is too high
long training and recalling times are the consequence. Hence many rules of thumb
and optimization algorithms have been purposed over the last two decades [Vuj16].
Our specific problem is optimized by trial and error on different network topologies
with the aim to apply not more than 5000 training iterations. The results in Table 3.2
indicate that audio provides more difficult features than motion because 4 hidden
layers have to be applied which corresponds to a very abstract signal representation
at the fourth hidden layer.

Table 3.2: Applied number of layers and neurons of neural networks using motion
with write information, audio alone and together with write information and all sensors
together.

Neural Network topologies

Layer
Network

Motion Audio Audio All& Write & Write

N
eurons

Input 1050 3500 3650 4400

hi
dd

en

1 1050 3500 3650 4400
2 790 2802 2952 3442
3 530 2104 2254 2484
4 1406 1556 1406

Output 10 10 10 10

Beside of the optimal network topologies in Table 3.2 overfitting of the classifier
on the training set has to be considered. When the networks co-adapting too much
during training procedure, they loose accuracy on unknown samples. Dropout, a
technique to avoid overfitting by temporarily dropping a set of randomly selected
neurons and their connections, is applied [Sri14].

Achieving a high generalization in one neural network is challenging due to the
different observed writing styles in our dataset. The complexity of the optimal
topology is maybe too high to be trained on our training samples. Alpaydin proposed
to train a number of neural networks independently and apply a voting scheme which
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increases the generalization significantly [Alp92]. Thus majority voting networks
with the same topology and voting weight are examined. For this purpose the
training set is divided by the amount of participating networks into sub-sets and the
accuracy is compared to single classifiers. To bind the strengths of audio and motion
a combination of both voting classifiers is also observed.

3.5.3 Individualization
To achieve higher accuracies the classifiers are optimized to the individual writing
style of a target user by applying a second training step. The individualization
dataset from a single writer is utilized to evaluate this approach. The neural networks
for audio as well as motion with writing information are retrained and the overall
and single digit accuracies are examined alone and in combination of both majority
voting classifiers.

3.6 Results
The classifiers are evaluated by the following results beginning from examining
dropout rates on our dataset following with single and majority voting neural
networks. Further the individualization for a single writer is examined as well as the
results of a short questionnaire about the prototype.

3.6.1 Dropout
The first point of interest is the dropout rate for the neural networks of our approach.
Table 3.2 shows that the highest accuracy can be achieved when a dropout rate of
25% is applied for acoustic emissions from handwritten digits. This result was also
confirmed by the other neuronal networks from Table 3.3. Reducing or increasing the
percentage of randomly omitted neurons from each layer during training iterations
leads to lower accuracies. Hence the further examinations are related to a dropout
rate of 25% in training procedure of all classifiers.

Table 3.3: Comparison of dropout rates for single neural networks trained with audio
data. In every training epoch a percentage of randomly chosen neurons from each
layer is omitted to avoid overfitting.

Dropout Accuracy
0% 0.70
10% 0.74
25% 0.79
50% 0.76

3.6.2 Classifiers
By applying a dropout rate of 25% the influence of the number of networks on the
accuracy is to be examined. For this purpose, a single neuronal network is compared
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to 4, 5, and 8 majority voting classifiers with the same setup.
Table 3.4: Precision and Recall of classifiers with various amount of voting neural
networks in same topology.

Precision Recall

N
et

s

1 0.58 0.57
4 0.61 0.6
5 0.60 0.59
8 0.52 0.52

The results in Table 3.4 show that majority voting with four audio classifiers
outperform single neural networks. All other topologies from Table 3.2 validated these
findings. Moreover a one-way-ANOVA was conducted and confirmed statistically
that single networks achieve lower accuracies than four majority classifiers on or
dataset (𝐹𝑑𝑓𝑠=7.11, p<0.01). Hence, the further examination is based on majority
voting among four networks.

To observe the individual performance of each test user on the different classifiers
Figure 3.8 shows the mean precisions on all digits. The test users 1 to 5 conducted
the study twice to generate samples for the train and test dataset. Users 6 to 10
are completely unknown to the classifiers and achieve lower accuracies on all neural
networks. User 9 was the only left-handed person in our test dataset and shows in
comparison to all others the lowest recognition rates. Moreover his individual result
is the only where audio performs better than motion. On all other users motion
data achieves the highest precision. The write sensor information together with
audio performs slightly better on known writing styles than audio alone. When the
user is not known to the classifier audio alone shows better results on right-handed
persons of our training dataset with less left-handed individuals. Networks with all
sensors achieve a slightly higher precision than audio alone when the writing styles
are known for the classifiers.

To point out the strengths of acoustic emissions and motion from pen tips, the
accuracy of single digits on our dataset has to be observed. Figure 3.9 compares
confusion matrices of audio alone to motion with write information and all sensor
data in one classifier with each other. In comparison of the classifiers audio achieves
an overall accuracy of 58.1% while all sensors together reach 60.6% and motion
with writing information outperforms both at 79.2%. Handwritten digits ‘0’ are
often misclassified by networks with motion and write information as ‘6’ while audio
classifiers confuse them less frequently when the digit is actually a ‘0’. A particular
observation is that motion with write data classifiers have a lower accuracy on digits
‘5’ and ‘9’ than on others. A ‘9’ is often classified as a ‘3’ while vice versa 95%
of all samples are predicted correctly. For this specific case audio networks have
a higher accuracy. A similar phenomenon can be found for the digits ‘5’ and ‘7’.
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Figure 3.8: Mean Precision of digits for all test users with various classifiers. The
majority voting neural networks were trained with different sensor combinations. Users
1 to 5 are known while 6 to 10 are completely new for the classifiers.

The probability of predicting a ‘5’ when it is actually a ‘7’ is 16.3% while the audio
classifier has a probability of only 10.8%. From the findings in Figure 3.9 and 3.8
it can be stated that using all sensors in one majority voting classifier is not as
applicable as audio or motion with writing information alone. The networks could
not identify the strengths of each sensor to achieve higher accuracies than motion
classifiers. Hence, the found strengths have to be generalized and applied differently.

For this purpose, motion first classifies an unknown digit and when the outcome has
a higher accuracy on audio networks they verify the result. For instance if a ‘3’ was
predicted by the motion classifier, audio networks proof the decision by determining
that it is not actually a ‘9’. This exchange of accuracies in the confusion matrices
causes a theoretically increasing accuracy on handwritten digits ‘9’ to 76.2% with a
decreasing accuracy on digits ‘3’ to 78.3%. In comparison to the confusion matrix
of the motion with write information classifier in Figure 3.9 the overall accuracy
decreased theoretically to about 78.86% with the advantage of a better precision on
handwritten digits ‘9’ while decreasing the accuracy on digit ‘3’. Re-evaluation of a
predicted ‘6’ that it is not actually a ‘0’ can also increase the overall accuracy to
79.5% by a decreasing precision on the digit ‘6’.
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Figure 3.9: Relative confusion matrices of classifiers trained with audio, motion &
write information and all sensors together.

To generalize this exchanging rule let 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑀 be the confusion matrix for motion
with write information and 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝐴 for audio data. Further the indicator 𝑡 is the
true and 𝑓 the false predicted digit for exchange. If the rows and columns of
the confusion matrices in Figure 3.9 are normalized to the interval [0,1] then the
distance 𝑑𝑔𝑡,𝑓

in equation 3.1 is the increasing accuracy of the target digit and 𝑑𝑙𝑡,𝑓
in

equation 3.2 the decreasing accuracy of the false predicted digit. If the exchange with
the audio classifier increase the mean accuracy of the true and false predicted digits
in equation 3.3 then the re-validation rule can be applied. To avoid the classifier
from re-evaluating too much, a threshold 𝜀 ≥ 0 can be applied and the rule can only
be utilized once per digit for not decreasing the accuracy on single exchange digits
too much. Furthermore by permitting negative thresholds for the worst classified
digits by motion data the confusion can be attenuated.

𝑑𝑔𝑡,𝑓
= 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑀 [𝑡,𝑓 ] − (𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑀 [𝑡,𝑓 ] · (1 − 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝐴[𝑡,𝑡])) (3.1)

𝑑𝑙𝑡,𝑓
= 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑀 [𝑓,𝑓 ] − (𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑀 [𝑓,𝑓 ] · (1 − 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝐴[𝑓,𝑡])) (3.2)

𝑑𝑔𝑡,𝑓
− 𝑑𝑙𝑡,𝑓

≥ 𝜀 (3.3)

If the found rule with a threshold 𝜀 = 0.03 is applied on the confusion matrices in
Figure 3.9, the classifier re-evaluates the result of the motion networks between the
digits ‘0’ to ‘6’, ‘5’ to ‘3’ and ‘1’ to ‘4’ or ‘6’ to ‘4’ on audio data. To increase the
accuracies of the most confused digits ‘5’ and ‘9’ negative thresholds are permitted
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for these symbols. Hence the exchange rule is applied on ‘0’ to ‘6’, ‘3’ to ‘9’ and ‘5’
to ‘7’.

The theoretical combination of both classifiers can not state the real results
because the statistical distribution of the test samples is unknown. Hence the
resulting combined classifier of all sensors was tested on our dataset. The theoretical
rule for combining the strengths of motion and audio could be confirmed by the
confusion matrix in Figure 3.10. The features of captured audios and motion of
pen tips provide complementary features which can be combined for increasing
the accuracy on single handwritten digits. The individual writing styles in our
dataset can not be generalized to achieve applicable accuracies for human-computer
interaction. Hence, the individualization of the classifiers is to be observed.
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Figure 3.10: Confusion matrix of combined classifier. First the samples were predicted
with motion and write sensor data, then the outcome was validated by the audio
classifier.
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Figure 3.11: Relative confusion matrices of audio, motion & write information and
combined classifiers with re-validation rule for a single writer.

3.6.3 Individualization
The classifiers were retrained with 90 samples of each digit by a single writer. For
this purpose, 50 training iterations were chosen. The previously defined exchanges
between the digits ‘0’ to ‘6’, ‘3’ to ‘9’ and ‘5’ to ‘7’ were applied for the individualized
combined classifier.

The results in Figure 3.11 for a single right-handed writer confirm that audio and
motion of pen tips have complementary features which can be utilized to achieve
high recognition rates. Especially handwritten digits ‘0’ are often confused by motion
data with ‘6’ while acoustic emissions do not show any errors on that case. The
audio classifier achieved an overall accuracy of 88.58% while motion with writing
information reaches 94.61%. In combination of both very high recognition rates of
98.33% outperform single classifiers. Moreover, all test samples of ‘0’ to ‘4’ and
‘8’ are 100% correctly predicted which corresponds to 722 test samples. The worst
result of 92.4% on handwritten digits ‘6’ is related to the re-validation by the audio
classifier and confusion to digit ‘0’. An exchange of the digits ‘3’ to ‘9’ achieves
even higher accuracies in that individual case because of complementary features of
motion and acoustic emissions from pen tips. The overall and single digit accuracies
of the combined classifier state that the individual writing style of a single writer
can be generalized.

3.6.4 Questionnaire
After completing the study, every participant was handed out a short questionnaire.
The results are shown in Figure 3.12.

At first we wanted to find out if people are concerned about taking samples from
their handwriting. This is necessary to know because the initial dataset had to be
collected. Only 16.6% of all surveyed participants were worried about privacy issues.
The same amount of participants agreed that they don’t see any privacy issues. Over
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54.1% strongly agreed that they don’t mind about storing audio and motion data
from their handwriting.

We also wanted to know if our participants do note-taking in their everyday life
because this indicates the applicability of our prototype in comparison to other
digital pens with special writing surfaces on which the pen tip is tracked. In case of
note-taking special point paper is maybe not available or receiver boxes have to be
clipped on the paper, which is maybe in case of sticky notes too small. About 8.3%
do not take notes while over 20.8% stated that note-taking is no part of their daily
life. On the other hand 16.6% strongly agree and 37.5% declared that they do take
notes but not in a very frequently daily fashion.

For further improvement of our prototype we also had the question if the wired
connection bothered the participants. Over 45.8% decided that the cable has to be
removed for not disturbing them while writing. About 16.6% were not bothered by
the cable and the same amount of participants neither agreed nor disagreed.

The cable did not bother me.

I take handwritten notes 
in my everyday life.

I'm not worried about the data
collection of my handwriting.

11 4 5 4

2 5 4 9 4

4 3 4 13

Strongly
Disagree AgreeDisagree

Strongly
AgreeNeutral

Figure 3.12: Results of the questionnaire on 24 participants in the study handed out
after completing the data acquisition.
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3.7 Discussion
Regarding the hardware prototype and questionnaire, the cable should to be replaced
by a wireless connection. Our claim is to avoid any constraints in writing space
and for that purpose cables are not applicable. Reviewing note-taking as a field of
application, so far this pen can digitize information such as phone numbers or be used
as calculator. In addition handwritten letters have to be considered. Furthermore
16.6% were worried about collecting samples of their handwriting, which is may
related to assembling their signature and faking identity.

By reviewing the results of the classifiers it can be stated that our dataset provides
a rich base of different handwriting samples. Overfitting is a observed problem which
can be reduced by applying dropout during training process. Moreover the individual
writing styles can not be generalized by one classifier. Applying majority voting with
four neural networks achieves the highest precision on every sensor combination.

Acoustic emissions produced by pen tips scratching on paper have more confusion
between digits than corresponding motion measurements. This is may founded in
surface related features and audio back coupling paths of the prototype. Moreover
audio streams provide less features than 6-axis motion sensors. Hence the signal has
to be classified in more hidden layers to achieve acceptable results.

Motion features are more reliable than audio. It can be stated that motion
classifiers have less confusion between all digits but were less accurate when, for
example, the input is predicted as ‘6’ but it was actually a ‘0’. This is founded in the
similar trajectories and writing styles of both digits. It is challenging for the motion
classifier to differentiate both especially when no writing instructions are given. In
such specific cases audio provides complementary features which can be utilized to
improve the accuracy.

When all sensors are applied in a single classifier with majority voting neural
networks generalization is also challenging. The significant features of each sensor
are not identified by the classifier to achieve higher recognition rates than motion
alone. The confusion over all digits of acoustic emissions strongly influence the
classifier and decrease the accuracy. Only in case of handwritten digits ‘1’ where
audio features have a higher accuracy than motion the classifier can combine both
strengths. The input weights of audio features could be decreased to achieve a higher
focus on motion data. Furthermore the number of input neurons for audio data
could be decreased but an example FFT analysis of an audio stream has shown that
this would result in a loss of signal features.

To overcome challenges in combining the strengths of each sensor a re-validation
rule was presented which evaluates the result of motion data by classifying the audio
stream. The results show that the accuracy on digits can be increased by utilizing
the complementary audio features. Moreover for this purpose the accuracy on the
confused digits had to be decreased but there are also cases on digit such as ‘0’ and
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‘6’ where the overall accuracy compared to motion classifiers can be increased.
The achieved accuracy of 78.38% is not accurate enough to fully utilize the

prototype for digitization tasks. It can also be stated that the mean precision on
digits varies between all test users. Sound emissions provide rotation invariant
features which can be an advantage for left-handed user if the network was previously
trained on more right-handed users. In that specific examined test case the accuracy
of less than 50% on rotation sensitive motion data is below audio. This is founded
in the observed different way of holding the pen by left-handed persons. Even
right-handed people show various holding styles. One right-handed test user achieved
accuracies below 60%. All individual styles can not be generalized by our dataset.

Hence, an individualization of the classifiers was applied. A single writer wrote
90 samples of each digit and the networks were re-trained for 50 epochs on the
individual dataset. The challenges in confusing the digits ‘0’ and ‘6’ by motion
classifiers increased while acoustic emissions overcome such problems. Combining the
complementary features by the previous defined rules increased the overall accuracy
on handwritten digits for a single writer to 98.33%. Hence this also confirmed that
the individuality of handwritten digits can be generalized for a single writer even
when there is a variance in writing single digits.

By providing previously trained networks on different writers, the amount of
handwritten digits and computing time for training the classifiers on a target user
can be reduced. This procedure has only to be done once and could also be trained
on other surfaces such as hand held clipboards to provide a higher reliability for
specific use cases.

3.8 Conclusion and Future Work
We reported the design of a digital pen for common writing surfaces, such as paper,
that does not require a special pattern and is not confined to a particular area. The
designed pen does not strongly differ from regular pens in appearance (except for a
wired USB connection) and is build from cheap and robust components.

The evaluation based on a corpus of digit data shows that the pen achieves high
recognition rates. The combination of motion and audio data performs substantially
better than motion data alone or audio data alone. It turns out that these types
of sensor data have complementary characteristics. Thus, we can conclude that
acoustic emissions from friction of the pen tip on the paper contribute to recognizing
handwritten digits.

It was also shown that majority voting neural networks with the same topology
provide a more accurate classification than single networks. Furthermore it came out
that combining the strengths of audio and motion features achieves better results
when first motion data are classified and then the outcome is evaluated by the
acoustic emissions of pen tips. Retraining the classifiers for a single writer on a
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dataset of 900 samples turned out to achieve very high recognition rates of 98.33%.
It was also stated from a survey that users accept the recording of their handwriting
for individualizing the neural networks.

For testing the prototype in real world applications the wired connection should
be replaced by a wireless version according to the results of the questionnaire. To
provide a wide field of applications the dataset has to be extended to letters and
gestures. Deeper neural networks with a higher amount of training data and different
topologies could be observed as well as the impact of different surfaces or background
sound. A further examination of the impact of right and left-handed users on
the accuracy of each sensor is also a point of interest. A live application such as
phone number dialing can be implemented to evaluate the user experience. Writer
identification is also a research topic where this pen could be applied.

One limitation of the approach is that it is not possible to determine the writing
position on a sheet of paper. Hence, sketching is not supported. Moreover, samples
of handwriting must first be recorded before high accuracies can be reached. This
labeling process can be perceived as exhausting and frustrating. However, 90 samples
of each digits were already sufficient to achieve high recognition rates. High accuracies
are necessary because, unlike written words, no subsequent auto correction can be
applied. For letters, incorrectly recognized symbols that are subsequently corrected
could be automatically added to the training set for individualization.





CHAPTER 4
Individuality of Surface Scratching Sounds in Biometric Writer
Identification

In the previous chapter, we found that scratching sounds produced by the pen tip
when moving on paper contribute to recognize handwritings because they provide
complementary features to the motion of a pen. This opens up the question of whether
these scratching sounds also include user-specific features that, in combination with
motion data, are also capable of identifying the writer. For this purpose, the previously
introduced prototype Pentelligence is used with a more ergonomic housing. We
analyze whether the scratching sounds contribute to identify the writer by the use
case of symbolic signatures. The presented application scenario thus implements
an online signature verification in a particularly challenging identification task. We
specify writing instructions for the symbols in order to make the movement of the
pen when stroking the pen tip on the paper similar among writers. This serves to
answer the following research questions:

Do scratching sounds on the paper contain information for identifying writers?

Can audio and motion data from digital pens be combined to identify the
writer?

This chapter is based on the bachelor thesis by Dennis Grannemann [Gra18] and
a full paper at MuC 2022 [Sch22a]. Dennis collected the dataset during his thesis
which was subsequently analyzed by Maximilian Schrapel on the applicability to
identify writers. In addition, the presented preprocessing steps were first tested in
the bachelor’s thesis of Lukas Nagel [Nag18].

• Schrapel, Maximilian et al.: ‘Sign H3re: Symbol and X-Mark Writer
Identification Using Audio and Motion Data from a Digital Pen’. Proceedings
of Mensch Und Computer 2022. MuC ’22. Darmstadt, Germany: Association
for Computing Machinery, 2022: pp. 209–218
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4.1 Introduction
Even today, handwritten signatures are an important means of identifying a person.
Although electronic signatures offer a digital alternative [Doc21], the legal situation
defines several cases in which a physical handwritten signature with a pen on pa-
per is necessary. According to the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration (NITA), cases include, for example, wills and testamentary dispo-
sitions, family law cases (e.g. divorce or adoption), insurance policy cancellations,
products with significant health risks, all documents for the transport of hazardous
materials and utility cancellations [Tel02]. German law requires that every document
in which rights are exercised must be signed. However, unless otherwise specified
(e.g. testamentary dispositions [ges22b]), documents can be signed digitally [ges22a].
In addition, the finance and business sectors remain subject to physical signature
requirements. Even today, businessmen travel around the world for notarized signa-
tures in order to conclude valid contracts. In the financial sector, paper checks and
debit cards require signatures for validity. Decentralized finance (DeFi) aims to offer
a future alternative [Eth21a]. For instance, in contrast to banks, smart contracts
on the Ethereum blockchain are not subject to human involvement. They can be
seen as a type of account in the network with a balance and functions defined by
code. Other accounts can irreversibly submit transactions to execute these functions
[Eth21b]. Smart contracts offer various advantages, including anonymity, efficiency,
transparency, and providing financial services to people without access to bank
accounts [Eth21a]. However, legal enforceability is still unclear [Gia17], implying
that signatures are likely to remain important. Handwriting is unique because it
is influenced by training, physiology, and further behavioral factors over a lifetime
[Gam80; Sri08]. Verifying the validity of a signature poses a major challenge. The
mismatch of signatures on mail ballots with signatures on file led to the rejection of
thousands of votes in the past 2012 and 2016 U.S. presidential elections [Smi18]. In
the same time period cases of signature fraud in Canada tripled between 2014 and
2016 [Eri17].

These examples demonstrate the need for security precautions due to legal require-
ments and the risk of forged signatures. The verification of x-mark signatures in
particular, which must be witnessed for legal validity, presents a major challenge.
Illiteracy or disabilities may result in an individual not being able to write his or her
full name. The witness of a x-mark signature serves to verify and confirm the identity
of the writer. Hence, x-mark signatures do not provide sufficient security and validity
for online signed contracts when no witness is involved. In cases of suspected fraud,
witnesses of an x-mark signature must be investigated. Forensic methods on the
x-mark handwriting are limited to stroke features like length, direction, orientation
and connection as well as features related to pen and paper, such as line quality and
the crossing point position [Hil92; Hub99; Mar18].
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In this chapter, we present an approach to measure the individuality of handwritten
symbols with predefined writing instructions for user identification. Recorded data
of a digital pen when signing a contract can support in cases of suspected fraud to
identify the writer. We use measured motion data and scratching sounds from a
digital pen [Sch18]. We conducted a user study with 30 participants as a proof-of-
concept and to collected a dataset of 19 different symbols for authentication. On
this dataset different feature sets, which are fed into SVMs, are analyzed for their
applicability for writer identification. In our tests, we focus on small training sample
sizes, as it would be inconvenient for a person to write his or her x-mark signature
several times before the proposed system is able to identify the handwriting. We
show that by combining audio data – of the scratching sound that the pen tip makes
when it moves across the paper – with 3D acceleration and gyroscope data of the pen,
just three training samples of a symbol are sufficient to reach an average F1-score
of over 87 % on writing three test symbols. In addition, alternative symbols were
identified that are easy to draw and, with our approach, reach higher F1-scores than
commonly used x-marks.

4.2 Related Work
Signature verification can be divided into offline [Sta21] and online approaches
[Bib20]. Offline verification usually requires signature image analysis for proofing
one’s identity [Haf17; Lev18]. Therefore, it only relies on features from the signature
image. Skilled forgers imitate the style of a signature to claim a person’s identity.
Online approaches use data recordings of the writing process to identify user-specific
features. The larger number of features compared to offline approaches usually
results in higher accuracies [Imp08] and makes it more difficult for forgers to mimic
a signature. As digital pens usually implement online-verification [Tol21], we here
briefly review online approaches related to digital devices and handwriting as well as
digital pens.

Smartphones are plausible candidates for e-signatures. Beside their integrated
authentication features, signatures drawn with the finger on the display have been
proposed as a feasible alternative [Sae14]. In addition to the visual representation,
features such as sound and vibration can also be measured via the embedded motion
sensors on the input device [Wan21; Wei21]. Several classification methods have been
applied on pictorial and force-related features including Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) [Fan05; Par90; Wir95], Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [Fie07; Jus01; Mur03],
Neural Networks [Ala20; Ira13; Lai17; Soe21] as well as Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [Bat20; Gru09; Gue15] and Random Forests (RF) [Mee20]. More recently,
smartwatches gained attention for authentication purposes. For instance, drawing
gestures [Lew16] or signatures in the air [Bai11; Bur18b; Gue21; Lee22; Li21; Moo17;
Ngo15; Sun16] can offer an unobtrusive authentication method [Bur18a]. The motion
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of a pen can also be tracked by wrist-worn devices for authentication [Gri17; Li20]
and for recognizing text [Ram21] or gestures [Bec19]. In addition, other smartwatch
measurements, such as blood volume changes, can increase the reliability of a
signature belonging to a certain person [Rah22]. The bending of fingers contains
user-specific features [Ach21] as well as arm movements [Raj16], hand gestures [Yu20]
and even simple button presses can differentiate users [Poh15a]. In the vicinity of
the pen, the scratching sound that the pen tip makes when it moves across the paper
can serve as a distinguishing feature [Din19; Li04; Zha21b]. Via inaudible sound
signals from a smartphone, vertical movement variations of the pen can be estimated
from the reflected sounds [Che20]. However, it should be mentioned that audio alone
is not secured against replay attacks [Wei21] and sensor data alone are not sufficient
for a valid signature according to the legal situation [dej22].

Digital pens emit ink on the paper for legally valid contracts and measure related
handwriting features, mostly related to the motion of the pen [Gri13; Hsu15; Pan18;
Wan12]. Companies like Anoto [AB22], Wacom [Com22], and Stabilo [Gmb22] offer
digital pens for education and industrial applications. In addition, 3D Systems
introduced a haptic pen input device that can be utilized to write signatures in the
air [De 21]. Modular concepts for digital pens have been proposed to allow users
to create their own applications [Tey17] with different input and output modalities
[Kyu08; Lee04; Wan16a; Xu20]. Integrating fingerprint sensors [Suh16] provides
additional security mechanisms, e.g. for biometric authentication in pharmaceutical
digital audits [AB22]. The pressure on the pen grip is another source for individual
handwriting features [Bas08; Bas11; Hoo03; Kur21] and also pressure applied to
the surface is a relevant feature [Bas09; Mur07]. Pictorial features can not only
be obtained from cameras [Spe10] but also via magnet tracking, which has been
used for sketching on the back of the hand [Sch20a] and signatures [Ket12; Ket10b].
Combinations of audio and motion data have been applied for pen-based handwritten
digit recognition [Sch18].

In contrast to related work, we explore the applicability of simple and easy to
draw symbols for user authentication. Along with predefined writing trajectories,
authentication becomes particularly challenging, because forgers do not have to fully
learn another person’s handwriting. Furthermore, as few samples as possible should
be used for training in order not to stress users who are only able to produce simple
x-mark signatures. As previously applied for handwritten digit recognition [Sch18],
we combine audio and motion of a digital pen for our approach.
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Figure 4.1: The 3D-printed pen prototype (𝑤 = 12 𝑐𝑚 × 𝑑 = 1.5 𝑐𝑚) based on
[Sch18] with improved case (added a pen grip).

4.3 Prototype
Our prototype is based on Pentelligence by Schrapel et al. [Sch18]. Data is trans-
mitted via USB to the PC for further analysis. The integrated contact microphone
samples audio data at a rate of 7.1 kHz and 3D accelerometer as well as 3D gyroscope
measurements at a rate of 800 Hz. Ambient noise is attenuated by the housing,
thus mainly scratching sounds are measured during writing. Symbols and strokes
are separated by detecting when the pen tip touches the writing surface. For this
purpose, a pin is soldered on the spring, which is connected to electrical ground
on the PCB. When the pen tip touches a surface, the pin on the spring of the ink
cartridge closes a contact to the PCB for identifying writing.

In contrast to the earlier prototype of Schrapel et al. [Sch18] we improved the
case by adding a pen grip to constrain the ways the pen can be held. This reduces
one source of intra-user variability and helps to capture the way the pen is held in
the motion data. Figure 4.1 shows the prototype printed with a Keyence AGILISTA
and the corresponding 3D model with the position of the internal PCB.

4.4 User Study
We conducted a study to collect a dataset of various easy to draw symbols. In order
to adhere to a skilled forgery setup, we gave instructions regarding the order and
direction of the strokes of each gesture. Figure 4.2 on the right, shows our gesture
set with predefined writing instructions. Each of our selected symbols just consists
of a few strokes and taps, since we aimed to analyze the individuality of symbols
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that are comparable in complexity to x-mark signatures. For x-marks we use the
most frequently occurring writing trajectory in signing tasks [Mar18]. In addition,
common gestures from related work [Har08b; Hsu15; Kel06; Lon00] were selected to
analyze their applicability for writer identification. In total 19 gestures were selected
for our study.

We invited 30 volunteers aged 18 to 56 years (𝑀 = 25.6 years, 𝑆𝐷 = 10.3 years)
including 5 female and 25 male individuals. Two of the male participants were left-
handed writers. All participants reported feeling well and rested, which is important
because fatigue affects handwriting [Asa13]. Our study procedure was adapted from
Schrapel et al. [Sch18]. The study was conducted in a quiet office environment to
avoid interfering the internal audio measurements and to allow the participants to
focus on their tasks. We began by introducing our prototype and the study procedure.
We stated that we intended to collect and analyze gestures with the digital pen. The
participants were instructed to repeatedly write a symbol on a 21.0 × 29.7 cm white
squared paper with a box size of 11 × 14 mm and 15 boxes per row. The symbol and
its writing instruction was displayed on a nearby screen. To simplify the selection of
individual symbols, the writing of a symbol was confirmed with a short beep and
the current count was displayed with a green background. Symbols were cropped in
time from the data stream by storing the data from 20 ms before to 20 ms after the
pen tip touched the paper. Between two strokes more than 500 ms had to elapse to
be recognized as two different symbols. Figure 4.2, left, shows a participant during
the study procedure. All 19 symbols were collected in random order. After writing a
symbol 20 times, another symbol was displayed until all symbols were written. When
a participant accidentally wrote a symbol before hearing the soft beep sound, used
the wrong writing instruction or wrote a wrong symbol, the samples were discarded
and repeated. This ensured that a clean and balanced data set was created.

Figure 4.2: Study setup and gestures. The photo shows a participant writing symbols
on squared paper. The screen displayed symbols with writing instructions. The set
of symbols is visualized on the right. The arrows and numbers represent the writing
direction and stroke sequence, respectively.
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4.5 Results
We analyzed the collected dataset in order to investigate the individuality of the
handwritten symbols. Here, we focus on the use of a small number of training
samples with SVM classifiers, as it would be inconvenient, e.g. in the case of signing
contracts, to give one’s own (symbol-) signature many times before an identification
system can be used. Our total dataset consists of 11,400 samples including 380
samples per user with 20 samples for each of the 19 symbols.

4.5.1 Feature Creation
For our analysis, we decided to evaluate different preprocessing steps in the frequency
domain for keeping the length of the resulting feature vector constant among the
cropped samples [Lam89; Yan09]. To create the feature vector, we first convert
the audio signal of each sample into spectral components using a Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT). This is done by splitting the signal of the symbol into one,
two, or three equal parts and then applying the FFT to each part. By splitting
the data stream, a time component is integrated into the feature vector which may
contains additional information about the time depended writing speed and scratching
sounds. After normalizing each resulting set of amplitudes by the maximum value
and adding the array to the feature vector, statistics are calculated from the raw
audio signal. We use the mean and median value as well as standard deviation,
and variance of the signal, normalized in the interval [0,1]. In addition, we count
the number at which the normalized signal reaches the maximum and minimum
value. The time interval between two peaks is also counted. From the counted
numbers we calculate the previously applied statistical metrics, normalized by the
signal length. This integrates general features of a handwriting into the feature
vectors. Then, the same procedure is repeated for the motion data by first summing
up the accelerometer axes and gyroscope axes separately. For each summed sensor
signal FFTs and statistical features are calculated using the same methods as for

Figure 4.3: The block diagram depicts the algorithm for calculating a feature vector.
Each sensor data is processed separately and then concatenated to a feature vector.
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audios. The most relevant feature components for audio in handwriting recognition
are located below 1 kHz [Sch18]. To correctly measure the relevant features, the
signal must be sampled with at least twice this cutoff frequency [Sha49; Whi15].
Thus, we also added the downsampled audio signal to 2 kHz to the analyzed feature
set. For motion we downsampled the signal to 300 Hz. Downsampling attenuates
high-frequency noise and can may support a classifier to focus on user-specific features.
Figure 4.3 visualizes the process of generating the feature vector sets.

4.5.2 Feature Analysis
To analyze the symbols on their suitability for writer identification, we first optimize
the SVM parameters and then continue by cross validating on each given feature
vector set. The SVM hyperparameters kernel (linear or rbf) and cost C (1, 10,
100, 100) are optimized via grid search [Ped11]. The goal of this initial grid search
process is to recognize the 30 writers on all symbols as accurately as possible for each
previously calculated feature set. Using the established SVM parameters on a given
preprocessed dataset, we randomly split the data of each writer into 70 % for training
and 30 % for testing. Hence, for each training iteration the training set consists of
266 samples per writer. The SVM is then trained using in total randomly picked
7980 samples to identify the 30 users. We repeat the training and test procedure for
25 times on each corresponding feature set and note down the resulting metrics, i.e.
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. As proposed by Levy et al. [Lev18], for
each feature set we use the same set of random seeds to obtain comparable results.
We performed the procedure on 41 different feature sets resulting in a total of 1,025
tests (41 feature sets × 25 training and testing).

Figure 4.4 on the right shows the results of our feature vector tests sorted by
the maximum average F1-score. We obtained an average (macro) F1-score of
𝐹1 = 0.78 (𝑆𝐷 = 0.05) with comparable recall (𝑅 = 0.78; 𝑆𝐷 = 0.12) and precision

Figure 4.4: F1-score analysis of different feature sets. The tables on the left show
the analyzed feature vector generation methods for the visualization on the right. The
box plots visualize the F1-scores of different feature vectors including signal splitting,
FFTs, statistical features, and downsampling.
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(𝑃 = 0.79; 𝑆𝐷 = 0.12) on the best performing feature set. Stating the average AUC
score of 𝐴𝑈𝐶 = 0.96 (𝑆𝐷 = 0.03) and equal error rate 𝐸𝐸𝑅 = 0.09 (𝑆𝐷 = 0.04)
is misleadingly high in our case, because for each of the 30 classes (writers) there
exist 114 positive and 3,306 negative test samples. Thus, we will continue reporting
F1-scores. In general we derive from the tests that the statistical features have
a substantial contribution to the distinguishability of users, and by splitting the
audio signal into three parts further improvements are achieved. Combining audio
and motion measurements from pens for user identification (𝐹1 = 0.74; 𝑆𝐷 = 0.12)
clearly outperforms audio alone (𝐹1 = 0.53; 𝑆𝐷 = 0.12) and motion alone (𝐹1 =
0.46; 𝑆𝐷 = 0.11). On all our 41 SVM hyperparameter optimizations, linear kernels
showed better results than Gaussian kernels (rbf ). In 31 cases a cost parameter of
𝐶 = 10 was selected, followed by five cases using 𝐶 = 1000 (selected by the SVMs
trained exclusively on statistical features) and three cases using 𝐶 = 100. A larger
C value corresponds to a smaller margin hyperplane and defines how strongly a
sample is penalized inside the margin. The best performance is achieved when the
raw audio of the samples is splitted into three equal parts where of each statistical
features and FFTs are added to the feature vector. Data of accelerometer axes and
gyroscope axes are downsampled to 300 Hz and summed up respectively. The FFT
and statistical metrics are calculated from each of the two summed signals and added
to the feature vector. Splitting of the summed motion signals is not applied. The
grid search on this best performing feature set resulted in using a linear kernel with
a cost 𝐶 = 1 for the trained SVMs. For the best performing feature set we repeated
the grid search test on three, four, and five-degree polynomial kernels and a sigmoid
kernel, again obtaining the best results with a linear kernel with a 𝐶 = 1.

4.5.3 Symbol Analysis
We now analyze symbols with respect to their suitability for writer identification by
using the best-performing feature set and corresponding SVM hyperparameters. The
cross validation test is repeated by using one, three, five, and ten training samples.
For each training size on each symbol we perform 25 tests by using a fixed set of
random seeds to pick training and test samples. In total 1,900 multi-class SVMs
were trained and tested (4 training sizes × 19 symbols × 25 tests). We analyze the
influence of the training set size on the F1-score of the classifiers for each symbol.

In Figure 4.5 on the right, the symbols are displayed sorted by the highest average
F1-score with one training sample. On average, we obtain an F1-score of 𝐹1 = 0.55
(𝑆𝐷 = 0.065). Arrow achieves the highest F1-score (𝐹1 = 0.66; 𝑆𝐷 = 0.035),
followed by Circle Left (𝐹1 = 0.658; 𝑆𝐷 = 0.035). Cross showed an average
performance within the overall confidence interval (𝐹1 = 0.57; 𝑆𝐷 = 0.029). Right
had the worst performance (𝐹1 = 0.47; 𝑆𝐷 = 0.035). A one-way ANOVA revealed
a statistically significant difference of the F1-scores between at least two symbols
(𝐹 (19,25) = 61.02, 𝑝 << 0.001). Hence, we performed a post-hoc Tukey test to
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identify which symbol pairs have a significantly different F1-score. Cross shows a
significantly different F1-score to twelve of the symbols including: Arrow, At, Circle
Left, Double Tap, Down, Equals, Plus, Question Mark, Right, Single Tap, Square,
Triangle. The symbol with the best performance, Arrow, showed only no statistically
significant difference to Circle Left (𝑝 = 0.9 >> 0.05).

Figure 4.5 on the left, depicts the impact of the number of training samples
on the F1-score. With increasing training sample size we obtain more accurate
results. A one-way ANOVA revealed a statistically significant difference of the
F1-scores between at least two training sizes (𝐹 (4,475) = 3940.85, 𝑝 < 0.001). A
subsequent post-hoc Tukey test showed a statistical significant difference of the
F1-scores between all group pairs meaning that a larger training set significantly
improved the classifier’s performance, as one would expect. In addition, we wanted to
find out whether the precision and recall measures have comparable performances. A
one-way ANOVA indicated statistically significant differences between both measures
(𝐹 (8,475) = 3125.71, 𝑝 < 0.001). A subsequent post-hoc Tukey test found no
significant difference between recall and precision when ten training samples are
used (𝑝 = 0.1 > 0.05). On average the precision is slightly higher by 𝛥 = 1.2 %
(𝑆𝐷 = 0.38 %), which still indicates an acceptable tradeoff between the two measures.
Ideally, the classifier would reject all other writers and only accept true samples of
an individual. A higher precision means that the SVM is more accurately rejecting
other writers. While a higher recall results in a more accurate identification of the
writer. Therefore, precision is more important in authentication tasks. The F1-score
is the harmonic mean of both measures and reaches in an ideal case a value of 1.

Figure 4.5: Training size and symbol analysis. The left plot depicts the impact
of training sample count on the average F1-score over all symbols. The right plot
compares the F1-scores of each symbol with one training sample. We use the best
performing SVM hyperparameters and feature set for the results. One training example
was chosen to illustrate the most challenging use case.
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4.5.4 Majority Voting
As contracts might require a person to sign a document several times, we analyze the
impact of averaging classification results. For this purpose, we used the predicted
results of the previous tests and average all possible combinations without duplicates
by the formula:

(︀
𝑛
𝑘

)︀
= 𝑛!

𝑘!(𝑛−𝑘)! . Where 𝑛 is the number of predictions and 𝑘 is the
number of voting samples. Using each previous training sample sizes 𝑡 = [1,3,5,10]
and the corresponding test sample sizes 𝑛 = [19,17,15,10], we analyzed 𝑘 = [1,3,5,7,9]
voting test samples. The user is then determined in a voting result based on the
maximum occurring class.

In Figure 4.6, left, the impact of majority voting on the F1-score and training
sample size is plotted. The lines are the determined mean values of the F1-scores for
each training sample size. The colored shades indicate the standard deviation around
the mean values. For each training size a one-way ANOVA revealed significant
differences between at least two groups of majority voting F1-scores (𝐹 (5,475) =
[727.5, 1805.9, 2405.0, 2263.5], 𝑝 < 0.001). A subsequent Tukey test found significant
differences for each training size between all corresponding numbers of voting samples.
There was no significant difference between 7 and 9 voting samples using 10 training
samples (𝑝 = 0.127). However, this result can be related to the limited amount
of 20 samples per symbol and user. To exemplify the impact of majority voting,
Figure 4.6, right, depicts voting results on the symbols Arrow, Cross and Right. On
average three voting samples increase the F1-score by 𝛥 = 8.9 %(𝑆𝐷 = 3.3 %). We
derive that majority voting positively effects writer identification and that signing
a contract with three symbols allows a more reliable user identification than with
just one symbol. Symbols such as Arrow were found to have a significantly higher
potential of accurately identifying users than Cross with our approach.

Figure 4.6: Majority voting analysis. On the left, the average impact of the number
of voting samples on the F1-score across all symbols. The plots the right depict the
impact of the number of voting samples on the symbols Arrow, Cross and Right.
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4.6 Discussion
Identifying writers by handwritten symbols is a major challenge in cases of suspected
fraud. So far, the focus has been on ordinary signatures, but in cases of illiteracy or
disabilities, a writer may be limited to signing with x-marks or similar easy to draw
symbols. At least three people have to be involved in the process of a valid x-mark
signature [dej22]. This includes the writer, the contractor, and a witness. Cases of
suspected fraud are associated with a high financial expense, as the signatures have
to be analyzed using forensic methods and the relationships of witnesses have to be
investigated. Additional security mechanisms can contribute to identify forgeries.
One challenge in collecting samples of handwritten symbols is that writers of x-mark
signatures may tire faster. Thus, a classifier must be able to reliably distinguish
writers with as few samples as possible.

Our results show that combining audio and motion data of digital pens can more
reliably identify writers by handwritten symbols than single sensors. This confirms
the finding by Schrapel et al. [Sch18] that both sensors contain relevant and specific
features of a symbol signature. In addition, this is in agreement with the results of
Muramatsu et al. that combined sensor approaches increase the reliability of online
verification approaches [Mur07]. Splitting the incoming data stream is advantageous
for scratching sounds in order to integrate a time component into the features. In
contrast, higher recognition rates were achieved when motion data of a symbol were
not splitted. In addition, downsampling the measurements to 300 Hz was beneficial
on motion data, while using the raw audio signal at 7.1 kHz resulted in higher scores.
Compared to previous approaches that used spectral analysis [Lam89; Yan09], our
results show the importance of the time component in signature verification tasks.
Additional statistical features of both sensors can further increase the accuracy of
the classifier. Hence, the time component of the signals is more important for audio
measurements, while the high-frequency components of motion data contain less
information. This can be attributed to the writing speed. Vibrations on the paper
are more likely to occur at lower frequencies (up to 150 Hz). Produced scratching
sounds are modulated by the writing speed [Li04]. Small irregularities of the paper
surface act as a carrier that influence the pitch of the produced scratching sounds.
In addition, the volume is influenced by the pressure on the paper [Hwa12]. Together
with loop-back sounds that propagate via the bones of the hand, resonance properties
of the writing surface and the way the pen is held, unique features are produced.
This allows relatively accurate identification of a writer with just a few training
samples.

Our analysis of the individual symbols shows that certain symbols include a higher
diversity of individual characteristics for our participants. This can be attributed
to the individual writing style and the way of holding the pen. While the x-marks
achieved a uniform performance over the analyzed symbols, the F1-scores of the three
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best performing symbols Arrow, Circle Left, Question Mark exhibit a significantly
higher reliability in identifying writers. However, arrows on contracts are commonly
used to indicate signing fields and question marks may also be misinterpreted. In
addition, according to the legal situation in Germany, a contract must be signed with
three crosses for validity [dej22]. With three crosses as a training set, the F1-Score
already increases to about 75 % in comparison to 55 % with only one training cross.
In the case of suspected fraud, it would be required to write at least three crosses
again and select a user based on majority voting. With this approach the F1-Score
increased to over 80 %. The more training and test samples are given for majority
voting, the more reliably the 30 users were identified. With 7 test majority samples,
we already reached an F1-score of over 90 % on x-marks by using three training
samples. It should be noted that x-mark signatures are particularly challenging due
to their structural simplicity. A skilled forger can easily learn the trajectories of a
symbol [Hil92; Hub99; Mar18]. However, the scratching sounds that propagate via
the loop-back channel over the hand bones contain individual features that make
forgeries more challenging.

Compared to previous research on handwritten digit recognition with audio and
motion data [Sch18], we showed that combining both sensors allows identifying writers.
Since these features are writer specific, generalization of handwriting recognition
classifiers is challenging. Schrapel et al. circumvent this problem by retraining
their neural networks on samples of the writer. This assumes that the current
writer is known and individualized classifiers already exist. However, it could not
be determined whether the current writer is already known to the system. Our
research has closed this gap and shown that the writer can be detected by individual
symbols. This detection allows automatic selection of a user-specific classifier and
support for multiple users of a pen. In addition, the presented approach opens up
new application scenarios.

We will now discuss the components and challenges of such a possible future
x-mark signature verification application. In this context, our prototype may serve as
an additional security element in cases of suspected fraud. The system components
involved are illustrated in Figure 4.7. A full implementation would have to be
integrated into a suitable public-key and document archive infrastructure. When
signing a contract the pen would encrypt and cryptographically sign the measured
data along with a unique pen hardware identifier and timestamps. The date and
time on the physical contract allows assigning a digital timestamp of the pen to
a signing event. Furthermore, the metadata of the contract can serve to enable
unique identification. To additionally prevent subsequent modification of the stored
pen data, each signing event could be irreversibly stored in a blockchain or on a
trusted, secured server. Although both a blockchain and a server structure would be
possible on the backend [Wüs18], there is a major challenge in making the stored
data immutable with a central solution. An attacker could try to delete or modify
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the data to prevent later verification.
When signing a contract, only the person authorized to sign with crosses uses

the digital pen. In case of suspected fraud, all persons involved (e.g. contractor,
witnesses and writer) would write at least 3 samples of the symbol, e.g. the x-mark,
with the digital pen that was used when signing the contract. These samples are
used to verify the signature on the contract. As shown in Figure 4.6, the more
samples are written, the more reliably a person can be identified by majority voting.
To prevent the writing of invalid samples during this observation, another neutral
person (investigator) monitors the process. The neutral person ensures that all
writers give samples of the symbol with the same writing instructions as found on
the physical contract in the same environment, or at least with comparably low
ambient noise level in a similar environment. While the pen is not in use, the ambient
noise level may be measured so that comparable conditions can be created later.
Likewise, signatures could be automatically rejected in noisy environments. In order
to verify a symbol signature, data previously stored in the blockchain or on a trusted
server is used to train an SVM. This allows to later determine a probability that the
signature on the contract belongs to a specific person in question. The more contracts
were previously signed with our digital pen by an individual, the more reliable the
identification system becomes. Since audio modulates the scratching sounds on
the surface and by propagating though the hand, the signal includes individual
characteristics. However, in case of intermediate hand surgeries or diseases those
characteristics might change. Thus we do not consider such cases. In addition, it may
happen that a writer merely claims not to have signed a document. In these cases,
the person would try to fool the system by, for example, holding the pen differently
or pressing the pen tip harder on the sheet of paper. It is likely that the resulting
x-mark signatures differ from other previous contracts of the writer. Differences
could also be determined by forensic analysis. Furthermore, stored signatures may
already exist in the backend from other valid contracts that can be used for analysis.
Since the handwriting changes in the course of life [Gam80; Sri08] a time limit of
used signatures for training an SVM would be necessary. Besides this application
scenario, an additional security mechanism could be implemented, e.g. for biometric
authentication in pharmaceutical digital audits [AB22]. In addition to the fingerprint
sensor [Suh16], our approach would recognize x-marks while filling out forms. Since
fingerprint sensors in mobile devices can be easily fooled by fake fingers, e.g., made
of silicone [Goi18], our mechanism could provide additional confidence that the pen
is held by an authorized user.

The results of our study and the example application scenario show limitations
of the presented prototype. First, the acoustic signals might also include sounds
from the environment. Even though the scratching sounds are considerably louder
than environmental noises while writing, our approach is limited to quiet office
environments. The influence of environmental noise has to be further investigated in
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Figure 4.7: Proposed application scenario: The encrypted measured motion and
audio data of a signature is stored in the blockchain or on a trusted server and can
be retrieved for subsequent writer identifications. The data is encrypted and used
for training an SVM. Additional signatures or symbols are then tested on the trained
SVM.

future studies. In addition, the paper used for signing a contract can have an influence
on the measured scratching sounds. Therefore, scratching sounds on different surfaces
and papers should be further investigated. Furthermore, our approach must be limited
to small numbers of writers. In our use case, all contract partners are known and
therefore a classifier can more easily identify individual features of the writers. We
assume that in a usage scenario with a significantly larger number of writers, there
may be more false positive classifications. Hence, we limit our approach to contracts
which are likely to involve a limited number of contract partners. To further increase
the reliability with a significant higher number of users the pen could be extended to
measure the force of holding the pen in the hand [Bas12; Hoo04] and a fingerprint
sensor [Suh16].

4.7 Conclusion
This chapter presented an approach to identify users via handwritten symbols using
a digital pen that measures audio and motion data. A study with 30 participants was
conducted to evaluate the approach on 19 candidate symbols. The collected dataset
consists of 11,400 samples resulting from 380 samples per user with 20 samples for
each of the 19 symbols. The proposed method has three main contributions: (1) a
preprocessing algorithm for combining audio and motion data from digital pens in
the frequency domain to identify writers via handwritten symbols, (2) an analysis of
different feature sets fed into SVMs on their suitability for writer identification, and
(3) an examination of various symbols including x-marks on their ability to identify
writers based on small training sets in an online-verification task.

We found that combining scratching sounds of a pen tip when moving on a sheet
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of paper with the motion of a pen outperforms single sensor approaches to identify
writers via handwritten symbols. Signal representations in the frequency domain
were fed into SVMs to establish our results. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to unite audio and motion data for writer identification via handwritten
symbols. The approach achieves an average F1-Score of 76 % when using only
three training samples and 17 test samples per user and symbol. Applying majority
voting on three test samples increases the average F1 score to 87 %. We were able
to show that certain symbols have more distinctive features despite having similar
writing trajectories. The symbol Arrow achieved the highest F1-Score of about 91 %
with three training samples and applying majority voting on three test samples.
X-mark signatures reached significantly lower F1-Scores of about 82 % in the same
configuration.

The proposed system may be used as an additional security mechanism for illiter-
ate persons or persons with motor disabilities to support investigators in cases of
suspected fraud. In this application scenario, the challenges of writer identification
are particularly high. As few symbol samples as possible must suffice to identify
the writer. In the ideal case, the signature on the contract should be sufficient to
train a classifier. The presented approach allows this, but is limited to low-noise
environments, such as offices. Therefore, further research is required in the future on
how external noises can be suppressed. A long-term study is also required to investi-
gate the change of handwritten x-mark signatures of single persons as handwriting
changes in the course of life.



CHAPTER 5
The Skin as a Drawing Space for Small Displays

The previous two chapters introduced surface-related scratching sounds as comple-
mentary features to motion that support the recognition of handwritten information
and also identify writers. However, it was not possible to determine the position
of the information on the paper resulting in sketching was not supported. This
chapter introduces the back of the hand as a suitable input and drawing surface
for small displays. For this purpose, a wireless pen prototype is presented which
detects touch events with the skin. An embedded magnet is used to determine the
relative pen position on the back of the hand to a magnetometer of a wrist worn
device. We compare different magnet tracking algorithms and optimize the magnet’s
field strength in relation a wrist-worn magnetometer. We then test the prototype in
a user study where participants had to perform pointing and selection tasks as well
as sketching. We then continue by evaluating our implemented software prototype
in a usability experiment in order to answer the following research questions.

Is the back of the hand an appropriate writing surface for pens to extend the
interaction space of tiny wrist-worn displays?

Is magnet tracking accurate enough to deploy a drawing surface on the back
of the hand?

This chapter is based on the bachelor thesis by Florian Herzog [Her19] as well as
Steffen Ryll [Ryl20] and a late breaking work at CHI 2020 [Sch20a]. In their theses
Florian Herzog evaluated different magnets and tracking algorithms and Steffen Ryll
improved the computational performance on the smartwatch and implemented and
evaluated the sketching application.

• Schrapel, Maximilian & Herzog, Florian & Ryll, Steffen & Rohs,
Michael: ‘Watch My Painting: The Back of the Hand as a Drawing Space
for Smartwatches’. Extended Abstracts of the 2020 CHI Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems. CHI EA ’20. Honolulu, HI, USA: Association
for Computing Machinery, 2020: pp. 1–10
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Figure 5.1: Suggested application scenario of the pen prototype PentelliZen: When
the pen tip touches the skin, strokes can be drawn. A cursor on the display shows the
corresponding position of the pen. To maximize visibility, menus are hidden at the
edge of the display. The size of the drawing area, color, and size of the strokes can be
adjusted via mid-air interaction with spatial menus.

5.1 Introduction
Modern smartwatches are mainly used in sporting activities, health tracking, and
with simple interactions such as answering phone calls, navigation, or music control.
Due to their functionality of phone-independent mobile communication they can
be used in a variety of applications, but face challenges associated with the small
interaction area of the touch display. For example, tasks like text messaging are still
difficult, because the finger covers several keys and users cannot see what they are
actually typing [Lei15]. As an alternative option to typing, drawing is a very personal
way to reply to incoming messages or to create, for example, an individualized digital
birthday card [Kie13]. However, drawing requires very precise input, which amplifies
the challenges of small displays, e.g., with regard to the fat finger problem [Wig07].

Both hardware and software approaches have been proposed to address challenges
related to tiny displays. While software solutions are easy to deploy, they are mostly
confined to the display space. Additional hardware can extend the interaction space
but requires further equipment on the device. Fortunately, modern smartwatches are
already equipped with a variety of sensors, which can be utilized for input. Using
those existing sensors for precise input opens up new interaction opportunities without
reducing the wearing comfort. For example, previous works employed embedded
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magnetometers for basic interactions. However, the achievable tracking precision
and whether magnetometer-based sensing can outperform direct finger interaction
were up to now unclear.

We present PentelliZen, a novel digital pen for precise cursor input on smartwatches.
The back of the hand is used as an interaction space to avoid occlusion of the small
display. By integrating a magnet and motion tracking inside the pen, an embedded
magnetometer on the watch can be used to calculate a relative cursor position on the
display. Due to the form factor of a conventional pen and the avoidance of additional
equipment attached to the wrist the wearing comfort is not reduced. To prevent
unintended input, a touch sensor, connected to the gold-plated pen tip, detects skin
contact and distinguishes drawing on the back of the hand from mid-air gestures.
The pen sends its data directly to the watch via Bluetooth. Special attention has
been paid to design the pen so that the skin contact of the pen tip on the back of
the hand is comfortable. An example use case is shown in Figure 5.1.

In this chapter we investigate drawing as an example application, because drawing
and sketching place particularly high demands on input accuracy: Pens are a natural
input device for this purpose. Drawing as a use case illustrates the potential of the
approach. We evaluate different magnetic and algorithmic parameters to optimize
the tracking performance. Additionally, drawing interfaces need to provide a broad
functional variety of drawing tools, which increases the complexity compared to other
tasks. To facilitate the selection of drawing tools and the setting of parameters, our
prototype allows for interacting in three-dimensional space above the back of the
hand in addition to drawing with skin contact. We compare the performance of the
proposed approach to direct finger input in a user study with twelve participants. A
subsequent qualitative usability study with five participants serves to evaluate the
implemented interaction approach. We show that the back of the hand is a natural
interaction space similar to a touch pad.

5.2 Related Work
Methods for counteracting the fat finger problem on tiny displays can be divided into
software and hardware approaches. By extending the software of the device, simple
interaction techniques can be realized that do not require further equipment. For
instance, enlarging relevant parts of input areas is a simple but effective method for
text entry on ultra-small displays [One13]. Especially with a large number of icons or
emojis, zooming into areas of interest is faster and more precise than swiping [Poh16].
For text entry, grouping letters increases the input rate, as the impact of the fat finger
problem is reduced [Che14; Dun14; Hon15; Qin18]. Recognizing which finger touches
the screen can reduce the number of interaction elements [Gil17; Par20]. Furthermore,
tap and gesture typing with statistical decoding can be used to automatically correct
input errors [Gor16]. Display occlusion can be counteracted by showing the hidden
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information under the finger on the remaining display space [Lei15]. Through cursor
entry [Shi16], back-of-device interaction [Bau09] or wrist motion tracking [Gon18],
interaction elements can be kept visible. Moreover Zhang et al. proposed a technique
to use motion and audio signals from smartwatches to recognize gestures [Zha16a]
around the device.

Additional hardware on the finger segments can enable extended opportunities
for interacting with wrist-worn devices [Won17] or to track fingers in virtual re-
ality [Lyo20] and for haptic actuation [Pec17]. Rings can be utilized for scrolling
activities and pointing tasks [Ash11; Che13; Chu18; Har09; Ket10a; McI19; Par19a;
Par20; Rey18; Tsa16b; Zha17; Zha16c], gesture recognition [Che18; Che19b; Chu18;
Dar15; Gup18; Ket13; Ket10c; Oga12; Tsa16a; Yoo16b], finger identification [Gup16;
Par20; Par19b], or to enhance virtual keyboards [Abd20]. Hardware attached to
the fingernails can be used as a touchpad [Kao15], for near-surface tactile feed-
back [Wei11], finger tracking [Che16], or even to enable precise input via a miniature
stylus pen [Xia15]. Touch functionality can also be integrated into clothing, e.g., for
interactions during sporting activities [Sch16]. Additional tangible widgets [Hwa13a]
can enable new interaction techniques and be applied for authentication around
mobile devices. Integrating sensors into the watch wristband is a promising approach
as it can expand the input and output space [Gon16; Per13; Sav17; Str15; Zho16].
Similarly, the bezel of a watch can provide natural interaction techniques [But08;
Dar16; Oak14; Yi17], where embedded systems also enable touch events on the back
of the hand [Kni14; Oga15; Sri17]. Furthermore, a movable mechanical display can
offer various opportunities by using pan, twist, tilt, and click [Xia14]. By integrating
microphone arrays into devices, Nandakumar et al. have shown that fingers could be
tracked around the device [Nan16].

Several of the mentioned techniques use magnetic field sensing [Abd20; Ash11;
Che13; Che16; Che18; Che19b; Chu18; Dar15; Hwa13a; Ket13; Ket10a; Lyo20; McI19;
Par19a; Rey18; Wei11; Yoo16b; Yuy15], which has also been proposed for stylus
pens [Abe16; Hwa13b; Yoo16a] or head posture [Han20] and tongue tracking [Seb19].
It remains challenging to optimize the magnet tracking performance, since different
influences impact tracking accuracy. For example, the dimensions and physical
properties of a magnet are an important limiting factor [Cam13] as well as sensor
noise and the number of magnetometers used for tracking [Fan16]. However, it
has not yet been clarified whether proposed algorithms [Abe16; Cam13; Fan16] are
sufficient for precise interactions, such as drawing on the back of the hand. There
has been research on using cameras and motion sensors for precise drawings on
paper [Wu17], yet these are difficult to miniaturize for use with wearables. Even
without position tracking, digital pens can recognize handwriting by using audio and
motion data [Sch18].

To summarize, considerable effort has been made to investigate interaction tech-
niques for wearables, in particular using magnet tracking. However, up to now
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the focus has been on coarse input tasks or limited around-device gestures, rather
than on addressing the requirements of precise interactions. Moreover, a detailed
performance comparison of around-device magnet tracking algorithms is still missing.
We close this gap and propose new interactions based on cursor input using magnet
tracking on the back of the hand with our pen. Furthermore, a usability study is
conducted to determine the applicability in two- and three-dimensional space for
back of the hand interactions with smartwatches and our pen prototype PentelliZen
for drawing tasks.

5.3 Position Tracking
Since drawing requires a particularly high tracking precision, we evaluate known
algorithms for magnetic tracking.

5.3.1 Algorithm Selection
To identify the best tracking algorithm, three different approaches from related
work [Abe16; Cam13; Yoo16a] were implemented on a Huawei Watch 2. In the
selection process for the most suitable tracking algorithm, the intended use with a
stylus pen was especially considered. The three candidate algorithms we considered
were the ones by Abe et al. [Abe16], by Camacho and Sosa [Cam13], and by Yoon et
al. [Yoo16a].

We first chose the 2D tracking algorithm by Abe et al. [Abe16], assuming that
the back of the hand approximates a flat plane. When all influences of terrestrial
magnetism are constant, the magnetic moment can be eliminated using Coulomb’s
law, and a root-finding problem remains. In contrast to Abe et al., who apply the
bisection method, we use Newton’s method on all algorithms, as it requires less
computational power, which is advantageous for mobile devices. While Abe et al.
only consider the height of the magnet [Abe16] Camacho and Sosa also use its shape
in their equations [Cam13]. Since cylindrical shapes can easily be embedded in stylus
pens, this shape and approach was selected.

Furthermore, we selected the 3D tracking algorithm by Yoon et al. [Yoo16a] which
was used in various projects [Fan16; McI19]. In contrast to the other chosen methods,
this approach takes into account the magnetic moment, which determines the orien-
tation of the magnet. However, the orientation of the magnet in three dimensions is
required, which Yoon et al. calculate using an additional magnetometer [Yoo16a] and
Fan et al. [Fan16] as well as McIntosh et al. [McI19] by placing several magnetometers
around the interaction surface.

5.3.2 Algorithm Evaluation
To examine the optimal magnetic parameters and to evaluate the performance of
the selected algorithms with the magnetometer embedded in the watch, a tracking
experiment was conducted. Based on the dimensions chosen by Abe et al. [Abe16],
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cylindrical magnets with a diameter of 8 mm and heights of 16, 20, and 32 mm with
a fixed magnetization degree of N48 were selected. Since a higher magnetization
results in a higher magnetic flux density, a magnet with a diameter of 7.5 mm and a
length of 20 mm with a magnetization of N52 was also used in the experiments. The
experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.2.

The first experiment was intended to measure the accuracy of the algorithms in
2D space. The Huawei Watch 2 was placed in a planar coordinate system with the
embedded 9-DOF smartwatch IMU in the origin. Within the proposed interaction
area the cylindrical permanent magnet (diameter 8 mm, height 20 mm) was moved
in 1 cm steps within a grid of 4 to 12 cm in x-direction and -5 to 1 cm in y-direction.
The grid size was selected according to the average of anthropometric measurements
of the back of the hand [Aer95]. At each position, with the magnet’s north pole
towards the ground, the calculated distance was logged for all three algorithms.
Deviations, resulting from inaccurate magnet orientation tracking for the 3D tracking
algorithm were eliminated due to the chosen test setting.

A second experiment was conducted to investigate the optimal magnetic parameters.
The previous test was repeated for different magnets with the 3D tracking algorithm.
Based on the results, the two most promising magnets were evaluated again in an
tilt angle of 45°, which corresponds to a more realistic usage for stylus pens. Based
on the final selection, the influence of the magnet’s offset in z-direction was then
investigated by measuring the positions again with an offset of 5, 10, 15, and 20 mm
on the z-axis.

Figure 5.2: Experiment setup: The left picture shows the coordinate system used
in the experiments. The embedded magnetometer of the Huawei Watch 2 is placed
in the origin and the magnet is moved in 1 cm steps in x and y direction. The right
image shows the printed cases for a 45° inclination of the stacked magnets and with a
specific z-offset.
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5.3.3 Tracking Results
Three dimensional tracking requires including the magnetic moment in the equations.
This results in better tracking performance compared to the other approaches, as
shown in Figure 5.3a. A Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test confirmed a significant
difference for the 3D algorithm. Although the inclusion of the magnet shape in the
equations causes smaller fluctuations, there was no significant difference between
the two 2D approaches 𝐹1,26 = 0.312. The experiment shows that the 3D position
estimation has superior performance even on planar surfaces. Hence, the experiments
are continued with the approach by Yoon et al. [Yoo16a].

Figure 5.3b visualizes the tracking performance in relation to the used magnet.
A higher degree of magnetization causes sensor saturation in the proximity of the
measuring unit. As a result the magnet [8×32 mm; N48] achieves a significantly
worse tracking performance according to a Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test. On the
other hand, when the degree of magnetization is too low, the applied 3D algorithm
on the magnet [8×16 mm; N48] cannot find a solution over the full tracking area.
The maximum distance to the sensor in x-direction is 5 cm, which does not cover the
average of anthropometric measurements of the back of the hand [Aer95]. Therefore,
a sweet spot must be found that has low and constant distance error rates within the
interaction area. The two remaining magnets ([7.5×20 mm; N52],[8×20 mm; N48])
do not differ significantly in their performance [𝐹1,26 = 0.72, ns] and are examined in
the subsequent test.

Previous tests focused on ideal planar surfaces, which is not appropriate in our
back-of-the-hand scenario. By tilting the magnet, its field lines are measured on all
sensor axes. The results are shown in Figure 5.3c. The solid magnet [7.5×20 mm;
N52] can achieve adequate performance within the full interaction area. When 4 mm
magnets are stacked, the accumulated force gain declines with the number of magnets.
As a result the stacked magnet [8×20 mm; N48] achieves a lower magnetic force. In
inclined position the signal-to-noise ratio of measurements decreases, which leads
to a maximum tracking distance of 4 cm to the sensor. Hence, the solid magnet
[7.5×20 mm; N52] is selected for the final experiment.

The back of the hand does not form an ideal planar surface. Therefore the influence
of the z-position on the computed 2D position must be taken into account. As shown
in Figure 5.3d, an increasing relative error can be observed with increasing z-offset.
A z-offset starting from 10 mm shows a significant performance decrease according
to a Bonferroni-Dunn post-hoc test. This is caused by a decreasing magnetic flux
density. However, the approach still achieves an acceptable maximum error of 6 %
up to a 15 mm offset.

The results of the experiments show that the 3D tracking approach outperforms
the 2D approaches and that the tracking performance depends on an appropriate
magnetic field strength. These influences can lead to a smaller tracking distance in
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Figure 5.3: Magnet evaluation in relation to the relative distance error, calculated by
dividing the absolute calculated distance by the real position: (a) shows a comparison
of different algorithms, (b) examines the performance in relation to the magnetic field
strength, (c) repeats the test in inclined magnet orientation, and (d) examines the
influence of the z-offset on the calculated distance.
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an inclined orientation or with a non-zero z-offset. The magnetic field strength has to
be adjusted according to the magnetometer’s sensitivity. Improved sensor technology
might allow the use of smaller magnets or of a wider range of magnetic field strengths.
The performed experimental protocol can be applied to future developments to
maximize the tracking performance in a specific use case and with specific hardware.
Figure 5.4 visualizes the distribution of the relative error on the back of the hand by
using the algorithm of Yoon et al. [Yoo16a] and the final selected magnet [7.5×20 mm;
N52]. An acceptable tracking accuracy is achieved, which is to be further verified in
the subsequent user study. However, a considerably less precise position estimation
is achieved at the knuckle level. A tracking error of 6 % at a distance of 9 cm
corresponds to a deviation of 5mm. There is also no planar surface, which is still
sufficient to implement an interaction such as scrolling at the level of the knuckles.
Thus, the proposed interaction technique on the back of the hand can be compared
to a touchpad on notebooks, where some models implement a scrolling area on the
right edge. However, it can already be stated that the presented technique is limited
to the near field of the watch and the initial idea of a tracking system for pen and
paper is not possible with magnet tracking.

Figure 5.4: Distribution of the relative error on the back of the hand by using the
algorithm by Yoon et al. [Yoo16a] and the magnet [7.5×20 mm; N52]. A maximum
relative error of 6 % can be observed at the far end of the interaction area. The
visualized results were derived from the tracking experiment. Marks on the right and
bottom can be used to derive the absolute position error.
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5.4 Prototype
In the previous evaluation we concluded that a cylindrical magnet [7.5×20 mm;
N52] is able to track the position over the back of the hand with a maximum
relative position error of 6 %. The found dimensions fit into a conventional pen,
which is important to achieve a natural writing experience. In addition to the small
form factor, accurate interaction is also required. For this purpose, a touch sensor
(AT42QT1010) on the PCB is connected to the pen tip, which communicates its
state to the smartwatch via Bluetooth Low Energy (version 5) upon contact with
the skin. The round shape of the pen tip and the gold plating ensure a comfortable
touch experience and an optimal contact with the skin even in an inclined position.
Figure 5.5 shows the individual components.

A 6-DOF IMU (BMI160) is integrated to measure the orientation of the stylus,
which requires an initial calibration on first use. For this purpose the prototype
must be held perpendicular to the back of the hand for one second. Based on the
sensor data measured at 100 Hz, the position is then calibrated with Madgwick’s
AHRS [Mad11]. A magnetometer (BMM150) was also installed for test purposes,
which cannot be used for orientation estimations due to the strong magnetic field.
This leads to an accumulated drift over time, which, however, does not noticeably
influence the accuracy due to the low-noise sensor data over the short duration of
an interaction [Yoo16a]. To alleviate such tracking drifts, an indirect mapping is
applied which does not require further calibration. In addition, it is thereby not
necessary to further adjust the tracking area to the size of the hand.

The 7.5×20 mm magnet is mounted at a distance of 15 mm from the pen tip, also
serving as a pen handle that restricts the degrees of freedom in which the pen is held.

Touch

IMU

BLE 5.0

Pen tip

PCB wire

Magnet
Battery

ordinary pen

prototype

PCB

Figure 5.5: Prototype PentelliZen in detail: On the right PentelliZen is compared
to an ordinary pen. With a length of 14 cm and a diameter of 9.5 mm it does not
substantially differ from ordinary pens. The [7.5×20 mm; N52] magnet is integrated
into the grip with a dimension of 9.5 mm×16.5 mm. The left side shows the internal
PCB and the gold-plated pen tip with a diameter of 6 mm. A soldered wire on the
pen tip is connected to the PCB [8 mm×30 mm] for recognizing input events via the
touch sensor. The battery can be detached for charging.
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This is advantageous as the corresponding yaw angle of the prototype can only be
calculated using a magnetometer. In addition, the pen’s center of gravity is shifted
further towards the tip, which positively affects the writing comfort. In total the
prototype has a weight of 18 g, of which 12 g are used for the 180 mAh battery. It
can be continuously operated for 12 hours without recharging the battery.

For demonstration purposes an example painting application was implemented on
the Huawei Watch 2. A cursor on the display shows the current position. As soon as
the pen tip touches the back of the hand, a line is drawn.

5.5 User Study
A user study was conducted in order to compare the magnetically tracked pen
to direct finger input in precise pointing and drawing tasks. Twelve right-handed
volunteers aged 18 to 52 years (mean age �̄� = 29.0 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠, 𝜎 = 11.7) were recruited,
including four women and eight men. One female and five male participants owned
a smartwatch, which they use on a daily basis.

At the beginning each participant was introduced to the topic of the study. After
filling out a demographic questionnaire, the participants had the opportunity to
familiarize themselves with the drawing application and the pen-based interaction
approach. The watch was comfortably but tightly fastened on the wrist. Since we use
relative position tracking, a displacement of the watch could shift the tracking area.
Although we expect this as a rather minor effect, we excluded related confounding
variables by a tightly fastened smartwatch. The participants had to sit in front of
a table and could rest their arm on the table at will. The experimenter started
the application and the study ether began by using the index finger or using the
pen prototype. Since we use the anthropometric measurements of the back of the
hand [Aer95] and relative position control, no calibration had to be performed. We
demonstrated to the participant how to move the cursor on the watch display by
moving the pen across the back of the hand. When using the pen, the participants
first practiced drawing strokes until they felt familiar with the interaction.

The experiment with the independent variables pen input and finger input was
divided into three parts with the dependent variables error rate, time and trajectory.
At first, a pointing task was conducted to evaluate the general pointing performance.
For this purpose, white circular targets with a radius of r=10 px (1 mm) were
displayed on a black background at random positions on the display. At the edges of
the display, the test software ensured that the points were always completely visible.
The participants started randomly either by using the pen or the index finger to
select the randomly occurring circles with 30 trials for each each condition. When
using the pen, a grey dot cursor with a radius of r=5 px (0.5 mm) was displayed. In
order to quantify accuracy and speed the deviation from the center of each input
event and the interaction time between two events were recorded. Figure 5.6, left,
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shows the experiment when using the pen. The white target circle had to be selected
by moving the light grey dot cursor over the target and touching the back of the
hand with the pen tip. When using the index finger, participants had to directly
touch the white dots without showing a cursor. The test system recorded accuracy
and time. We did not record the entire trajectory of the cursor, as it is incomparable
to finger input in this experiment. The accuracy was calculated by the distance in
pixels between the center of the white target circle and the position on the display
where an input event was triggered. The cursor stayed visible all the time when using
the pen, except it was moved out of the display dimensions to make the interaction
similar to a touch pad. When starting the first experiment, the cursor was placed
in the center of the screen. The time was measured between two subsequent input
events. Then the previously selected target was removed and a new white point was
immediately displayed at a random position on the display.

Second, a list scrolling experiment was performed to determine the applicability of
the technique for menu selections and other future fields of application, such as web
browsing. The participants had to select a given name from a randomly arranged
list either by using the prototype or the index finger. Times and pointing errors
were measured for 10 trials. Nine names were displayed on the screen at once in the
vertical list. The list consisted of 20 names in total. To scroll through the list with
the pen, the participants had to place the pen tip on the back of their hand and
stroke it over the skin. The same interaction had to be performed with the index
finger by swiping vertically over the display. During execution a scroll bar was visible
at the right corner. Figure 5.6 on the right visualizes the experimental procedure.
The task started with displaying the name until the participants touched the pen
tip or the display with their finger. Then a randomized list of names was displayed,
in which the target had to be selected. When a selection was executed, the next
randomized name was displayed.

Finally, a drawing task had to be carried out. The participants traced different
shapes as accurately and as quickly as possible with the index finger or with the
prototype. In random order, handwritten letters (M, ß) and periodic rectangular
functions with three levels of difficulty (i.e., with three, four, and five repetitions) were
drawn. The templates are shown in Figure 5.8. From each drawing, measurements
of time and position were recorded in order to evaluate whether the prototype offers
an appropriate alternative to conventional finger input. The letters were chosen such
that they represented a range of different shapes and number of strokes. We wanted
the participants to draw familiar shapes of letters without lifting the pen. The ß is
suitable because it contains round shapes while the M consists of connected straight
lines in different drawing directions. The rectangle templates are easy to draw and
to compare with each other. At the end of the experiment, a final questionnaire was
handed out to gain insight into the individual thoughts of the participants on this
pen-based input device.
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Pointing Task Selection TaskPointing Task

Figure 5.6: User study tasks: The participants started with a pointing experiment
and continued with the selection of a random name from a vertical, randomized list of
20 names.

5.5.1 Results
All general results of the experiments are visualized in Figure 5.7. The pointing task
shows that a slower but more precise interaction can be performed with the pen
prototype. According to a t-test, there is a significant difference in error rate between
pen (M=2.6 mm, SD=1.6 mm) and finger (M=3.1 mm, SD=1.5 mm), t(12)=2.48,
p<0.02. Likewise, there is a significant difference in pointing time between pen
(M=1.4 s, SD=0.56 s) and finger (M=0.61 s, SD=0.24 s), t(12)=8.37, p<0.0001.
Four participants mentioned that the task was relaxing and similar to playing a
game when using the prototype.

The list scrolling task shows similar results as the pointing task. In this task names
had to be selected from a vertical list. Selecting another name than the requested
one was counted as an error. In six cases the participants selected a wrong name
from the list with the pen compared to seven errors when using direct input with the
finger. According to a t-test, there is a significant difference in selection time between
the finger and the pen. The finger (M=3.99 s, SD=2.5 s) achieves a significantly
faster selection time than the pen (M=7.2 s, SD=3.8 s), t(12)=5.14, p<0.0001.

Last, the applicability of the pen for drawing applications was compared to direct
finger input. In addition to tracing a “rectangle signal”, two letters had to be traced
using templates shown on the display. A t-test was performed on each pair and
the results are noted in Table 5.1. For each drawing type, there was a significant
difference in the drawing time between pen and finger according to a t-test. For
comparison of the drawings to the template, we calculated the corresponding DTW
distances of the drawn path to the respective printed template shape. Both letter
templates as well as the most difficult rectangle template with five repetitions showed
a significant difference according to a t-test. For each template, DTW distances of
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Figure 5.7: User study results: (a) shows that pointing tasks can be performed more
precisely with the pen, but that it requires more time than typing with the finger, the
list task shown in (b) confirms this previous observation, (c) visualizes the precision of
drawing templates, and (d) the corresponding drawing time.

finger and stylus drawings were compared. The medium difficulty rectangle template
with four repetitions showed a weak difference and the easy rectangle template
showed no significant difference. All values are shown in Table 5.1. To exemplify,
Figure 5.8 visualizes the results of one participant.

The results show that using the pen leads to more precise drawings than the finger,
but requires more time. Since none of our participants had ever used a similar device
on the back of the hand before, it is to be expected that, after a longer period of use,
the task completion times will decrease.

A final questionnaire was provided to get insights into the participants’ subjective
reactions to the proposed technique. The results are shown in Figure 5.9. In general,
a comfortable writing experience is achieved, with three participants remarking that
they would not be willing to carry around a pen with them. The interaction was
perceived to be precise, but four participants mentioned that touch events were
less precise with rough or dry hands. The applied indirect mapping of the cursor
position to the stylus was perceived to be a natural design similar to a touch pad.
Mostly the participants perceived the interaction to be slower when using the pen.
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Template

Stylus

Finger

"Easy" "Medium" "Hard" ß M

Figure 5.8: Templates of the drawing task: The drawings are taken from one
participant of our study. It is apparent that the drawings created with the stylus
(second row) are much more precise than the finger-based drawings (third row).
Particularly in finer structures, differences become evident.

Table 5.1: Results of the t-tests of the drawing experiment: In general, the pen is
more precise than the finger when drawing fine structures. Drawing and writing with
the finger is faster in all cases. The results are based on twelve participants.

Template Method Precision in [DTW dist.] Time in [s]
Mean SD p-Value Mean SD p-Value

ß Stylus 42.2 25.9 0.0001 4.64 2.2 0.0003Finger 109.5 38.64 1.68 0.85

M Stylus 74.9 38.5 0.0049 4.1 1.83 0.0009Finger 240.6 31.6 1.85 0.95

"Easy" rectangle Stylus 253.2 10.1 0.3523 5.7 1.9 0.0029Finger 245.7 25.8 3.4 1.5

"Medium" rectangle Stylus 265.2 15.8 0.0942 7 3.5 0.002Finger 277 16.9 3.3 1.3

"Hard" rectangle Stylus 278.9 20.6 0.0099 8.9 2.8 0.0001Finger 301.4 18.2 3.6 1.6
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Two participants stated that they would expect a faster interaction in the long-
term and that they could imagine increased productivity when using the pen on
their smartwatch. We also asked our participants about potential future fields of
application. They mentioned signature identification and handwriting recognition
most often. But they also saw drawing as a suitable application for such a device.
Similar tasks appear in productivity applications, i.e., email, messaging, or notes,
resulting in more engaging interactions in these scenarios. Some participants were
concerned about the small display for tasks like web browsing and assumed games as
a more suitable use case. All participants found the light-gray cursor with a radius
of 𝑟 = 5 𝑝𝑥 (0.5 mm) to be appropriate and clearly visible.

Comfortable Usability

Precise interaction

Fast interaction

Improved productivity

Comfortable writing

Wearing Comfort Web browsing

Productivity

Drawing

Handwriting

Games

Use cases:

Figure 5.9: User study questionnaire: The participants found the prototype to be
comfortable and easy to use for drawing and handwriting applications. The small
display size was seen critical for tasks like web browsing.

5.6 Drawing Application
To maximize the drawing area, settings are accessed by moving the cursor to the
edges of the round smartwatch display in each of the four cardinal directions. The
menu items are invisible until the cursor is moved near the edges of the canvas view.
A small arrow icon occurs on the top of the screen and serves as a cue to indicate
presence of the menu. The menu is invoked when the cursor is near the icon and the
user touches the pen tip. To avoid unintended input, this functionality is hidden
and disabled when drawing a stroke into the vicinity of the edges.

In the canvas view, scroll bars have been implemented at the bottom and right
edge, which adjust the viewing area in x and y direction by moving the pen and
touching the pen tip. On the left display corner, the field of view can be adjusted in
z direction. Changes are applied as long as an input event is detected.

The menu is accessed at the top of the canvas view. When accessed, the menu
can be exited by moving the cursor to the top again and touching the pen tip. Menu
tabs are accessible when the cursor is moved towards the bottom display edge. Since
we only use a limited number of settings, only two menu tabs were implemented.
Due to the small display size we expect that users primarily use the app for simple
and spontaneous sketching. Hence, the full functionality of an desktop PC drawing
application would overwhelm the interface and lead to unnecessary complexity.
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The view can be locked by a U-lock icon in the menu. The symbol also indicates
the current status of the canvas. Arrows indicate undo and redo functionality. When
touched, the canvas view is updated according to the action. An eyedropper tool
has been implemented to pick colors in the image. When selected, the canvas view is
opened up with a color picker cursor indicating the current action. By opening the
main menu at the top of the screen again, the task can be canceled. Stroke width
and transparency icons open up a vertical slider view that updates the current stroke
setup. By moving the pen vertically up or down, adjustments can be made. Changes
are processed by touching the pen tip. The dashed lines icon is used to delete strokes
in the canvas. When selected, the canvas view is reopened with the background color
for drawing.

Three-dimensional interactions in the air require to touch the pen tip with a finger
as visualized in Figure 5.10. Preliminary tests have shown that this action can
be easily performed, potentially requiring a slight adjustment of how the stylus is
held. The pen position in the air is always mapped to a 2D position on the display,
provided that the device is in the sensing range of the smartwatch. Three in-air
interactions have been implemented.

When selecting the magnifying glass, areas of interest (AOI) can be enlarged
according to the position over the hand. By touching the pen tip with the cursor
over the magnifying glass icon, the canvas view is opened with a rectangle cursor
that visualizes the zooming area. By lifting the pen, the rectangle is enlarged. When
touching the pen tip, this selected area of the canvas is enlarged to the display size.
The normal cursor is displayed again and drawing can be continued. Various icons,
sorted by categories – which are taken from the material design scheme [Goo20] –
can be added to the drawing by placing them on the canvas. They can be enlarged
using the described in-air lifting technique. When an icon has been selected from
the library, the canvas view is opened and the icon is shown instead of the cursor.
Its size can be adjusted by lifting the pen. The action can be aborted by moving the
cursor to the upper display edge. Selecting the color palette icon in the menu opens
up a color picker view. Via two-dimensional cursor movement, the color (hue and
saturation) are specified. When lifting the pen, brightness (value) can be adjusted.
Colors are selected by touching the pen tip.

5.6.1 Usability Study
A qualitative usability study was conducted to evaluate the suggested pen-based
interaction techniques on the back of the hand (on-skin) and above the hand (in-air).
Five volunteers were recruited (mean age �̄� = 21.8 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠, 𝜎 = 0.84) including one
male smartwatch user.

After an initial questionnaire with demographic questions the participants put
on the smartwatch comfortably but tightly and explored the preliminary drawing
application from the first study. They were introduced to think aloud while trying
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Figure 5.10: Drawing application: on the left 2D (on-skin) and 3D (in-air) interactions
are visualized. By touching the pen tip with the finger in the air (upper left), selection
events can be issued. On the right, different screen shots of the application are
presented.

the application. Once they gained sufficient experience to successfully draw lines on
the canvas, the extended application was started. Again, the participants were told
to think aloud while exploring the functionality. The experimenter noted down their
thoughts without interventions. When the participants had tested all of the settings,
they could take off the watch. In case an option had been omitted, the experimenter
assigned additional tasks until all of the features had been explored.

Subsequently, a questionnaire was handed out, starting with general questions
about the hardware prototype. Then the participants answered usability-related
questions regarding the final application. We wanted to know whether they were
able to interpret menu icons and the current state of the application. The next series
of questions was intended to assess whether the presented pen prototype is a good
addition for everyday use. At the end, specific questions were asked regarding the
implemented interaction techniques and software.

5.6.2 Results
The results of the usability study are shown in Figure 5.11. Since only one of five
participants stated to wear a smartwatch in everyday life, there might be a negative
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bias in the subjective answers. However, all participants used mobile devices in
everyday life. Therefore we assume that all were able to get used to new technologies.

Generally, the participants felt comfortable about interactions on the back of the
hand, but nevertheless could not imagine using this device in everyday life. Two
participants found drawing on the back of the hand to be useful and all participants
agreed that the virtual cursor together with relative position control mapping is
appropriate for drawing on smartwatches. However, the results show a rather
negative pattern. The single smartwatch user stated that without a well-integrated
commercialized product, he would not use such a pen with his smartwatch. He
remarked that the entire watch user interface – i.e., all of its applications – should
be designed for use with the pen. Three participants found the display to be too
small for sketching.

The second part of the questionnaire focused on the application, which confirmed
that the app had been designed in a suitable way for pen-based operation. Due to
focusing on the primary functionality, the complexity had been intentionally kept
low. Since the target application area that we originally had in mind was rather
casual drawings and sketches, as for messaging a personalized message to a friend,
a full-blown drawing application would not have been suitable. One participant
remarked missing features like cut, copy, and paste.

The interaction techniques were perceived to be intuitive. The participants stated
that the 3D input and the scrolling technique should be improved. Scrolling was less
intuitive for the participants because the role of the edges of the display was not clear
initially. A better option might be to show the related scroll bars when the cursor is

Figure 5.11: Usability study questionnaire: The participants judged the 3D inter-
actions as less intuitive for placing canvas elements, but as well suited for adjusting
parameters like colors.
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moved to the edges. In analogy to a touch pad, scrolling could also be implemented at
an absolute position on the back of the hand at maximum distance from the drawing
space. This would require an additional calibration to the dimensions of the user’s
hand. While exploring the application, the experimenter noted challenges when 3D
interactions were performed. The participants had to apply shape placements twice
as they did not intuitively understand how to lift the pen for resizing. Mostly they
wanted to touch the back of the hand to interact with the canvas and were confused
why the icon was getting smaller when the pen was moved towards the back of the
hand. One participant stated that mixed 2D and 3D interactions lead to a less
intuitive drawing application. Three participants said "Uh-huh" after completing a
3D task, which indicates that 3D interaction are challenging and should first be tried
out before they are fully understood.

5.7 Discussion
Our experiments revealed that 3D tracking in the dimensions of the back of the
hand achieve a maximum relative tracking error of 6 %. The preselection of a
suitable magnet was necessary, otherwise errors in the position determination may
occur. We used Newton’s method for solving the equations in order to minimize the
computational effort. Using the bisection method could might improve the tracking
performance, but is challenging to apply on current smartwatches. We have noticed
an increase in battery consumption and temperature on the watch when using the
prototype. Although the code has been optimized, more efficient processors would
thus be advantageous. An enhanced sensor sensitivity could increase the tracking
accuracy and allow to use smaller magnets. Our proposed system was able to achieve
more precise but slower interactions compared to direct finger input on the tiny
display. It has been shown that direct input on the back of the hand is understood
more intuitively than in the three-dimensional space around the back of the hand.
These results can be indirectly transferred to other applications for smartwatches.
The use case of a drawing application applied here was chosen as an example scenario.
For example, it would also be possible to implement a web browsing app or simple
games such as whack-a-mole and hot wire.

The analogy to a touchpad on the back of the hand is easily understandable.
However, the dimensions of the tiny display limit the capabilities. Thus, we assume
the presented technology could support applications on other mobile devices such
as tablets. For instance, interaction elements like color pickers or zooming from
drawing applications could be outsourced to the smartwatch. It should be noted that
the conductivity of the skin is user-dependent and therefore a calibration would be
advantageous. We experienced challenges with rough or dry hands and the sensitivity
of our touch sensor. While lines were drawn on the back of the hand, we observed
individual samples in the sensor stream that did not recognize input events. These
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samples can easily be discarded by filtering. Further increasing the capacitive touch
sensitivity can lead to falsely triggered input events when the pen is held in hand.
We have therefore used a shielding around the internal parts of our touch circuit
which can be further improved in future prototypes.

5.8 Conclusion
We proposed an interaction technique and device for drawing on the back of the
hand for ultra small wrist-worn displays. By integrating a magnet in a stylus,
the position relative to a magnetometer can be determined with high precision.
Different dimensions and magnetic field strengths were tested with the result that a
magnet with a dimension of 7.5×20 mm and a magnetization degree of N52 achieves
acceptable results on the Huawei Watch 2. Furthermore, different algorithms were
evaluated regarding their accuracy in the interaction space, which showed that the
3D position determination is significantly more accurate. An initial user study
accompanied by a usability experiment served to evaluate the field of application. It
showed that by using the stylus, more precise interactions can be made than with
the finger. Contrarily, the interaction time increases with the pen. However, the
study shows that for applications like drawing on a tiny screen, direct finger input
leads to higher error rates and higher task completion times than indirect pen input
on the back of the hand. The analogy to a touchpad on the back of the hand was
easily understood while 3D interactions required additional learning effort. In the
future the presented technology could be used to outsource interaction elements from
drawing applications on a tablet to the watch for maximizing the drawing space on
the tablet.





CHAPTER 6
Tracking Surfaces in the Wild by using Audio and Motion Data

The previous chapters focused on interactions with pens. We identified surface
scratching sounds as supportive features to the motion of the pen which contain
general information of the task as well individual features that can identify writers.
We could also substitute camera systems for sketching by using magnet tracking
to get a relative position to wrist-worn devices. The skin on the back of the hand
was introduced as an ubiquitous surfaces that is capable of being used similar to a
touchpad. This chapter evaluates whether scratching sounds combined with motion
data can identify surfaces in the wild. For this purpose, we analyze two use cases
where surfaces play an important role. At first, we introduce audios as supportive
features to track cycled road conditions and then continue by analyzing snow types
on ski slopes.

Do scratching sounds contribute to recognize surfaces in the wild?

Do recognized surfaces support users in their route selection?

This chapter is based on the master thesis by Timon Bressgott [Bre20] and a
poster at MUM 2020 [Sch20b]. The topic of Timon’s master thesis was developed
in cooperation with the Institute for Cartography and Geoinformatics (IKG) at the
Leibniz University Hannover for the Mobiler Mensch (MoMe) project. Accompanying
the topic, we held a workshop at MobileHCI 2020 [Sha20]. Furthermore, the used
hardware from this project was tested for measuring skiing slope conditions at the
Winter School 2020. In collaboration with Jonathan Liebers and Stefan Schneegass
from the University Duisburg-Essen tests were conducted and subsequently published
as a poster at MUM 2020.

• Schrapel, Maximilian & Liebers, Jonathan & Rohs, Michael &
Schneegass, Stefan: ‘Skiables: Towards a Wearable System Mounted on a
Ski Boot for Measuring Slope Conditions’. 19th International Conference on
Mobile and Ubiquitous Multimedia. MUM 2020. Essen, Germany: Association
for Computing Machinery, 2020: pp. 320–322
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• Shadan Sadeghian & Maximilian Schrapel et al.: Workshop on
Designing Technologies for Future Forms of Sustainable Mobility. MobileHCI’20,
Oldenburg, Germany. 2020

6.1 Introduction
Wearable technologies and the Internet of Things (IoT) are becoming increasingly
popular. They weave into a variety of application areas which can be divided into
health, activity recognition, localization, safety and other special purposes such as
education or law enforcement [Dia20]. Wearables can collect and share data to
monitor a user’s state and support them in smart decision making. A seamless
communication among these inconspicuous small devices enables to make a user’s
environment smart. Their ubiquitous availability partially realizes Weiser’s vision of
future computing [Wei91].

Recent years have shown the great potential of wearables in physical activities
starting from beginners to professional athletes for improving their skills [Cam18].
Outdoor activities often involve unpredictable risks related to the dynamic fashion
of an environment. For instance, a large proportion of bicycle crashes result from
unpredictable road conditions [Hee11]. Measuring and providing current road condi-
tions is an enduring research topic. Until today, public available maps contain no
complete data on the road conditions. Since sensor-equipped bicycles have found
their way into the cities, ideas have emerged to use their data towards the vision
of smart city monitoring [Du19]. Especially due to the emergence of new forms of
micro-mobility on the last mile, road conditions are becoming increasingly important.
These novel vehicles are often equipped with a variety of sensors that can measure
different properties of an environment. In addition to micro-weather measurements
[Cas14], air pollution [Fie21; Sav10] and ambient noise monitoring [Lax19], road
quality measurement is an important aspect [Ant93] that relates to safe operation
[Wag20] and cycling speed [Bou18; Höl12]. Road surface conditions are dynamic and
weather dependent [Eri08]. An asphalt road can be well suited for cycling in summer
but involve unpredictable risks in winter due to black ice [Win10]. This exemplifies
that the smoothness of a road alone is not sufficient to determine the suitability
of a path for cycling. There are even greater challenges in winter sport activities.
Winter resorts categorize their slopes according to levels of difficulty. However, slope
conditions are highly dependent on the weather conditions and the daily traffic. A
slope categorized for beginners can involve unpredictable risks due to snow bumps
or icy passages. For instance, most injuries occur when snowboarding on ice and
packed snow [Bia95].

Cycling and winter sports like skiing have in common that road or slope conditions
have an influence on the risk of injuries. In both cases, it is challenging to create a
smart environment that supports the user in route planning processes or warns the
user of dangerous passages. Sensor networks placed on the route would require high
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maintenance and are associated with expenses. Therefore, approaches where sensors
measure the surfaces directly on the bike or on the skis are more suitable. Both
the tires and the skis rub on the surface during the activity, what produces noises
that can provide information about the condition of a surface type. Likewise, the
vibrations on the surface contain information that could help identify a condition.

In this chapter, we analyze whether a fusion of audio and motion data measured
on sport equipment can recognize different surface conditions. For this purpose, we
introduce a sensor unit that can be attached to the bike at the seat stay or at a ski
boot. Measurements are sent via Bluetooth to the smartphone for further analysis. In
a study with 17 cyclists we collected a dataset of 130 km of cycling on different bikes.
We compare our approach based on convolutional neural networks to commonly
applied road roughness clustering [Wag20] and show that it is crucial to consider
tire pressure. By surveying our participants, we show that bike route preferences are
weather dependent. Further, we conducted an experiment with an experienced skier
in an winter resort to test our approach for identifying snow conditions on the slopes.
In a subsequent online survey of skiers with different skill levels we show that skiers
prefer several snow conditions on the slopes.

6.2 Related Work
In this section, we briefly present a selection of works that address safety and road
conditions for cycling and winter sports.

6.2.1 Cycling
First research in the 1980s analyzed route choices of cyclists where facility type,
traffic level and surface types were identified as main criteria for pleasant rides
[Bov85]. During that time the International Roughness Index (IRI) was established
to offer a standard road condition measure for vehicles [Say86]. Over the years,
further road roughness measures [Ale17; Bíl15] and anomaly detectors [Eri08; Wij18]
were proposed. They have in common to use accelerometer and GPS measurements
to categorize road profiles according to their roughness. Bil et al. established the
Dynamic Comfort Index (DCI) to rank cycle paths according to their ride comfort
[Bíl15]. However, a good DCI value does not necessarily indicate an ideal route choice
for cyclists [Ehr12]. Even navigation systems do not fully consider all facts in their
route planning algorithms [Gol95; Joh17]. Off-street paths play an important role in
the cycle route choice, as cyclists tend to avoid high traffic volumes [Bro12; Win10].
More generally, cyclists are very sensitive to aspects of safety and comfort [McC15;
Win10], where the quality of road surfaces is more important than other measures,
such as hilliness or delays caused by traffic stops [Sti03]. Especially with electrical
power support, distances and slopes are of less importance [Zha21a]. Cyclists are
willing to travel up to additional 20 minutes for having pleasant and safe rides [Til07].
Poor road qualities correlate with an increased risk of fault events [Fei20].
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Bike lanes, like all other roads, are subject to constant change, e.g. due to
different weather conditions and abrasion. This dynamic fashion requires continuous
measurements and motivates some cyclists to monitor and share data to publicly
available maps like OpenCycleMap [Ope20]. Mixed conditions and especially snow
are a major challenge for many forms of sustainable mobility [Ber03; Giæ98]. Road
maintenance is a key factor, not only during winter season, to encourage cycling
instead of driving [C4020]. Smartphones mounted on the handlebars can measure
and share standard roughness measurements [Eri08; Kar20; Wag20; Wij18; Zan18;
Zha16b] and recognize road signs with the rear camera [Rei17]. Their ubiquitous
availability [Bal06] offers the possibility to reach a large number of users. Permanently
mounted systems [Cas14; Fie21; Höl12; Lax19; mei20; Mia20; Sav10; Tay10; Wu20]
additionally offer the opportunity to continuously measure weather [Cas14] or air
quality data [Fie21; Lax19] while parking the bike.

Audio measurements have been used for ambient noise monitoring [Lax19; Sav10;
Tay10] during cycling. To the best of our knowledge, there has been a lack of research
on combining vibration measurements with audio signals to estimate road conditions
on bicycles. Audio measurements have also been used to identify wet roads for
aquaplaning warning systems in cars [Alo14], on robots [Zür19], and, in combination
with motion data, different surface conditions have been recognized while walking
[Mit19]. It has not yet been analyzed whether a sensor fusion approach can increase
the recognition rate of road surface types and conditions of cycled paths.

6.2.2 Winter Sports
Winter sports equipment offers increasingly higher safety through the latest inno-
vations [P H00]. Further, the more frequent use of helmets resulted in a lower
proportion of head injuries [Ack07]. However, wearing a ski helmet can significantly
reduce the ability of spatial hearing. Niforatos et al. attached LIDAR sensors to
the back of the ski helmet to signal, via LEDs at the front, when skiers approach
from behind [Nif16; Nif17]. Displaying personal information on ski maps via head
mounted devices can also increase safety, as hazards can be marked on the routes
[Fed16]. Combining augmented reality with extending peripheral perception was
proven to be a promising field for future applications [Nif18].

Wozniak et al. identified general guidelines to support outdoor activities [Woz17].
According to their findings, obstructing the outdoor experience should be avoided and
route planning, including risk management, should be supported. Displaying piste
maps including weather and slope conditions on a mobile device requires continuous
updates [Dun07]. Entering information manually into a database can impair the
outdoor experience and produce erroneous data. Further, Wozniak et al. also
identified that skiers’ groups prefer to exchange entered information only among their
group members [Woz17]. According to Fedosov and Langheinrich location, media,
and reference data are the most-shared information between groups of skiers [Fed15].
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The skiing experience level within a group can greatly differ [Woz17]. Experienced
skiers mostly support beginners, but also feedback systems can help to automatically
enhance the performance of beginners on the slopes.

Body position control is of utmost importance during skiing. Hasegawa et al.
added force sensors to the skis and transformed the data into acoustic signals to
provide posture feedback [Has12]. However, real time audio feedback on lateral
displacements and speed can be distracting and affect safety [Kir09]. Subsequent
feedback can support professional skiers to increase their skills. Brodie et al. used
fusion motion capturing with 13 inertial measurement units (IMU) consisting of
accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers attached to the body and skis for
measuring posture information on a slalom course [Bro08]. Tactile feedback can
provide instant assistance without sound distractions. This is very important,
especially for visually impaired skiers [Hal17]. Spelmezan attached two vibration
actuators laterally on each shoulder to correct body rotations and weight distributions
of snowboard beginners [Spe12]. The design of these tactile stimuli must be able
to represent body movements intuitively [Spe09]. To measure body posture during
physical activities, pressure sensors in the boot sole and accelerometers on the
snowboard [Hol09] or integrated into textiles, e.g. socks [Hol10a], can be applied.
Alternatively, torsion can also be predicted via electromyography (EMG) [Lou84].
Besides posture correction, IMUs on the snowboard can classify tricks [Gro16] and
simple turns [Hol10b]. On skis, carved turns were measured via attaching bending
sensors [Yon10] or EMG [Mül94].

For successful tricks and turns optimal slope conditions are essential. However,
conditions may rapidly change through the day due to changed weather conditions or
high traffic volumes. As a result, skiers, in particular beginners, tend to overestimate
their skills [ONe99]. For example, most injuries occur when snowboarding on ice
and packed snow [Bia95]. Therefore, static maps are only of limited help for an
optimal route selection. Wireless sensor networks can continuously measure changing
conditions. To name a few approaches, snow depth can be measured by infrared light
[Hen04] or ultrasonic sensors [Mal19]. Melting water is correlated with soil moisture,
temperature and humidity [Ker12; Mal19]. Snow drift and velocity have been
sensed acoustically [Chr99]. Seismic sensors [van16] have been utilized to improve
the reliability of avalanche warning systems. However, these systems only provide
indirect slope information, as they cannot be placed directly on the slope. Koptyug
and Kuzmin measured gliding resistance on the slopes via pressure, accelerometer
and audio measurements underneath the ski runs [Kop11]. Similarly, Leppävuori et
al. measured vertical, cross horizontal, and longitudinal horizontal force components
with strain gauge bridges buried in snow [AP93]. However, equipping a ski resort
with a high number of sensor nodes can affect the beauty of the scenery [Ker12].

In contrast to related work, we explore whether slope conditions can be directly
measured on the skis without instrumenting the slope. Skiers in a winter resorts
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could thus automatically contribute to improving safety.

6.3 Prototype
We aimed to design an inconspicuous sensor kit that can be attached to different
sports equipment without interfering the experience. Figure 6.1 shows the PCB
and the sensor kit attached to a bike and a ski boot. Within a PCB size of
30×8 mm we integrated a 6-DoF motion sensor (BMI 160) [mark C ], an analogous
contact microphone (MM34303-1) [mark B], and a wireless Bluetooth 5.0 connection
(NRF-52832) [mark A]. We achieve a maximum transmission rate of 15 kHz for
audio and 800 Hz for motion data. Since in real world scenarios WiFi networks
or other Bluetooth connections influence the resulting transmission rate, we tested
our prototype in noisy environments. We measured a stable communication with
a transmission rate of at least 7.5 kHz for audio and 650 Hz for motion in a noisy
university environment with 13 nearby WiFi networks and a line-of-sight distance
of 5 m between a Xiaomi 9T pro smartphone and the prototype attached to a city
bike. To further ensure stable measurements the battery voltage of 3.7 V is regulated
down to constant 3.0 V. The batteries in mark D and mark G have capacities over
100 mAh. In operation, the prototype requires about 4 mA, which allows continuous
measurements over a whole day. The microphone in mark F is covered with 3mm
neoprene to prevent wind noise from interfering the audio measurements. When
mounted, the microphone is pressed against the bike frame or the ski boot. Thus it
operates as a contact microphone. To prevent short circuits from water, the entire
PCB is coated with rubber.

For our tests on bikes we decided to mount the sensor kit at the seat stay near the
dropouts. Since most of the cyclist’s weight lies on the rear tire, this position ensures
motion measurements resulting from vibrations on the surface. In addition, noise
generated by friction on the surface is expected to be louder when measured close to
the tires. This location also ensures that damping springs of mountain bikes do not
cause attenuation of vibrations, which they do at the handlebar. A firm mounting is
ensured by four screws, which also increases the difficulty of theft. When mounted,
the microphone is pressed against the bike frame and the neoprene cover protects
the sensor from wind and water. Although the battery can be replaced for test
purposes, real application scenarios require a continuous operation without manually
recharging the batteries. For this purpose, the battery could be charged either via
solar or the dynamo. However, we wanted to exclude problems with empty batteries
during our tests and only used fully charged batteries.

For testing the prototype on skis we decided to mount the prototype on the ski
boot since attaching sensors directly on skis involves several challenges. First of all,
high mechanical forces are to be expected directly on the skis [Yon10], which can
lead to saturation of the sensors and severely affect the lifetime of the sensors and
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the prototype. Melting snow could possibly shorten circuits. Cold and fluctuating
temperatures influences measurements. Similarly, an integration into the ski binding
has been ruled out as snow can accumulate and solidify due to the weight of the skier.
In addition, to mount the sensor unit irreversible modifications of the equipment are
likely to be necessary [Yon10]. Previous work proposed adding sensors to the sole of
the ski boot [Hol09]. This placement avoids effects of snow or coldness on the sensor
technology. However, sweat can accumulate in the foot-bed and cause short circuits.
Our chosen position makes the sensor unit concealed by the skier’s trousers as well
as discreet and protected from external influences. The holes in the housing are used
to fixate the prototype with elastic cord.

Figure 6.1: Prototype for cycling and skiing: The PCB in the middle is coated with
rubber to prevent short circuits. The microphone is pressed against the ski boot and
bike frame to work as a contact microphone.

6.4 User Study
To investigate whether combined audio and motion measurements can contribute to
surface recognition, we conducted a field study on cycling. In order to compare our
approach with related work, we also collected accelerometer data from a smartphone
to compare our approach with commonly used road roughness measurements [Wag20].
In addition, one experienced skier collected a first dataset of a half day skiing. The
experiment was accompanied by an online survey to collect opinions from skiers.

6.4.1 Cycling Study
The study was conducted throughout the city center of Hannover, Germany on
weekdays between 11 am and 4 pm during the winter season of February 2020.
Temperatures around zero degrees Celsius prevailed and no snow or rain was present
during the studies. We invited 17 volunteers aged between 21 and 58 years (M =
31.1, SD = 12.0) who cycled on average 1897 km (SD = 1493 km) per year and use
their bike for 4.2 days (SD = 1.8) per week. The frequency of bike types was: 13 city
bikes, 2 mountain bikes, 1 racing bike, and 1 dutch bike. Our participants stated to
cycle with an average velocity of �̄� = 18 km/h (𝜎 = 6 km/h). During their daily tours,
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they stated to mostly cycle on asphalt followed by pavement, gravel, cobblestone,
and unpaved roads.

Figure 6.2: Left: Visualized route and road profiles. Top right: The mounted sensor
kit on a mountain bike. Bottom right: The smartphone position. The smartphone’s
rear camera video was used for manual post-hoc labeling of the road type.

While the participants filled out the initial questionnaire, the experimenter attached
the smartphone to the handlebars of the participants’ bicycle and the Cyclables
sensor kit to the seat stay near the dropouts. After the setup was complete the
participants and experimenter put on safety equipment (helmet and west) and the
study began. The cycled route, shown in Figure 6.2 left, was selected based on traffic
safety and on containing a variety of common surfaces in city centers [mei20]. For
post-hoc labeling purposes, we recorded videos to exclude passages from training
data where the participants cycled by the side the cycle path or over a curbside.
The route includes sections near a tramway line and frequently used cycle paths
next to main roads as well as trails in a park. The participants had to follow the
experimenter who targeted a moderate speed of 15 km⁄h. The circle path was driven
once in each direction. The initial direction was chosen randomly. The path included
a short break in between, where the experimenter checked and noted down the tire
pressure of the participant’s bike. The tire pressure was subsequently inflated to the
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optimal level for each bicycle as indicated on the tire. After heading back to the
starting point, the experimenter dismounted the hardware, while the participants
filled out a closing questionnaire. The entire study lasted about 60 minutes and
included 7.6 km of cycling with 2.98 km untagged road profiles in OpenStreetMap.

6.4.2 Skiing Experiment
We decided to measure data throughout a half skiing day of a single skier. This
allows us to provide first statements on the feasibility of our approach and to identify
limitations for future research. The study took place at the skiing resort ‘Hoher Ifen’
in Kleinwalsertal, Austria on February 18, 2020. Mixed, but mainly sunny weather
conditions with temperatures around 0°C (32°F) and a high number of visitors gave
us a high diversity of slope conditions. One of the experimenters (male, 28 years)
with multiple years of skiing experience attached the prototype at his left ski boot.
For collecting data, a Huawei P30 smartphone was connected to the prototype via
Bluetooth and the smartphone was then placed in the experimenter’s backpack.
Besides audio, gyroscope and accelerometer data, the GPS positions and timestamps
were recorded on the phone as well, as on a GoPro action camera mounted on the
chest. The camera was aligned so that the snow between and at the ski was recorded.
The experimenter rode at normal pace on slopes of all difficulty levels. A second
experimenter followed the skier all the time and both discussed and noted down the
slope conditions after each run. The slopes were categorized in wet, ice, groomed,
packed, flat, mogul, and powder snow. The classes were chosen based on Müller’s
categorization to distinguish biomechanical characteristics in swinging techniques
during alpine skiing [Mül94]. In total, over four hours of skiing data were recorded,
starting from 8:30 pm to 12:45 pm, including transportation and waiting for the ski
lift. All slopes of the resort have been covered in this process.

The aim of the subsequent online survey was twofold. First, we asked the skiers
towards their opinion on our idea and if they would benefit from more detailed and
more dynamic map information. Second, we also wanted to investigate whether
recorded videos during the feasibility study can be used to support or automatize
labeling, so as to extend the data set in the future. We recruited 17 volunteers (10
male, 7 female) aged between 20 and 70 (mean age �̄� = 36 years, 𝜎 = 16 years)
with varying degrees of skiing experience. After a brief introduction to the topic,
the participants gave us information on their personal skiing preferences, skiing
behavior and injuries. Subsequently, 21 cropped ten-second skiing video sequences
in 1080p resolution and in randomized order from the experiment were shown to
the participants. The volunteers were also informed to pay attention to the gliding
sounds of the skis. After each video they had to select the corresponding slope
conditions: wet, ice, groomed, packed, flat, mogul or powder snow. They could select
and rank multiple snow types for each video. In addition, a brief textual and pictorial
description was given for each snow type. They could watch each video as often as
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they wanted. Lastly, thoughts on the prototype were collected. We wanted to find
out if the participants would use such a system. Furthermore, we asked questions
regarding data privacy concerns and what details they payed attention to during the
video labeling task.

6.5 Results Cycling
In this section, we present the results of our cycling study.

6.5.1 Hyperparameter Optimization
To narrow down the optimization space, the experimenter additionally recorded
34 minutes of cycling data including 20 % asphalt, 17 % cobblestone, 21 % gravel,
19 % paved, and 23 % unpaved paths. This additional data was used to evaluate
the sliding window size, preselect classifiers, and preprocessing methods that were
further evaluated on the study data. We tested the raw data stream and prepocessing
methods from related work, including Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) [Zür19]
and statistical features (mean value, variance, standard deviation, first quartile,
median, third quartile) [Mit19].

Figure 6.3 left shows the classification accuracy of the five recorded road surfaces
obtained with statistical and FFT features on random forests (RF), support vector
machines (SVM) [Bui13], and simple neural networks with dense layers [Cho15].
Talos and class-balancing was applied to optimize the network structure [Aut]. A
sliding-window duration of 1.5 s yielded the most robust results on average. Hence,
we further tested (shown in Figure 6.3 right) all preprocessing methods with a window
size of 1.5 s using 3300 non-overlapping samples. 1D convolutional neural networks
(1D-CNNs) achieved on average the best results followed by SVMs using statistical

Figure 6.3: Window size and classifier evaluation. On the left: Performance compari-
son of various classifiers using statistical and FFT features. Right: Average performance
comparison of different classifiers using a window size of 1.5 s.
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features (92 %). 1D-CNNs fed with raw motion data reached 92 %, while audio
alone reached 47.2 %. Concatenating both trained 1D-CNN structures by deleting
the output layer and adding two Dense layers improved the accuracy to 94.5 %.
In general, audio alone is not sufficient to achieve reliable results, but improves
the performance by about 2 % compared to motion alone. Unwanted noises can
propagate through the frame and affect the audio measurements.

6.5.2 Evaluation
For the entire dataset we use 1D-CNNs fed with raw data and SVMs using statistical
features. Our study dataset consists of 42100 non-overlapping 1.5 s samples including
24 % asphalt, 7 % cobblestone, 26 % gravel, 27 % paved, and 16 % unpaved paths.
We use the first twelve participants for training and the remaining five participants
as our test set. On our training set we applied cross-validation for each participant.
Figure 6.4, left, shows that 1D-CNNs with raw data achieve a better performance
(�̄� = 71.2%, 𝜎 = 9.5%) than SVMs with statistical features (�̄� = 64.1%, 𝜎 = 7.9%).
Participant 6 used a racing bike with a tire pressure of 6 bar (600 kPa), and P11 as
well as P12 had a very low tire pressure of 1 bar (100 kPa). To confirm the assumption
that the tire pressure influences the recognition rate, the cross-validation test was
repeated on the 1D-CNN and the respective tire pressures of the participants were
tested separately. Figure 6.4, right, shows that the optimal pressure for recognizing
surfaces is between 1 and 4 bar (100-400 kPa). We conclude that tire pressure affects
frame vibrations and consequently the recognition rate.

Figure 6.4: K-fold cross validation on the training dataset (left) and tire pressure
in relation to the test set accuracy (right): The average tire pressure in the dataset
ranges between 1.5 and 3.5 bar. Tire pressures for participants 6, 11, and 12 were out
of that interval and achieved lower recognition rates. The red dashed line visualizes
the influence of the tire pressure on the training dataset.
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The test set (P13 to P17) includes four city bikes and one dutch bike with tire
pressures ranging between 1.5 and 3.0 bar (150-300 kPa). The distribution of the
cyclists’ age and weight in the training set (age: M=30.5, SD=10.4 years; weight:
M=74.9, SD=13.2 kg) to the test set (age: M=32.3, SD=14.3 years; weight: M=75.8,
SD=11.8 kg) is comparable. Besides general tests, we evaluated the classifiers by
using 10 % of the data of each test user for retraining 10 epochs. Figure 6.5, left,
shows an average improvement of about (�̄� = 8.2%, 𝜎 = 2.5%) when individualizing
the classifiers. In comparison to our DCI clustering benchmark [Wag20], which
reaches 73 % on our dataset, we achieve similar results (M=75.3%, SD=5.2%).
However, our approach offers the opportunity to retrain the classifier and to average
across consecutive 1.5 s windows while DCI clusters are estimated over full road
segments. By averaging results of three samples, or about 5 seconds of cycling,
we achieve an improvement of 5 % without any changes to our 1D-CNN classifier.
The dashed lines compare the average results of DCI clustering (red), generalized
1D-CNN combining audio and motion data (blue), and individualized 1D-CNN
(green). As before, we identify an average improvement of about 2 % over DCI
clustering when audio is combined with motion data. Again, we can conclude that
tire rolling noise contains features which contribute to recognizing different road
surface materials. The network structure is shown in Figure 6.5, right. The dense
and CNN layers use ReLu activation and the output layer the softmax function.
Audio and motion networks were first trained separately. Then, we deleted the

Figure 6.5: Left: Impact of averaging sequential classification results on the accuracy
with and without individualizing the classifier on the test dataset compared to DCI
clustering for benchmarking. Right: The model structure for combining audio and
motion data.
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output layers, concatenated both sub networks, and trained the entire network on
the same data again. This strategy allows the classifier to identify important sensor
features of the respective sensor.

6.5.3 Qualitative results
In the closing questionnaire, we surveyed our 17 participants about their bike usage,
whether they have concerns to share cycling data and how road surfaces influence
their choice of cycling routes.

Figure 6.6 gives an insight into the results of our questionnaire. In the first part
on the left, we asked questions regarding our sensor kit mounted on the seat stay and
smartphones or sensors mounted on the handlebars. Our respondents agreed that
theft is a major challenge, whereas permanently mounted systems on the seat stay
are inconspicuous and less likely to be stolen. Only one respondent stated a stolen
part there while seven reported stolen parts on the handlebars. Three participants
mentioned that the Cyclables had influenced their cycling behavior, but this was
mainly related to the smartphone mounted on the handlebars. The mounting of
a smartphone on the handlebars was considered cumbersome for daily tours. The
respondents were concerned about forgetting their smartphone on the handlebars
and would therefore prefer a permanently mounted sensor system for everyday rides.
With this in mind, it was important to ascertain whether there are concerns about
sharing the measured cycling data. In general, we obtained a quite positive sentiment
from the respondents regarding data sharing, whereby only one participant stated
to use the data for own purposes. However, the respondents had different opinions
about the sensors. Motion data raised the least concerns, followed by audio data,
and location data. To our surprise, necessary location data was judged as rather
neutral regarding privacy. In contrast, sharing videos of road surfaces raised strong
privacy concerns.

The second part of the questionnaire on the right of Figure 6.6 dealt with possible
application scenarios in which the road conditions and sensor kits could play a role.
Here, the everyday use of bicycles was of particular interest. The first set of questions
addressed route planning activities. Here, the respondents stated that they usually
have good conditions on their daily urban routes, which they mainly spontaneously
adapt to the weather conditions. This means that when the respondents suddenly
encounter impassable route segments on their daily tours, they try to cycle on known
alternative paths. Navigation software is usually only used in unknown terrain.
Poor road conditions can lead to increased bike maintenance requirements. Our
respondents stated that they mostly treat their bikes carefully and repair their
bikes on their own. Only for difficult repair cases, they consult a repair shop. In
sporting activities, road conditions have a specific role. For recreational cycling and
long distances, the most comfortable routes are selected, while for mountain biking,
challenging trails are considered. However, weather conditions such as rain, snow,
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and wind are seen as additional challenges, and for this reason, respondents stated
that they do not ride their bikes for sporting activities in all weathers. By comparing
their own distances with the distances of other people, our surveyed cyclists were still
motivated to become active. By reaching a specific goal, our respondents reported
to be further motivated.

In the last part, we instructed our participants to rank preferred cycle road surfaces
under different weather conditions. All votes are visualized as confusion matrices in
Figure 6.6 on the bottom. Among all surveyed weather conditions, unpaved roads
and cobblestone were rated as most inappropriate for cycling. Asphalt was remarked
as the most preferred road condition in sunny weather, while our respondents ranked
gravel and paved roads almost equally. On rainy tours, the picture changes and
paved roads are rated as an almost equal alternative choice to asphalt. The most
diverse opinions were given with snow on the roads. Asphalt and paved roads were
ranked equally but gravel was ranked as a suitable alternative. In cold weather with
black ice on the roads our respondents ranked paved paths slightly higher among the
others. Gravel roads and cobblestone were rated almost equally, but similar clusters
are formed as in sunny weather. This indicates that gravel roads tend to be ranked
higher in this case.

Figure 6.6: Results of the closing questionnaire. The road surface preferences strongly
depend on weather conditions.
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6.6 Results Skiing
In total, 3.18 GB of recorded data were used for the evaluation of our skiing
experiment. Through variance in the connection stability, as expected with Bluetooth,
the minimal achieved transmission rate was 576 Hz for motion and 9756 Hz for audio.
Hence, we down-sampled motion data to 550 Hz and audio to 9500 Hz for further
processing. We labeled the data manually with our notes and the recorded videos
captured from the worn action camera acting as a reference. After discarding the
irrelevant labels (e.g., idle or transit times and unreliable video data) we acquired in
total 42:19 minutes of labeled snow segments that originate from eight descents.

The acquired segments were sliced into samples to form the training and validation
set (with a ratio of 0.8 and 0.2 respectively). We first tested the final trained neural
network from our cycling study. For this purpose, we retrained each sub-network for
audio and motion on the skiing data and then combined the structure and retrained
the network again. We tested the selected window size of 1.5 seconds as well as 1
second and 10 seconds. To match the different sampling rates we applied SciPy’s
Fourier resampling to the data [Vir20]. In no case was the network able to generalize
the data. Hence we decided to create a new structure.

In total we have extracted 6027 samples with a window size of one second including
1640 ‘flat’, 1434 ‘packed’, 798 ‘wet’, 658 ‘ice’, 610 ‘mogul’, 596 ‘powder’ and 291
samples of ‘groomed’ snow. Our model consists of a one-dimensional convolutional
input layer (‘Conv1D’) followed by two long-short term memory layers (‘LSTM’).
The Conv1D layer has 32 filters, a kernel size of 8 and a stride of 1. It uses the ‘ReLU’
activation function. The two LSTM layers have 64 and 32 units, respectively. The
first LSTM layer returns its sequences to the second LSTM layer, before reaching
the fully-connected output layer with 7 units. We used an Adam optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.001 and trained the model for 1000 epochs.

Table 6.1: Accuracies (acc.) of the three trained models per data type. The best
accuracy is the global optimum, whilst the last accuracy is the result after training for
1000 epochs.

ID Data set Best acc. Last acc.

1 Audio and motion 0.54 0.50
2 Only audio 0.49 0.41
3 Only motion 0.44 0.36

Table 6.1 lists the highest and last accuracy that our model achieved per tested data
set. We tested differed structures including convolutional layers, calculated spectral
data, sensor measurements filtered by Butterworth low-pass filters, fast Fourier data
with Hamming windows as well as deeper structures including regularization layers
and dropout. The best performance was reached by training the model with raw
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Figure 6.7: Confusions of the slope condition classifiers. The accuracy is not sufficient
to identify the snow types.

audio and motion data. For this model, the highest tested accuracy was 0.54, whilst
the last epoch’s model resulted in an accuracy of 0.50. When training the same
architecture only with audio data, the model scored a peak accuracy of 49 percent.
Subsequently, when we trained the model architecture only with motion data, it
reaches a highest accuracy of 44 percent. The corresponding confusion matrices are
depicted in Figure 6.7. Generally, the preliminary results show that more data is
required to reach meaningful recognition rates.

6.6.1 Online Survey
The 17 surveyed skiers (𝑎𝑔𝑒 : 𝑀 = 36,3 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠, 𝑆𝐷 = 16,3 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠) skied on average
84 days in their lifetime with a standard deviation of 61 days. The least experienced
skier stated 9 days and the most experienced 200 days, which gives us a wide range of
experience levels. Nine of the surveyed skiers mentioned that they had participated
in a skiing course. Five of them took part in a course to improve their technique, 3
took part in a school course and one gained his first experiences with an instructor.
The majority, consisting of 8 skiers, stated to prefer red slopes, while 2 usually ski
on unprepared tracks, 3 prefer blue slopes and 1 prefers black slopes. A total of
7 skiers reported to have injured themselves once or several times during winter
sports activities. Two of them had to consult a doctor and stop their skiing trip.
They mentioned that their injury was caused by an accident on a slope in poor
conditions at high speed. In total, 5 of the skiers remembered that they had been
skiing on an icy slope and 2 had an injury caused by moguls. Furthermore, 4 of the
surveyed skiers commented that they had minor injuries on a slope with powder
snow. Furthermore, 6 people stated that the accident could have been avoided by
better slope conditions. In a comment field we collected further details about their
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injuries. We found that besides high speed, inattention was also a reason for their
injuries.

Figure 6.8 gives an overview of our survey results. In general, our respondents
stated that slope conditions have a strong influence on the winter sport experience.
In addition to the route selection, the slope condition also influences the skiing
behavior and the risk of crashes. Although maps of winter resorts have been rated
as helpful, more detailed information would assist in better assessing a slope. Our
respondents could imagine wearing a sensor kit, whereby motion data raised the least
privacy concerns, followed by pressure data of the skis. About 40 % were concerned
that audio could contain voice recordings and rated audio measurements lower than
motion and pressure data. When no voices can be identified, our respondents were
rather neutral about sharing audios. Sharing anonymized video was rated with less
privacy concerns than audios. Although our respondents clearly remarked possible
advantages of a sensor system, they had rather diverse opinions on measuring the
slopes for tracking their experience. This may be due to the fact that the majority
of people do not use digital tools to track their winter sports experience.

On the right of Figure 6.8 the ratings of the weather conditions are visualized.
Sunny and cloudy weather are accordingly the most suitable conditions. Under more
challenging conditions, our respondents were not unanimous in their assessment. In
case of bad weather winter sports are partly not possible. Therefore, no clear clusters
can be formed. The picture is different for the snow conditions on the slopes where
two bigger clusters can be derived. Flat, groomed and packet snow form a cluster as
rather good conditions while wet, jagged and icy slopes were remarked as challenging.

Figure 6.8: Questions regarding skiing preferences and wearables. The surveyed skiers
agree that the slope conditions influence their skiing style and route selection. They
could imagine using a wearable for their experience, if privacy issues are considered.
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Powder snow was rated in between both bigger clusters with a tendency to form a
small cluster with packet snow.

During the online survey, participants had to perform a labeling task to validate
our labels noted down during the experiment. The results and example pictures
from the video sequences are visualized in Figure 6.9. We had a rather diverse
labeling performance among our respondents. They stated to use audio as well as
video sequences for their decisions but found it rather difficult to imagine a label. In
contrast, our respondents were confident that they could identify all conditions when
skiing on the slopes. They remarked that they mostly looked at grooms, whirled up
snow or camera juddering. Scratching sounds were identified as icy slopes, while
low noise levels were classified as powder snow. The changing visual conditions
were perceived as challenging by the participants. When videos gave them no clear
identification, they used audio features to make their decisions.

Figure 6.9: Questions and results of the labeling task. The participants used both
the video and audio material for their decision. They were confident to be able to
distinguish the different classes, if they did the ride themselves. All of them agreed
that the different conditions influence their skiing style.
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6.7 Discussion
The conditions of a surface are important in outdoor sports activities. They have an
influence on the passability of a route and the involved risk of injury. In the wild,
the conditions are dynamic and weather dependent. This also influences the optimal
route selection. Our results show that especially in challenging weather conditions
during the cold season, cyclists also consider alternative routes on gravel paths as
suitable alternatives. By visualizing the ratings as matrices, weather dependent
clusters can be derived. In all weathers, cobblestone and unpaved roads are the
least preferred conditions. For winter sports activities, an even greater dependence
on the weather can be observed. Here, only cloudy and sunny weather conditions
were preferred. Under more challenging weather conditions, our participants were
not in agreement about a ranking. This indicates that they tend to avoid winter
sports under these conditions. With regard to the slope conditions, two clear clusters
were formed. Our respondents rated flat, groomed and packet snow as good quality
slopes while wet, jagged and icy slopes were rated as bad conditions. They mostly
agreed that ice involves the most challenges during the activity. All slope conditions
are dynamic and independent of the static categorization, which shows that a more
precise specification could support route selection tasks. Similarly, an integration
into route planning tasks for cyclists could help suggest alternative routes. Especially
novel forms of multi-modal mobility on the last mile are associated with higher risks
of injury and could benefit from the entered information.

To measure surfaces in the wild, we proposed to use audio and motion measure-
ments. While using motion sensors for road roughness measurements and road
surface classification on cycled paths is an established method, audio data were so
far used for environmental noise sensing. Our results show that the sounds produced
by tires contain information that can be used to enhance the recognition of the
road surfaces. Audio alone cannot replace roughness measurements, but increase the
recognition rate by at least 2 % when combined with vibration data. To incorporate
the individual sensor features into the classification, we first trained each sensor
sub-network and then combined the 1D-CNNs by deleting the output layer and
adding dense layers. This final structure was then trained again on the training
set. By using this final network we identified that the tire pressure influences the
produced sounds and vibrations. As a result, different tire pressures affected the
recognition rate. However, within most of the tire pressure range from our dataset,
the proposed network structure achieves a relatively constant recognition rate. A
particularly low as well as high tire pressure resulted in a strong influence. It can be
deduced that an adaptation of the structure to a given setup is necessary. Individu-
alization of the 1D-CNN network by retraining with user-specific data resulted in
an increase of the recognition rate by 10 % on average. Averaging successive 1.5 s
samples resulted in an additional average increase of 5 %. Since maps partly contain
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information about the road surfaces, available data could be used to automatically
individualize the classifier to a given setup. In the wild, further improvements
could be achieved by averaging the classification results on a route segment across
all measured trips. To compare our approach we used clustered road roughness
DCI measurements [Wag20]. The improvements over clustered DCI-measurements
[Wag20] of 2 % are comparatively small at first glance. However, our approach
has a much finer granularity, as it requires only 1.5 s of data whereas DCI-clusters
are classified over an entire road segment. Apart from the possibility of increasing
accuracy by averaging over adjacent measurements, our approach is less prone to
errors when cycling over curbs, since only single classification results are affected.
Especially on short road segments, DCI measurements react strongly to data peaks.
A hybrid approach that validates the DCI clusters with our 1D-CNN would be able
to filter out such anomalies. Nevertheless, such peaks are indeed of interest, because
they represent important road surface quality parameters, such as the presence of
potholes. However, cyclists usually circumvent potholes when possible. Moreover, as
curbs and potholes affect single classification results, our approach filters out such
anomalies and focuses on the general surface condition of a road.

Adapting the proposed 1D-CNN structure for skiing was not successful and even
an optimized structure based on 1D-CNNs followed by LSTMs could not reach
acceptable recognition rates. This can be related to several reasons. First, the
amount of data is limited as we collected a relatively small dataset of a half day of
skiing. Second, the conditions on the slopes are highly dynamic. A skier can have
optimal conditions in the middle of a slope, but encounter snow bumps or powder
snow at the edges. In addition, the conditions can change very dynamically. This
makes it more challenging to correctly label collected data from the slopes. Our
subsequent online survey could confirm this assumption by the results of the labeling
task. A few classes were identified with certainty from audio and video data. Icy
slopes were the most accurate conditions that could be manually identified by the
videos. This can be related to the scratching sounds. Powder snow can be more
easy identified by whirled up snow. Fresh prepared slopes are easy to identify by
the grooms in the snow. In contrast, snow bumps are challenging because they are
not clearly visible in the camera image. The same applies to old (wet) slopes. The
partly melting snow is difficult to recognize in the videos. Four of our respondents
also remarked in a free comment field at the end of the survey that the labeling
task was not easy. One respondent stated that the image contrast of snow is not
sufficient to categorize the slope conditions. It can thus be argued that the slope
conditions should first be investigated by using artificially created environments
as in a ski hall. Based on these results, a field study could then be conducted. It
would be of interest whether displaying additional slope conditions could influence
skiers’ route choices. In a winter resort, it could then be investigated whether the
independent variable display of slope conditions in maps has an influence on the
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dependent variable number of falls.
In general, it can be deducted that there is a weather dependent relationship

between preferred surface conditions and route choices. The noise produced by
frictions on a surface is not sufficient to reliably classify the surface conditions.
Combined with motion measurements, slightly higher recognition rates then by
using only motion can be achieved. If a sensor kit already collects sound data, then
these measurements can be integrated into the road surface classifier to improve the
recognition rate. Measured audio data raise more privacy concerns than motion data.
Highly dynamic changes of surface conditions, like on skiing slopes, are challenging to
distinguish. It is necessary to collect data in a controlled setting before an approach
in the wild can be investigated. In contrast, surface conditions on cycled roads in
urban areas are sufficiently constant to collect and analyze data.

To provide classified road surfaces for cyclists the official map of OpenCycleMap
[Ope20] can be used. For this purpose, the measurement data or the classification
results from the user’s smartphone must first be stored on a server. These data
are then averaged over several trips on a particular untagged road segment and
entered into the public available maps. If an individualized classifier is applied, the
measurements of tagged route segments must be sent to the server. The server then
individualizes the 1D-CNN to a specific setup based on the labels and sends the
resulting classifier back to the smartphone. Measurements can be temporarily stored
on the user’s smartphone and sent to the server when a WiFi connection is available.
A similar method could be implemented in winter resorts. Here, the ski lifts or
stations would be equipped with WiFi. During lift transportation or waiting for the
lift, data would be sent to the server. The map including current slope conditions
and traffic could then be displayed on screens at the stations, in the lift or via an app.
To collect a large amount of data, ski rental shops could equip their shoes with the
sensor. A discount on the equipment could convince skiers to use the system. One
challenge is that users need to daily charge the batteries. Therefore, the discount
could be depended on the amount of shared data. Furthermore, ski instructors could
mount the system on their boots.

6.8 Conclusion
This chapter investigated how surface conditions in the wild can be tracked with
audio and motion data. For this purpose, we have built and tested a sensor kit in
two application scenarios. At first, we evaluated our sensor kit for cycling and then
tested the approach in a skiing experiment.

For the cycling study, we recruited 17 volunteers to collect a dataset including
130 km of cycling on different bikes and common surfaces in urban areas. We showed
that audio, which was up to now mostly used for environmental noise monitoring,
can slightly improve the recognition of common surfaces: asphalt, cobblestone,
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gravel, paved, and unpaved paths. One-dimensional convolutional neural networks
that are fed with the raw data, achieved an average recognition rate of 88% after
retraining the classifier on user-specific data and averaging consecutive classification
results. Without individualization, we achieved a recognition rate of about 75%. This
reduction in classification performance is not surprising, as there is a wide variety
of bike technology (frame stiffness, tire pressure), user properties (body weight),
and cycling styles (speed, gearshift points). As maps partially contain road surface
information, data that is collected while cycling on already tagged paths can be
used for individualizing a classifier, without the user needing to be aware of this
continuous training process. We compared our approach to commonly used DCI
clusters that were computed from smartphone IMU sensor data. We found that our
proposed system is able to make predictions with a finer granularity than when using
DCI clusters, i.e., it can handle shorter road profile segments. However, individual
characteristics related to the user, the cycling behavior, tire pressure, and the used
bike were found to strongly influence the accuracies of the classification results.

Furthermore, we found that route preferences of cyclists depend on the weather
conditions. Gravel roads were rated as a suitable alternative in the winter season.
Although gravel increases the probability of soiled clothing, our respondents rated it
higher than cobblestone. However, the route planning of current navigation systems
does not fully consider preferred surface types depending on weather conditions.
Commonly used static road roughness measurements are not sufficient to categorize a
road, since weather-dependent properties cannot be derived from vibration measure-
ments alone. The weather-dependent preferences of road surface types must therefore
be taken into account in route planning. The Cyclables sensor kit allows estimating
road surfaces at higher accuracies than DCI clustering approaches. Subsequent
automatic entry of classified road surfaces into maps enables to adapt the route based
on the current weather conditions. Parameters such as soiled clothing or safety in
icy conditions can then be taken into account based on the weather report. Privacy
concerns influence the willingness to share data. Since location data are necessary to
link measurements to a certain position, sensors such as cameras, which are more
concerning, may cause a decreased willingness to share data. We conclude that
sensor kits that already contain audio sensors, e.g. for ambient noise monitoring,
benefit from combining audio with motion data if the road surface conditions are
to be recorded by vibrations. In order to increase the willingness to share data, we
surveyed the bike usage of our participants. It turns out that sensor kits should offer
additional incentives to support cyclists on their daily trips. Those incentives could
be related to theft, sporting activities, and bike maintenance. Navigation software
for cyclists is rarely used in everyday life. Therefore, mounting a smartphone on the
handlebar for every ride can be perceived as inconvenient. Like car drivers, cyclists
mostly use navigation software in unknown territory, e.g. when the known daily
route is closed due to road works or for sporting and recreational activities.
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The subsequent skiing experiment was conducted to evaluate our sensor kit in a
different scenario. We mounted the system on a ski boot to measure slope conditions
in a winter resort. The aim was to establish more detailed maps in winter resorts
that also take into account slope conditions to increase safety and improve the
sporting experience. From a half day of skiing, data from one experienced skier
were collected. We found that slope conditions in the wild have a highly dynamic
fashion. A slope may have good gliding properties in the center, but contain snow
bumps or power snow at the edges. Conditions may also change temporarily on a
segment, making it difficult to accurately label the data. As a result and due to
the limited amount of data, our proposed 1D-CNN from the cycling study could
not reach meaningful accuracies. A second network structure was proposed and
optimized based on 1D-CNNs and LSTMs where we could reach accuracies of about
50 %. Since the results are not sufficient to extend maps in winter resorts, we assume
that data must be first measured in a controlled setting e.g. ski hall. This was also
confirmed in our online survey where we evaluated whether a labeling task could
be performed on the basis of video data. In total, 17 participants labeled 21 video
sequences from the skiing experiment with a length of 10 s each according to their
slope condition. We found that snow offers insufficient contrast to be accurately
identified from videos. In addition to the video recordings, the corresponding sound
is also important, as scratching sounds indicate the presence of ice. Further questions
about preferred slope conditions showed that skiers avoid bad weather conditions.
Regarding the slope conditions, our respondents rated wet, jagged and icy slopes
in a cluster as poor slope conditions while flat, groomed and packed snow were
rated in a cluster as good conditions. A slope may be categorized as easy but may
involve unpredictable risks due to ice. This showed that a static categorization is
not sufficient. An additional dynamic rating that simply discriminates good or bad
slopes could already support the route selection.

In general, it has been shown that surface conditions are related to the current
weather conditions. Since route preferences are also weather-dependent, a static
categorization is insufficient. As a result, measured and categorized vibrations
on a surface alone are not meaningful enough. Scratching sounds produced by
the friction on the surface combined with vibration measurements contribute to
a more accurate classification of road types. There are various scenarios where a
road surface estimation system would be helpful. However, the skiing experiment
showed that labeling can be difficult due to the very dynamic changes of the slope
conditions. The surface preference clusters revealed that a categorization between
good and bad conditions is already sufficient to support route selection. In the case
of cycling, publicly available road surface map data already exists that can be used
to autonomously adapting the classifiers to a given bike setup without involvement
of a user. In the future, our proposed system could be extended to novel forms of
multi-modal mobility on the last mile, e.g. e-scooters.





CHAPTER 7
Using Passive Surfaces for Smartphone Interactions

The smartphone has become a regular companion in everyday life. Even during work,
the smartphone has its place on the office desk for many people to quickly respond to
incoming messages. This chapter deals with how surfaces can be utilized to identify
the location of a smartphone and how sensed surfaces can support smartphone users.
For this purpose, an approach is presented that recognizes different materials based
on color features of a surface. We use the rear camera of a phone with the LED
flashlight to identify specific characteristics related to color and reflection of a surface.
The results are then compared to a previous approach that used the front camera
and different display illuminations [Yeo17] for surface sensing. Since our approach
offers the possibility of keeping the display visible for the user, we will subsequently
motivate future applications. Thus, this chapter will address the following research
questions.

Can a phone’s rear camera and white LED flashlights be utilized to identify
surfaces?

Are there more interaction capabilities if the display remains visible?

This chapter is based on the master thesis by Philipp Etgeton [Etg18], a semester
project [Sad22] and a late breaking work at CHI 2021. In his thesis, Philipp has
built and tested a prototype to analyze different external flashlight LEDs. Based
on the results which were published as late breaking work [Sch21], the semester
project served to implement and test the technique with internal flashlight LEDs for
notification management. At the same time, Maximilian Schrapel implemented an
example application to locate a smartphone by surface sensing.

• Schrapel, Maximilian & Etgeton, Philipp & Rohs, Michael: ‘Spec-
troPhone: Enabling Material Surface Sensing with Rear Camera and Flashlight
LEDs’. Extended Abstracts of the 2021 CHI Conference on Human Factors
in Computing Systems. New York, NY, USA: Association for Computing
Machinery, 2021
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7.1 Introduction
Today, mobile phones are highly integrated systems with a variety of sensors for
different applications. For instance, inertial measurement units can track the position
of the phone for applications such as bubble levels and games, gestures, or pedometers.
In addition, rear cameras and flash light LEDs can not only illuminate a scene but
also measure the heartbeat [Pel10], blood pressure [Wan18] and Hemoglobin [Wan17]
through the skin of a finger. Those and many more applications indicate that the
phone is a ubiquitous multi-functional toolbox [Bal06].

Previous research has shown that a front camera in combination with different
display color illuminations allows to capture spectroscopic features of surfaces [Yeo17].
During the sensing process, the display can not be used for other purposes, e.g. to
give feedback on the progress. In this chapter, we show that the rear camera and
white flashlight LEDs are sufficient to capture spectroscopic features. Since white
light covers the entire visible spectrum, the number of captured images can be
reduced. Due to API limitations, we use external LEDs mounted in a 3D-printed
phone case to test different illumination levels.

Based on the proposed technology, we motivate two application scenarios where
surfaces can support daily tasks. First, we present an approach to manage notifica-
tions in different scenarios. Twitter is used to illustrate how users can be presented
with information that is related to their context. When the phone is placed on the
working table only messages are displayed related to their office work. These can
be, for example, twitter messages from colleagues or call for papers from important
conferences. When the phone is placed on the coffee table, only messages related to
lazy activities and friends are presented. Therefore, work-related tweets will not be
displayed. The goal is a more efficient use of social media in an everyday context.
Second, we motivate to integrate surfaces into the search for a personal smartphone
in an home or office environment. When a user triggers tones on a smartwatch
to search for their phone, additional information about the smartphone’s location
and surface is displayed on the smartwatch. This aims to make the search of a
smartphone more efficient. Particularly in the case of hearing impairment, users can
benefit from such interaction technology, as selective hearing is possibly lost and
sounds can no longer fully assist search for the phone.
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Figure 7.1: Rear view of the prototype. The case of the used smartphone (Huawei
P10 lite) contains an extra control unit for the warm (see marker a) and cool white
(marker b) LED via Bluetooth. A small frame made of black foam around the sensing
window (marker c) prevents ambient light from entering and creates a fixed distance of
3 mm to the target object (marker d). The black housing color has the lowest influence
on the measured spectra and is 3D-printed from ABS material (marker e). The battery
powered (marker f) PCB for controlling the LEDs (marker i) is shown in the left corner.
Bluetooth commands (marker g) are processed by a ATmega microcontroller (marker
h) to generate PWM signals.

7.2 Related Work
Material sensing with smartphones based on spectroscopic features has been per-
formed in the past with different methods. The methods can be divided into
approaches that require additional hardware [Har08a; Sat15; Wan16b] and those
that use only built-in capabilities [Sei; Yeo17] or even embed a molecular spectrome-
ter [Cha17b]. All rely on the same principle: Emitted light is reflected by a material
and then captured by a sensor. The remaining light is spectrally decomposed, pro-
cessed and compared to a dataset. Various light sources have been examined in the
past: RGB LEDs, also combined with infrared and ultraviolet LEDs or lasers [Sat15].
Without any additional equipment the smartphone display can also be used as a
light source and the front camera is then utilized as a sensor [Sei; Yeo17]. Moreover,
front cameras and flashlights have been used together with additional equipment
for colorimetric biosensing applications [Wan16b]. Additionally, the company Two-
Photon research is exploring the opportunity of using smartphone front cameras for
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instant COVID-19 tests [Res20].
In addition to cameras, inexpensive light sensors can also detect spectral compo-

nents of a material [Har08a]. It has been found that expensive spectrometers do
not provide good results in comparison to mobile applications because they measure
the light only at a small spot and do not detect any variations in the surface tex-
ture [Yeo17]. Dedicated sensing equipment has been used for robots to sense object’s
fragility [Eri19]. Besides spectroscopic material sensing there has also been research
on measuring object resonances with vibrations [Dem20; Oh19] and varying slicing
parameters to distinguish different 3D printed objects [Dog20].

In order to distinguish from related work, our goal is to explore whether flashlight
LEDs and rear cameras can achieve comparable results to SpeCam [Yeo17]. Keeping
the display visible would allow further interactions like showing the sensing progress or
giving feedback on interfering light. Due to restrictions in controlling the intensity of
the flashlight LEDs of mobile phones [App18; Goo18] without hacking the operating
system, we evaluated our approach with external white LEDs (similar to the built-in
ones) at a range of intensity levels. In addition, we test our algorithm with built-in
flashlight LEDs at full intensity.

7.3 Spectroscopy with white LEDs
Modern smartphones use dual or quad LED flashlights with different color temper-
atures to illuminate a scene. Their purpose is to achieve more natural colors in
the resulting picture depending on the ambient light conditions. For example, in a
relatively dark location where warm white light sources with a color temperature
between 2000 and 4000 Kelvin are used, cool white LED flashlights with a color
temperature of about 5500 to 6500 Kelvin produce an unnatural image. Therefore,
warm white flashlights are applied to achieve an adequate illumination with lower
blue and higher red components, as can be seen in Figure 7.2. Furthermore, modern
smartphones use flashlights with a high color rendering index (CRI) of over 80 which
describes the faithful reproduction of colors [lEc95].

Based on these fundamentals the full visible light spectrum can be reproduced by
dual LED flashlights. In order to overcome differences in the hardware configuration
of different manufacturers, a simple calibration on a white surface, e.g., a piece of
paper, may be performed once. The spectral response can then be adapted to a
comparative dataset.
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Figure 7.2: Normalized spectral composition for 2700 K (orange) and 6500 K (blue)
light sources [Hue16]. It can be seen that cool white LEDs apply more spectral power
on the blue component while warm white LEDs focus on the red component. For our
studies we used two OSRAM Oslon LEDs with the same distributions.

7.4 Methodology
Our additional hardware unit inside the housing consists of a Bluetooth transmitter
that is connected to a microcontroller that controls the external LEDs by pulse
width modulation (PWM) via a current source. We use 700 mA OSRAM OSLON
LEDs with a high CRI value of 90 to ensure accurate color reproduction. To avoid
streaking (vertical stripes) in the resulting image, the PWM frequency must be
significantly higher than the refresh rate of the smartphone’s camera. The ATmega 8
microcontroller supports a PWM base frequency of up to 31.372 kHz which avoids any
vertical streaks in the captured image. We also tested the default PWM frequency
of 490 Hz which produced vertical streaks in the image from a camera with a refresh
rate of 30 Hz.

The smartphone application sends commands via Bluetooth to the microcontroller
where the PWM signals are generated to control the flashlight intensity. Each image
is captured with the maximal resolution of 3986 x 2976 pixels with no auto-focus
and ISO 80. For a full sample, 15 images have to be taken based on the LED
intensity level. We control each LED in 20 % intensity steps resulting in 5 images
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per LED. Then we repeat the procedure by controlling both LEDs simultaneously,
which results in 5 additional images. All pixels of each image are then broken down
into their RGB components and divided into histograms with 64 bins per color
channel as described in [Yeo17]. After a normalizing the histograms based on the
maximum value, all histogram bins are concatenated to a feature vector. Per image
64×3 histogram bins are generated, which results in a maximum of 2880 feature
components for 15 images. The resulting vector is then transmitted to a server to
be classified by an Scikit-Learn Support Vector Machine in Python 3 [Ped11]. Our
server is a conventional PC using Ubuntu OS for running a Python script to receive
feature vectors, classify spectroscopic features, and send the classification result back
to the smartphone.

7.5 Dataset & Study
In order to evaluate and compare our approach with related work, we have chosen
30 similar materials as those selected by Yeo et al. for SpeCam [Yeo17]. In summary
for each sample per class 15 images were taken, as described in Section 7.4, resulting
in 450 pictures for 30 samples. In total for 30 classes 13500 images are contributing
to our dataset with a resolution of 12 megapixels. Each sample was taken at a
different position and alignment on each material as described by [Yeo17]. The
dataset together with the casing and PCB layout is available at GitHub 1.

We aimed to evaluate whether the rear camera of a smartphone for image capture
and warm and cool white LEDs as the light source are able to achieve similar
recognition rates as related work with the front camera for image capture and the
front display as the light source [Sei; Yeo17]. For this purpose we chose three
flashlight configurations: 2700 K only, 6500 K only, and both light sources together.
For each configuration we evaluated different light modes: single mode with 100 %
light intensity, dual mode with 20 % and 100 % intensity, and full mode with all
contributing images per sample. When only one LED is controlled, 5 images are
taken in full mode. With both LEDs in full mode 15 images are contributing to a
sample. For our dataset all samples were taken in full mode with both LEDs. Other
configurations can be derived by selecting the corresponding features. The goal of
our tests is to achieve a trade-off between the number of images and the recognition
rate while minimizing the time to capture. The maximum feature vector length
when both LEDs and full mode are applied is 2880 components resulting from 64
histogram bins for 3 color channels and 15 images per sample. In single mode with
one LED, a minimum length of 192 components is used. If both LEDs are controlled
in dual mode, each single LED is controlled individually and then also together with
20 and 100 % intensity resulting in a feature vector with 1152 components.

1 https://github.com/M-Schrapel/SpectroPhone

https://github.com/M-Schrapel/SpectroPhone
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The SVM used for classification is also examined more closely. It has to be
determined whether the selected materials can be distinguished by means of a simple
dividing hyperplane. Decisive for this are the kernel function and the size of the
margin of the decision boundary, which is set via the penalty parameter 𝐶. We use
10-fold cross-validation with a split ratio of 70:30 to evaluate our models.

Figure 7.3: Subset of used materials and corresponding histograms with different LED
configurations. The histograms differ clearly from each other. The classes BookGreen
and BookRed show high proportions on another color at low color values due to the
additive color mixing. It is noticeable that the resulting histograms of the warm white
LED are more similar to the spectrum of both LEDs.

7.6 Results
To estimate the performance of our approach and find the most appropriate SVM
parameters, GridSearchCV [Ped11] is applied on all LED configurations and SVMs
using linear, rbf and polynomial kernels. We tested C parameters from 0.001 to
10000 for our analysis. The best results for each LED configuration and light mode
are listed in Table 7.1.

In comparison to related work, white LED flashlights and the rear camera also
provide high recognition rates of about 99 % which is similar to the results of
SpeCam [Yeo17]. The linear and rbf SVM kernels show the best results for the
most configurations. Beside of the entries in Table 7.1, where the rbf kernel had
the highest accuracy, the linear kernel always was close, as exemplified for both
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Table 7.1: Predictive accuracy of the best results with a 10-fold cross-validation.

LEDs in full mode. By further evaluating the applied SVM parameters found by
GridSearchCV [Ped11] it should be mentioned that the chosen features tend to be
linearly separable by a decision boundary. For instance the polynomial kernel has
the highest recognition rate when the degree of the equation is set to 1, which is
almost equivalent to the linear kernel. The best performance was achieved when
both LEDs contribute one image at full light intensity to the feature vector. While
SpeCam [Yeo17] uses 7 images, flashlight LEDs can reduce the time for material
sensing since only two images are sufficient for comparable recognition rates.

A further evaluation of the confusion matrix shows which classes are confused with
each other despite an optimal choice of parameters. For this purpose in Figure 7.4
the linear SVM with both LEDs and all 15 images per sample was chosen. The only
remaining confusion relates to the black metal and black plastic surface. This is
reasonable, because black maximally absorbs the light. By reviewing the spectral
response of both materials in Figure 7.3 it can be seen that they produce similar
spectral responses. The same applies to white surfaces like paper and porcelain.
However, white paper and porcelain differ more strongly in their reflection which
results in more accurate classification results. Likewise, the black mousepad had
less reflections than the other black materials resulting in a more different spectral
response.

From the results, it can be concluded that different materials can be distinguished
with white LED flashlights. It is not essential to illuminate a material with 7 different
colors with a limited amount of surfaces. In addition, single images and flashlight
LEDs are also sufficient, since only the proportions of the wavelengths differ in the
emitted light spectrum as demonstrated in Figure 7.2. A limitation is that we could
not control the internal flashlights in different intensities to establish our results and
a distance between the camera and the material is always necessary.
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Predicted Class

Aluminium

BagCotton

BagPolyethylene

BookBlue

BookGreen

BookRed

Breadboard

CardboardBrown

CardboardWhite

Carpet

Copper

FoilGold

FoilSilver

JerseyGermany

MetalBlack

Mousepad

Paper

PlasticBlack

PlasticBlue

PlatePorcelain

Polystyrene

SofaChair

StainlessSteel

SurfaceProAlu

SurfaceProKeyboard

TableWood

TileWhite

WallStone

WallWhite

Whiteboard
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100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 7.4: Confusion matrix for a linear SVM with both LEDs and all 15 images
per sample. Only black surfaces show confusion, because for them the absorption of
light is strongest.

7.7 Application Scenarios
In the following, applications are presented where the surface on which the smartphone
is placed can support interactions. In contrast to the previous evaluation, only the
internal flashlight LEDs are used and camera captures are automatically triggered. We
evaluate the performance on several household materials and continue by presenting
two applications. In the first scenario, notifications are managed by the surface. The
idea is that, depending on the smartphone’s location, the user performs different
tasks. To exemplify, the phone is placed on the office desk and the user wants to be
able to respond to incoming messages. The second scenario is based on the search
for a phone in a home or office environment. By presenting additional information
(e.g. surface type and color as well as an image of the smartphone front camera) we
aim to make the search for the phone more efficient.

7.7.1 Smartphone Material Sensing without Additional Equipment
Before we present example applications, we evaluate the performance with internal
flashlight LEDs. For this purpose, we attached a 3 mm thick neoprene shield on
the back of a Xiaomi 9T pro smartphone to prevent external light from interfering
the image captures. Materials from a home environment were selected based on
the surfaces on which the experimenter usually places his smartphone. In addition,
materials such as wood from a doorstep and carpets have been added. In total, 16
different household surfaces in a resolution of 720x1280 pixels have been collected.
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For each material 30 images were captured and analyzed.
Figure 7.5 shows the resulting confusion matrix, materials and the smartphone with

neoprene shield around the camera and flashlight. By using 10-fold cross validation,
we tested the same SVM configurations as before with external flashlight LEDs.
A Gaussian (rbf) kernel with a C parameter of 𝐶 = 1000 showed the best results
with an average accuracy of 𝑀 = 92.3 % and a standard deviation of 𝑆𝐷 = 3.4 %.
Compared to Table 7.1, the same parameter set as with single flashlight LEDs were
selected. However, the accuracy is lower, which can be mostly explained by looking
at the materials and confusions in Figure 7.5. Especially the four black surfaces again
show confusions among each other. The PVC floor closely resembles the color of the
office desk resulting in higher confusions. It can be deduced that a heterogeneous
distribution of colors is advantageous in order to distinguish the surfaces.

Figure 7.5: Confusion matrix with internal LEDs and several household materials
taken on a Xiaomi 9T pro smartphone with a neoprene cover on the back to avoid
interference of external light sources.

7.7.2 Notification Management
The smartphone is an ubiquitous communication tool. During office work, interrup-
tions by phone notifications can cause an decreased productivity [Mes16]. However,
one might use their smartphone for business and private tasks. Therefore, it may
also be important for a user to respond to incoming notifications. However, it is
not always obvious in which context the smartphone is currently used. Therefore,
detecting the office desk could help to identify if a user is currently working. It would
then be possible to control notifications and achieve a more focused work.

Figure 7.6 depicts the proposed idea. In A, the user manages private and business
related contacts. The user can add new surfaces and related contexts in B. A surface
is then captured in C by placing the smartphone on the surface and taking images.
By taking several images and sending the images to a server, a SVM can be trained
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that recognizes the context. In D a user is sitting in front of the office desk where
only business related messages are displayed on the smartphone. The user can see
on the display who is calling or what message arrives. Private messages are not
displayed in order to achieve a more productive working session. When the user
places the smartphone on the office desk, the gyroscope can be used to recognize that
the smartphone is not moving. Then an image can be automatically captured that is
sent to a server where the surface is recognized. The classification result is sent back
to the smartphone and used to manage incoming notifications. The same can be
performed when the phone is placed on the coffee table during a break. In this case,
only private messages are presented. As a prototype, the proposed technology has
been implemented with the twitter API v2 to display different tweets from twitter
accounts as shown in F [Twi].

Figure 7.6: Story board for notification management with twitter: In A twitter
accounts are linked to different contexts and surfaces. B shows the interface for adding
new surfaces and C shows how the surface is captured. In D a user is working at the
office desk while only business related messages are presented while in E only private
notifications are shown during a break. In F the interface for displaying tweets is
shown.
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7.7.3 Facilitating Smartphone Search with Surface Information

Nomophobia is the fear of being unreachable for contacts without the cell phone
[Yil15]. Misplacing one’s smartphone may cause discomfort and can even lead to
panic behavior for some users [Fur21]. The personal smartwatch can help to locate
the smartphone when the user is within Bluetooth range. For instance on the Apple
Watch, users can trigger ping tones to find the own smartphone. However, this feature
is barely helpful in finding the phone in case of hearing loss. Therefore, a prototype
was implemented that displays additional information of the smartphone’s location
on the smartwatch. By displaying the material on which the smartphone is lying
on and a photo of the front camera on the smartwatch, a user can easier locate the
personal phone in a home environment. Figure 7.6 depicts the proposed idea which
has been implemented as a prototype. In A the user is looking for his smartphone in
a home environment. He triggers the search function on his smartwatch in B and
the phone starts ringing in C. In D, the triggered process is shown. The smartphone
automatically takes an image of the front and rear camera and then classifies the
surface material. The estimated surface together with the surface color and front
image is sent to the smartwatch in E. By this, the person can easier locate the
smartphone. When touching the device in F the phone stops ringing.

Figure 7.7: Story board for improved smartphone search. By displaying smartphone
location information on the watch in E the user can easier find the smartphone.
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7.8 Conclusion & Discussion
This chapter reported the use of built-in hardware of smartphones, namely the rear
camera and white flashlight LEDs, for material sensing. Based on the measured
RGB values at different intensity levels and LED combinations, high recognition
rates of approximately 99 % were achieved on a dataset of 13500 images, consisting
of 30 materials with 30 samples of each material and each sample consisting of
15 images taken at different illuminations. Due to API limitations in controlling
the intensity of flashlight LEDs of current mobile phones [App18; Goo18], external
LEDs, providing the same spectral distribution as built-in LEDs, were connected to
a microcontroller and Bluetooth unit and placed in a housing.

The results of external flashlights show that only a few images per surface are
sufficient to achieve acceptable recognition rates for typical surfaces. However, black
surfaces turn out to be difficult to recognize with at least 89%. We had also various
white surfaces in our dataset (CardboardWhite, PlatePorcelain, ThileWhite, Paper,
WallWhite, Whiteboard), which proves that our proposed approach is not only based
on color separation. The results in Table 7.1 indicate that built-in dual flashlights
can reduce the number of images to be taken for material sensing. With two images
(warm and cold white illumination) at 100 % intensity comparable recognition rates
to SpeCam [Yeo17] were achieved. With our approach the time for the material
sensing process can be reduced. Furthermore, we could half the number of calculated
features from 768 [Yeo17] to 384. If the API restrictions were removed, the test
could be repeated with the embedded flashlight and the application could be made
available to a wide range of smartphone models. The case could then be replaced by
a shielding around the camera and flashlight. The opportunity of keeping the display
visible enables to show the sensing process as well as the results instantly. Feedback
could be given when external light interferes with the sensing process similar to
camera-based heartbeat measurements [Pel10].

Subsequently, internal flashlight LEDs were evaluated by capturing images of
16 household materials. For each material 30 images were collected resulting in
a total of 480 images. We observed an reduced accuracy of about 92 % by using
built-in flashlight LEDs. The higher confusions resulted from similar material colors
and light reflections of several household materials. Thus, it can be concluded that
heterogeneous color distributions are useful for deploying applications that use surface
information.

Two examples were motivated and implemented in which surfaces can be integrated.
At first, an approach for context-related notification management was presented.
By using the twitter API, twitter accounts could be linked to the material where a
smartphone is lying on. This interaction technique can serve to enhance productivity
during work by suppressing messages and related notifications of private contacts.
Furthermore, it would be possible to adjust the notification modes through different
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colors on an office desk. For this purpose, a user could position sheets of paper in
different colors on the table. Depending on where the smartphone is placed, the
user can specify his or her reachability and easily view the current state. Due to
restrictions in fully managing all system notifications with the Android API [Goo18],
we limited the example application to twitter messages. However, to increase the
productivity of workers a full management of notifications is necessary. Besides the
proposed system, it is currently possible to mute notifications at certain times in the
Android system. This does not offer the opportunity of identifying the context in
which a smartphone is being used.

Secondly, an approach was presented to enhance the search for a smartphone by
displaying additional information of the phone location on a wrist-worn device. The
classified surface, it’s color and a front camera image was sent to the smartwatch to
give the user hints on the phone’s location. The proposed method aims to support
the search of a phone in cases of hearing loss or muted phones where played tones
do not support to locate a phone. Bluetooth 5.1 added the functionality of direction
finding between two connected devices [Blu]. This feature hasn’t been implemented
in the proposed test application but could further support such searching tasks.
By showing the relative direction of the watch to the phone by displaying with a
small arrow on the watch display the search space could be further narrowed down.
Even without a smartwatch, users could find their smartphone more efficiently by
location-based features. For this purpose, the user could trigger a search event by a
conversational interface. Here the user speaks loud in a room "Hey phone, where are
you?" and the smartphone replies "I’m lying on a light brown wooden surface and
see a ceiling lamp over me. I will now play a ringtone for you.".

A limitation of the presented material sensing approach is that users must first
add surfaces to a dataset. However, in an environment with a heterogeneous material
color distribution this process can be simplified. Generally, we conclude that surfaces
can contain context related information that are able support users in different tasks.



CHAPTER 8
Facilitating Book Search by Surface Features

In the previous chapter, we found that a heterogeneous color distribution is beneficial
for distinguishing surfaces. A home or office environment can consist of many
different colored surfaces that enable to locate the phone or to recognize the context
of smartphone usage. One particular case where such a color distribution can be
found are book covers in bookcases. Finding a book can be difficult if the location on
the shelves is unknown and the books are not sorted. Such bookcases can be found
not only in home and office environments, but also in urban areas. Public bookcases
integrate central sharing spaces into local communities and are also attractive to
online book sharing communities. Bookcrossing is a form of book sharing where a
book is placed somewhere in the wild. Public bookcases increase the probability of
successfully sharing a book via Bookcrossing. However, searching for a particular book
in public bookcases can be challenging because it is might not known whether the
book is still available and the shelves are unsorted. This chapter investigates whether
book search can be facilitated by augmented reality. A smartphone application is
presented that recognizes books and bookshelves in camera image and subsequently
highlights a desired book in the view. With our app, we investigate the following
research questions:

Can book search be facilitated with augmented reality?

Are color and text features on the book spines sufficient to find a book on the
shelves?

This chapter is based on the master thesis by Thilo Schulz [Sch19b] and a full
paper at MobileHCI 2020.

• Schrapel, Maximilian & Schulz, Thilo & Rohs, Michael: ‘Augment-
ing Public Bookcases to Support Book Sharing’. 22nd International Conference
on Human-Computer Interaction with Mobile Devices and Services. MobileHCI
’20. Oldenburg, Germany: Association for Computing Machinery, 2020
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Figure 8.1: Example public bookcase: The modified old phone booth protects the
books from rain and attracts pedestrians. The inventory is highly dynamic and includes
different genres from novels to specialist literature.

8.1 Introduction
Many books are read once, or not at all, and then left unused on personal bookshelves
for years. A more sustainable use is achieved by book-sharing economies, which make
read books available in public places. People can take and deposit books as they
please, free of charge, anonymously, and without any administrative overhead. Public
bookcases are enclosed book shelves located in public space that enable the effective
sharing of books as a resource and are one example of the emerging sharing economy.
The inventory of public bookcases is highly dynamic, as it is unpredictable which
books are added or removed at any time. This makes public bookcases particularly
valuable in the serendipitous discovery of interesting books. On the other hand online
book-sharing communities like Bookcrossing1 enable searching for particular books
placed at any location in the wild. The journey of released books can be tracked by

1 www.bookcrossing.com

www.bookcrossing.com
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registered users. However, public decentralized sharing is not always successful, as
books can get lost or thrown away. For this reason, online registered books can often
be found in public bookcases. Nevertheless, it is difficult to search for specific books
or to look for books in one’s areas of interest, respectively, on public bookcases.

To facilitate the discovery of books, especially for a centralized public sharing
scenario, we developed a mobile augmented reality (AR) application. It identifies
and highlights relevant books in the camera view. The app thus provides a way of
connecting the physical with the virtual world. A core problem that the app solves
is the recognition of books in the shelf, which are typically not sorted in any way
and might be oriented in different ways.

In this chapter we review related work on sharing communities and book sharing
in particular. We present an algorithm that reliably recognizes books in book shelves
based on their spine and discuss how graphical output is overlaid in the camera
view to highlight books of interest to the user. Then we report on a lab-based user
study that compares unaided visual and AR-supported visual search in book shelves,
which shows that AR-supported visual search outperforms unaided visual search.
We contribute a dataset of a large number of images of books in nine different public
bookcases. The images were taken in different weather and lighting conditions. The
dataset was used in evaluating the book recognition performance of the presented
algorithm. Furthermore we interviewed users of public bookcases in order to learn
about their motivations for using them.

The contributions of this chapter include (1) technical support for freely sharing
books that only relies on a mobile application and general information on book covers,
but does not require additional infrastructure, which would introduce maintenance
costs; (2) an algorithm that recognizes books in shelves in different orientations and
lighting conditions, and a way for overlaying graphical output; (3) a dataset of book
images from public bookcases; and (4) several findings about the motivations of users
of public bookcases.

8.2 Related Work
8.2.1 Sharing Communities
The sharing economy grows. Not only digital resources and services but also physical
objects are shared, as exemplified by shared vehicles [Bar12a] of different kinds.
Sharing is a way of using resources more economically. It can contribute to a more
sustainable society that consumes less and produces less waste. Sharing is present
in the commercial space as well as in non-profit contexts. Individuals regard the
act of sharing as a positive behavior that increases happiness and the feeling of
connectedness with others [Lig14].

Dillahunt et al. [Dil17] provide a detailed survey of research on the sharing economy
in computing in general and in HCI in particular. They outline un- and underexplored
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aspects of research in this area and suggest future research directions. Fedosov et
al. [Fed18] analyze how digital sharing economy services have expanded the range of
physical and digital resources that can conveniently be shared among individuals.
They also discuss sharing practices, motivations to share, privacy and trust issues,
and design implications of sharing economy services.

Light and Miskelly [Lig14] explore how sharing takes place in everyday life and how
digital services support it. They report on “One Small Thing,” a public bookcase in
a neighborhood in London. The bookcase is located on a busy street in a former
BT phone box. Books are regularly taken out, replaced, and exchanged by local
residents. Light and Miskelly give an account of the person who established the
bookcase and his doubts regarding the prospects of such an unattended facility.
No formal organization takes care of the public bookcase, but local people provide
minimal maintenance. Bulk deposits replenish books being taken out over time.
Apart from digital documentation of its existence on Facebook, the public bookcase
is not supported by digital technology. The experience has been that the public
bookcase has survived in good shape and that the free sharing model incurs goodwill
that protects it.

8.2.2 Public Bookcases
There have been two main ways of sharing private books publicly. First, books have
been made available at a designated location with protection from the elements.
Secondly, books have been left behind at arbitrary public places, like a park bench,
typically protected in a labeled plastic bag. Both approaches differ from traditional
libraries in that everyone can donate books as well as take books and that there is
almost no administrative overhead involved. There is also no clear ownership of the
donated books. Readers can keep a book as long as they want.

“BookCrossing” [Dal14], launched in 2001, is an initiative that mainly follows the
second, decentralized approach: Books may be deposited at anywhere for others to
pick them up or they may be handed over personally to another individual. The
aim is to “make the whole world a library”. After registration at the BookCrossing1

site users can enter information about books they would like to share into an online
database, create a label with a unique “BookCrossing ID”, and attach it to the
book cover. The ID can be used to track the journey of a book via registered
readers. Although this type of sharing is not always successful, as books can be
placed anywhere in the public and might get lost or trashed, in 2020 there were
already 2 million registered users who shared 13 million books.1 Nowadays, many
books from the BookCrossing community are also placed in public bookcases, as this
increases the chance to successfully share a book.

1 www.bookcrossing.com

www.bookcrossing.com
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Public bookcases represent the more centralized approach to publicly share free
books. First “free open-air libraries” were established in Germany and Austria at
the beginning of the 1990s, initially as artistic acts [Han16]. Books are placed at
a fixed location and no database is kept of the inventory. The advantage is that
anonymous public sharing is possible, at the disadvantage that volunteer mentors
have to permanently check the stock and quality of the books as well as the bookcase
itself. Now public bookcases can be found all over Europe. “OpenBookCase”1

provides a worldwide map of public bookcases. The worldwide success of public book
sharing started in 2009 when Todd Bol built a small bookcase and placed it in his
front yard in Hudson, Wisconsin. In 2012 he founded “Little Free Library”2 (LFL),
which is a nonprofit organization that promotes neighborhood book exchange.

There is a small research community that investigates the phenomenon of public
bookcases. Rebori and Burge [Reb17] suggest using geospatial analysis to highlight
potential locations for new LFLs. However, since studies about the usage are often
carried out locally on a small scale and are not standardized, no representative usage
figures can be given. According to estimates of 20 volunteer mentors from a large
German city, on average at each public bookcase about 75 to 121 books are taken
out per week and mentors dispose about 11 to 18 defective books per week [Cla16].
In a questionnaire with 66 users of different age groups at three bookcase locations,
it was found that typically more books were inserted than withdrawn. The surveys
have also shown that sharing via public bookcases is a good source of knowledge,
especially for socially disadvantaged groups of the population. From the collected
data it was estimated that about 2.8 % of all book purchases can be avoided [Cla16].
Generally we note that in the area of public bookcases there is still much potential
for future research [Sno15].

8.2.3 Visual Search
In the past decades visual search has been investigated in detail, as it is an important
everyday task [Cha13]. Unaided3 visual search for books in bookcases is a perceptual
and cognitive task that requires distinguishing visual features of the target book
from visual features of other (distractor) books [Tre80]. We use the term mobile
visual search to refer to visual search that is supported by camera-equipped mobile
devices with AR functionality. AR applications for mobile visual search allow the
user to perform search queries about objects in the camera view [Gir11]. Mobile
visual search does not rely on instrumenting objects, e.g. with QR codes, but rather
uses visual features of the objects themselves for identification. The advantage is
that no instrumentation of the objects is necessary, but the recognition task gets

1 openbookcase.org
2 littlefreelibrary.org
3 We use the terms unaided and manual visual search interchangeably.

openbookcase.org
littlefreelibrary.org
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more challenging.
The visual features of the objects can be extracted and classified either directly

on the mobile device or on a remote server. Applications such as Bing Visual
Search [Mic19] or Google Lens [Goo19] use online deep learning methods to identify
objects or translate texts. The recognition results are used as query arguments for
finding visually similar items. However, these services do not allow searching for
a particular book among other books on a shelf. Tsai et al. [Tsa10] extract CHoG
features from DVD and CD covers that are compared with an online database to
provide the user with additional information about the item.

Mobile visual search in bookcases has been explored before in the context of large
libraries. Yang et al. [Yan17] present an online approach for reducing time and labor
involved in inventory management. By using the Hough transform for extracting
book spines with subsequent text recognition, based on a deep convolutional and
recurrent neural network, they identify books on shelves. Matsushita et al. [Mat11]
use projectors and a camera-based tracking system above the shelf to highlight
individual books and to display further information. They found that search times
for a sorted shelf with Japanese books in different colors were not affected by
displaying additional information. Similarly, Löchtefeld et al. [Löc10] use a portable
projector and a mobile phone camera to highlight individual products and books in a
shopping and library scenario. Book ratings were displayed over the object in a dark
environment due to low brightness of the projection. Scenarios and their options
for feedback were analyzed, but the search performance was not examined. Lee et
al. [Lee08] developed a system for libraries to sort books on a shelf. Book spines were
identified by color features in a heterogeneous color distribution at an accuracy of
96 %. Quoc and Choi [Quo09] developed a framework for segmenting books and
characters. By applying high frequency filtering and Canny edge detection they
segmented books and characters at an accuracy of 93.3 %. To display metadata, such
as book price and rating to the user, Chen et al. [Che10] developed an AR application
that analyzes parts of a bookcase. While their system offers an acceptable latency of
1 s, even with low computing power, only a small part of a bookcase can be analyzed
at once and only if all of the books have the same vertical orientation. Nevetha and
Baskar [Nev15] use a line segment detector [Gio12] to also detect slightly inclined
books up to an angle of 15°. In a test shelf of 20 books, 11 books could be successfully
identified. In order to solve the problem of orientation and view perspective, Talker
and Moses [Tal14] developed a segmentation algorithm that achieves an accuracy of
82 % which was used to reorganize books on the shelves sorted by height, width, or
color.

In contrast to related work, public bookcases like shown in Figure 8.1 present a
major challenge. Any orientation, size, color, and even language can occur. The
structure of the bookcases can also be widely different. Books can be damaged or
have reflective covers so that text recognition is difficult. Perspective distortions
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can occur when using a handheld camera phone. Moreover, any costs, such as for
the use of servers or their maintenance, should be avoided as typically no funding is
available for public bookcases and digital services around them. Consequently, the
mobile app must operate independently of a server infrastructure and allow for text
or voice input to specify desired books or book types. In addition, the system has to
find a book faster than unaided visual search.

8.3 Book Recognition
Figure 8.2 gives an overview of the steps involved in recognizing book spines. First
the title of the book is entered via the touchscreen keyboard or via voice input
with Android’s speech recognition API [Goo18]. Then a high-resolution image has
to be taken that covers the book spines in the bookcase. This is done when the
phone’s motion sensors detect slow movement (to prevent motion blur) and either
the user explicitly presses the shutter button on the touchscreen or a pretrained
MobileNet [How17] detects the bookcase in the video stream. The video stream is
accessed via Android’s Camera 2 API [Goo18]. The MobileNet is run on the phone
via TensorFlow Lite [al15]. Next, line segments are extracted with OpenCV [Its15]
functions, which are used to detect shelves (i.e., individual compartments in the
bookcase) and orientations of book spines. The color information of the recognized
books is then used to preselect those that are similar to the target. Subsequently,
the title, subtitle, author, publisher, and color information of each remaining book
spine is extracted and compared to the desired book, of which all features are stored
in a database on the phone. For text recognition ML Kit [Inc19] is applied. Finally,
the position of the target book is highlighted with a green frame and a short 300 ms
vibratory feedback is given. ARCore [LLC19] and Sceneform [Inc18] are used to
augment the video stream. In the following, we give a detailed description of our
algorithm and name aspects that have to be considered for public bookcases.

Book spines
extraction 
& filtering

Bookshelves
book orientation
subdivision

Line segments
line orientation
subdivision

Bookcase
Recognition & 
Standstill sensing

User input
text or speech

Feedback
Highlight
book spine

AR Features
World- & screen
coordinates

Classification
Color pre-selection
text recognition

Figure 8.2: Book spine classification algorithm: The user specifies the book title via
text or voice input. From the camera image the algorithm extracts line segments in
various orientations, which are used to detect outlines of shelves and spines. Text and
color information on the book spines is used to recognize books. Each detected book
is highlighted in the camera image with a semi-transparent frame.
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8.3.1 User Input
The user initially has to specify the desired book or books. This can be done using
any fragment of publicly available bibliographic meta information. In our prototype
the user enters the title of the target book via on-screen keyboard or voice. Although
voice input offers a simple and convenient mobile text input method [Rua18], voice
input may not be appropriate in public space as it can be perceived as disturbing.
Moreover, in noisy environments like pedestrian walkways, speech recognition can
be erroneous and cause mode errors [Rua18], therefore traditional mobile text input
remains equally important.

In order to correct input errors, we use the normalized Levenshtein distance [Lev66]
which specifies the minimum number of delete, insert, or swap operations required
to convert one string to another in the mapped interval between 0 (no similarity) to
1 (equal). The resulting list of book titles is sorted by decreasing similarity. Due
to expected speech recognition errors, especially on foreign language titles, all book
titles with a similarity of more than 0.4 are added to the list, if no equal title was
found. For text input, only titles that match the typed characters are displayed. If
no appropriate title can be found, the same method is used as for voice input.

8.3.2 Bookcase Recognition
Once the desired book has been selected, the visual search can be started, either
explicitly by pressing a camera button or automatically when the bookshelf is
recognized. We use the model Mobilenet_V1_1.0_224 [How17] which is pretrained
on 1000 classes, including bookcases. The low average latency (160 ms), high
recognition rates (top-5 accuracy: 89.9 %) and relatively little memory (16 MB)
requirement are advantageous on the mobile device. Since motion blur would lead
to illegible book titles, camera images are only processed when the camera is kept
still. Our prototype uses the phone’s gyroscope to detect motion: If the sum of
squares of the three axes is below a threshold then an image is captured on which
the search algorithm is subsequently executed. An appropriate threshold for the
tested Samsung Galaxy S9 is 𝑇𝐺𝑦𝑟 = 0.001.

8.3.3 Book Spine Segmentation
For the book spine segmentation, we first extract line segments, which are then used
to detect book shelves and book spines in any orientation.

8.3.3.1 Line Segment Detection
To recognize line segments in the image, the parameter-free bottom-up line segment
detector by Gioi et al. [Gio12] is a suitable choice. Unlike other approaches [SRa15]
this algorithm implements a fast and precise segmentation process for the rather
small line segments of books in the large camera image. To decrease noise sensitivity
and to eliminate line segments due to text, a threshold is used that discards short
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lines of 25 pixels or shorter. Subsequently, all lines are categorized as either horizontal
or vertical.

8.3.3.2 Shelf Detection
The line segments are used to subdivide the bookcase into individual shelves. When
a horizontal line is longer than 50 % of the image width, it is categorized as a shelf
boundary. This approach achieves good results for images in which the bookcase
almost fills the image. At larger distances the text size on the spines becomes too
small to be recognized. Subsequently, the Cohen-Sutherland algorithm [New79] is
used to create rectangular frames around the shelves with book spines and associated
line segments.

8.3.3.3 Book Spine Orientation
Especially in public bookcases, book spines can appear in any orientation. The
minimal assumption regarding book spines is that their heights and widths differ
strongly. Based on this assumption, a rough subdivision into horizontal and vertical
sections is first carried out on the bookshelf by analyzing the line segments. For
all vertical lines, the average length is calculated, as well as for all horizontal lines
longer than 20 pixels. Shorter lines are often caused by text or graphics on the
spine. Since the distance between two horizontal lines is smaller for standing books,
vertical and horizontal regions can be extracted using a threshold. As a limitation of
this approach, empty areas are also classified as vertical or horizontal book regions,
but because of the subsequent text recognition, these do not result in a match.
Finally the vertical and horizontal regions are clipped with the Cohen-Sutherland
algorithm [New79].

8.3.3.4 Bounding Boxes
From the previously segmented areas with vertical (based on line segments at angles
between 45°and 135°) and horizontal books, each individual book spine can now be
extracted. Mixed orientations, e.g., standing books on a lying book, are recognized as
pure vertical areas in which the horizontal book is not recognized. For simplification,
horizontal regions are rotated by 90°so that each book spine has a vertical orientation.
If all of the books are aligned exactly within the areas without any perspective
distortions, they can be segmented by combining vertical and horizontal lines to
bounding boxes.

Small angular differences of less than 1°of text between two adjacent lines are
connected, because larger differences between adjacent segments indicate other
features of the book, such as text, graphics, or damage and wrinkles, which are
discarded. Perspective distortions as shown in Figure 8.3 must also be eliminated
when looking at the entire bookcase, which may contain edges along the top of the
books. A line is therefore rejected if its lowest point is at a higher position than the
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Figure 8.3: Line rejection: Initially extracted lines (left) and lines to be rejected
(right). The lower endpoints of the rejected vertical lines are subsequently used to
create the bounding boxes.

median of all vertical lines.
Finally, bounding boxes are created at the intersections of the horizontal line

segments and the extracted vertical lines. While lower boundary lines in vertically
arranged books are extracted by connecting the endpoints, the different lengths
of the books in upper horizontal lines or lying books require a more sophisticated
analysis of the segments. The surrounding horizontal line segments are followed to
the end points of the vertical boundaries, which best connect the end points.

8.3.4 Feature Extraction
To find the searched book it is necessary to extract visual features of the spines. In
general, books are analyzed in two steps. First, books are rejected whose color is
too far from the target item. Secondly, after applying text recognition in all four
orientations, books are rejected if the corresponding Levenshtein distance is too
large.

8.3.4.1 Color Information
To extract the color information we use the HSV color space. The hue circle is
coarsely divided into color intervals to make the color information more resilient to
varying lighting condition: Red [320°, 40°], yellow [40°, 80°], green [80°, 160°], cyan
[160°, 200°], blue [200°, 280°], and magenta [280°, 320°]. A pixel is determined as
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black if its brightness value is less than 0.15 % and categorized as white/grey when
the saturation is below 0.15 %. For normalization, all 𝑛 = 8 feature intervals are
subsequently divided by the number of pixels of the book spine.

To determine the color similarity 𝑠, the respective features 𝑏 are compared with
the ones of the target book spine 𝑎. By squaring the resulting distances, negative
values are avoided and large differences are weighted more strongly. To obtain a
normalized similarity value 𝑠 in the interval [0, 1], the accumulated distances of all
features are subtracted in Equation 8.1.

𝑠(𝑎,𝑏) = max
(︂

0, 1 −
𝑛−1∑︁
𝑖=0

(𝑎𝑖 − 𝑏𝑖)2
)︂

(8.1)

Since the books in public book shelves can possibly be in a poor condition, only
books with a similarity greater than 0.5 are considered for subsequent text recognition.

8.3.4.2 Text Recognition
Text can appear in different orientations on the spine of a book. Therefore it is
necessary to extract the text in all four directions. We use for this step ML Kit [Inc19]
as it performs well and is freely available. Another challenge occurs when the author,
publisher, and book title are printed in the same orientation. Then multiple strings
are may merged together. For this reason, the extracted text is compared to the
target in substrings, again using the Levenshtein distance. The target information
consists of publisher, author, title, and subtitle. The maximum resulting similarity
is subsequently stored for each target information and added to an overall similarity
as in Equation 8.1.

8.3.5 Classification
In order to finally determine the position of the book on the shelf, the five similarity
values, consisting of title, subtitle, author, publisher, and color information, are
summarized and weighted. The weighting is necessary as, e.g., not every subtitle is
noted on the spine.

To estimate adequate weights, a bookcase (5 shelves, 1 m × 2 m) in a laboratory
environment was filled with 201 books from public bookcases in different orientations.
50 books were randomly selected and search queries initiated on a Samsung Galaxy
S9 at a fixed position where the camera image completely covers the bookshelf. In
each of the 50 trials 201 book spines were recognized and their corresponding color
and text features stored in a database. Then a random forest classifier was trained
for 1000 times on this dataset consisting of 50 positive and 10000 negative samples,
with a ratio of 20% randomly picked test data. The negatives samples represent the
200 extracted book spine feature vectors from each search query except the target
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book. The estimated feature weights of all 1000 random forest classifiers were then
averaged. The resulting weights are used to calculate the overall similarity of a book
spine to a target in Equation 8.2.

𝑆 = 𝑤𝑇 𝑠 =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0.6436
0.2233
0.0789
0.0295
0.0247

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
𝑇 ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

𝑠title
𝑠author
𝑠color

𝑠publisher
𝑠subtitle

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (8.2)

The calculated scalar product 𝑆 weighs the title most strongly, followed by the
author. Textual information, except for the title, is not always noted on the spine of
a book or may be too small to be captured well in the camera image. In addition,
the average accuracy on the test data was over 99.94 %, which shows that in a
laboratory environment the feature vector describing the book spine is distinctive
enough to distinguish a target book spine from other books. However, since the test
was performed on books from public bookcases, it is to be expected that features,
such as author and title, greatly differ between the book spines. In a library scenario
with books sorted by author, the above weights would may not be applicable. In
a public bookcase the highest resulting scalar product 𝑆 of all analyzed books is
chosen as the desired book and highlighted in the last step.

8.4 Visual Highlighting
To show the result of a successful search to the user, the position of the book spine
is highlighted in the video stream. ARCore [LLC19] and Sceneform [Inc18] are used
to keep the bounding box locked to the same book spine.

For this purpose ARCore uses concurrent odometry and mapping [Esh17], which
combines feature points from the camera image with inertial measurements. During
this procedure the algorithm estimates trackable planes in the image so that after-
wards virtual objects can be attached to anchors. Sceneform then allows obtaining
screen coordinates from world coordinates derived from an anchor in order to estab-
lish a connection between the two. During this step, position features are extracted
from the camera image and at the same time the book search algorithm is executed.
To display the position of the book as accurately as possible, at least 20 position
features should be available, which is typically the case due to the heterogeneous
properties of book shelves. After classifying the desired book spine, the closest anchor
is moved into its center in order to highlight the position. In Sceneform a transparent
green rectangle is drawn on the spine of the book which is 50 % wider than the spine
itself to make the highlighting easily to see even for slim books. The subsequent
movement of the camera towards the selected object leads to small deviations in the
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highlighting position, as can be observed in Figure 8.4.

Figure 8.4: Debug view of a highlighted book with displayed AR feature points:
Angular differences are also taken into account. There are minor deviations from the
center point caused by the movement of the camera and the resulting deviation of the
anchor points.

8.5 Dataset
While public datasets, such as by Iawa et al. [Iwa16], are limited to book covers, to
the best of our knowledge no datasets containing book spines are freely available.
Moreover, the condition of the inventory strongly varies in public bookcases, which
possibly results in less accurate text recognition. A meaningful dataset of 767
randomly picked books from public bookcases were included in our dataset with
different sizes, colors, reflective properties, languages (English, French, German,
Polish), topics, and conditions. The derived features are stored on the phone with a
total size of 160 kB.

The complete collection consists of 317 books, which we used in a lab study,
and 450 books from an evaluation in the field. A csv-file provides bibliographic
meta data, such as genre, rating. Taken together, the books fill more than four
bookcases (1 m × 2 m) of four shelves each. After our studies, all books that
we took from public bookcases were released back into the public bookcases. The
entire dataset consists of 767 book spines including novels (66 %), thrillers (10 %),
children’s books (8 %), education books (4 %), politics (2.8 %), advisors (2 %),
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history (1.9 %), tourist guides (1.6 %), cooking (1.3 %), poems (1 %), religion (0.4 %)
and others (1 %). In addition, images of the public bookcases and closeups of the
individual shelves serve to evaluate and compare algorithms for future research. It is
available online together with our Android application at: https://github.com/
M-Schrapel/Public-AR-Booksearch.

8.6 Experiments
The goal of the lab user study and the technical field evaluation is twofold. We
wanted to compare the time required to locate a book using the mobile AR app
(mobile visual search) versus unaided visual search. We also wanted to estimate
the accuracy of the proposed algorithm on search queries performed on realistic
images. In addition, we intended to clarify whether the application offers a perceived
benefit for the target users and understand further factors regarding the use of public
bookcases.

8.6.1 Lab User Study
The aim of the first study was to evaluate whether the proposed algorithm is faster
than the manual visual search. To focus on the core aspects of the algorithm and to
exclude random factors, the study was conducted in the lab. The study took place
in a quiet room with 15 volunteers (12 male, 3 female) aged 20 to 65 (mean age
�̄� = 30.4, 𝜎 = 13.7).

We used two identical adjacent bookcases. Each one had a width, height and depth
of 𝑤×ℎ×𝑑 = 100×200×40 cm (see Figure 8.5) and each had five shelves, located
at heights 10, 48, 87, 130, and 170 cm from the floor. Since none of the public
bookcases that we found had books at the bottom shelf, probably for ergonomic
reasons and to prevent soiling, we left the lower shelf empty. In each of the two
bookcases the second shelf from the top was filled with a series of 44 books sorted by
title, to evaluate the search performance for sorted shelves. For the first part of the
study the volunteers were not informed, and not aware, that the books in one of the
shelves of each bookcase were sorted.

To compare digital and manual search, one bookcase was covered as shown in
Figure 8.5 and the study either began with the digital or the manual search method.
Both the initial bookcase and the initial method were counterbalanced. For the digital
search, the mobile AR app was first explained to the participants through several
practice trials, which were performed on a printed image of another bookcase with a
different set of books. Each participant was instructed to touch the desired book
to complete the search. One trial of the experiment consisted of the experimenter
announcing the randomly picked title of the target book and measuring the time
until the book was touched. The measurement was done with a stopwatch. The
participants always started at a predefined position marked on the floor at a distance
of 2 m from the bookcase. For the digital search trials the participants had to

https://github.com/M-Schrapel/Public-AR-Booksearch
https://github.com/M-Schrapel/Public-AR-Booksearch
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start the application on the phone and enter the title of the desired book using the
on-screen keyboard. The start of the application was included as this is likely also
needed in a real book search.

After 20 trials, the initial bookcase was covered and the search was repeated with
the other bookcase using the other method (either digital or manual search). To
evaluate the performance of voice input, the study was repeated with just 10 further
trials on the bookcase on which the digital search with on-screen text input had been
performed before, without additional manual search to minimize fatigue.

In the last part of the study, the participants were informed that the second shelf
from the top in each bookcase is sorted by title. All participants said that up to that
point they had not noticed that the books in these two shelves were ordered by title.
Digital search with on-screen text input and manual search were performed for ten
trials on these two sorted shelves in the same way as before. To obtain qualitative
results, we asked for the preferred search method in a final questionnaire. The whole
study took about 45 minutes on average.

Figure 8.5: Study setup: For each part of the study one bookcase is covered to
minimize learning effects. The random distribution of the books’ spine colors and sizes
is similar as in public bookcases. The second shelf from the top is alphabetically sorted
by title, which no participant noticed. The lower shelf was left empty for being located
too low.
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8.6.2 Technical Field Evaluation
The second study was intended to measure the algorithm’s accuracy in the field and
whether the target users potentially benefit from a mobile AR app. A further aim
was to gain a better understanding of relevant factors surrounding the use of public
bookcases.

From nine different bookcases in four cities and one village, 50 books of each
bookcase were added to our dataset, resulting in a total of 450 books. The bookcases
were located near pedestrian walkways, residential areas, city centers, in a super
market (indoors), in a train station (indoors), and in a bus stop (roofed). The
randomly picked book spines were photographed and added to the dataset. All
photos were taken with an Apple iPhone 8 Plus. After five days the experimenter
returned to each of the nine locations and every book of the first visit that was still
present, was searched three times using our app prototype running on a Samsung
Galaxy S9. The main goal was to estimate the recognition accuracy. In addition, the
experimenter measured the illuminance (in lux) with a light meter and counted the
number of removed books.

The tests were paused when a person intended to use the bookcase. During this
interruption, the bookcase users were briefly interviewed about their personal use of
public bookcases. They were asked what kinds of books they are looking for, which
ones they put back on the shelves, whether they had ever searched for a specific
book, if they take extra detours to get to the bookcase and how many books they
take out per week.

8.7 Results
8.7.1 Results of the Lab Study
The mean search times for unsorted1 vs. sorted books, manual vs. digital search,
and text vs. voice input are given in Table 8.1. For the unsorted case, the time for
digital search at 38.4 s is only about half (49.9 %) of the time for manual search at
76.9 s. At 36.9 s digital search with text input via soft keyboard is slightly (7.3 %)
faster than text input via voice at 39.8 s. For the sorted case, manual search is much
faster than digital search (7.6 s vs. 34.3 s), which confirms that the participants most
likely did not realize that one of the shelves in each bookcase was sorted, before we
revealed this fact to them. Again, for the sorted case manual text input was slightly
(8.1 %) faster than voice input. The box plot in Figure 8.6, left, shows the strong
differences between manual and digital search in both parts of the experiment.

Since the times for the search of a book are not normally distributed, a Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank test was performed. The results show that the digital search with

1 “Unsorted” refers to the period before a participant was informed that one of the shelves in the
bookcase was indeed sorted.
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Table 8.1: Mean search times by condition: On unsorted shelves, the presented app
achieves significant performance increases.

text or voice is significantly faster than manual search in the unsorted bookcase
(𝑧 = −3.408, 𝑝 = 0.0007 < 0.001). There is no significant difference between text and
voice input (𝑧 = −1.25, 𝑝 = 0.2115 > 0.05), while in sorted shelves the manual visual
search is significantly faster than digital search (𝑧 = −3.127, 𝑝 = 0.0005 < 0.001).
The sorted and unsorted cases are not directly comparable, because the sorted case
only comprises a single shelf. A clear learning effect can be observed for manual
search, as shown in Figure 8.6, right. The learning effect is expected, because as
participants look for books they probably remember the locations of titles they have
already seen in earlier trials. The participants achieved a total accuracy of 84.9 %
averaged over both bookcases. The complete dataset was tested on a Samsung Galaxy
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Figure 8.6: Times for visual search: Comparison of the search times for manual and
digital search in sorted and unsorted shelves. Manual search in the unsorted shelf is
substantially slower and more variable than the other conditions. Right: Mean time
over trial for manual search. A learning effect is apparent. The 𝜎-curve illustrates that
the participants not only get faster, but also more accurate over the time.
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S9 with a mean illuminance of �̄� = 498 lux (𝜎 = 80.1 lux), measured at the shelves.

The times for the individual steps of the recognition algorithm are listed in Table 8.2.
It becomes apparent that at 13.1 s the text recognition step took the majority of the
time. One reason for this is that the text recognition is performed four times, once
for each direction, for each candidate book spine in the image. This time can be
reduced by making the color constraint stricter, but then false negatives (omissions
of actual book spines) would become more likely.

Table 8.2: Mean times of each step of the algorithm: Text recognition requires the
greatest effort.

Questionnaire responses of the participants are shown in Figure 8.7. In general,
digital search is preferred over manual search. Manual search was experienced as
more exhausting than digital search. Text input is preferred over voice input and
perceived to be faster on unsorted shelves. The perceived performance is consistent
with the measured performance.

comfortable usability
preferred manual search
preferred digital search
manual search is faster
digital search is faster

manual search is exhausting
digital search is exhausting

text input preferred
speech input preferred

text input faster
speech input faster

0% 40% 80%-40%-80%
agree strongly agreestrongly disagree disagree neutral

Figure 8.7: Qualitative results of the study: The participants prefer digital over
manual search and text over voice input most. In unsorted bookcases, digital search
was perceived to be faster than manual search.
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8.7.2 Results of the Field Evaluation

In the field study, an average accuracy of 80.0 %(𝜎 = 1.8 %) was achieved across the
nine public bookshelves. In within five days an total average of 59.2 %(𝜎 = 14.4 %)
of the 450 books were taken out. Thus the application has been tested on 275 books,
each of which was searched three times, which yields 825 trials. The light conditions
varied strongly, from 380 lux to 13220 lux with a median of 4523 lux (�̄� = 4295 lux;
𝜎 = 4093 lux).

From the interviews with 16 female and 9 male pedestrians (mean age 48, 𝜎 = 17
years) it was discovered that 16 persons were looking for novels, 10 for thrillers, 6
for children’s books, 4 for educational books including encyclopedias, 3 for advice
books, and 5 for other topics, such as cooking or politics. On average each user visits
the shelves once a week and takes additional detours of three minutes for taking
out about one book on average. Three persons stated that they had never put a
book on the shelves, while the others shared about 25 books in total. Eight persons
stated that they had serendipitously discovered books of interest they were looking
for, and one woman mentioned that she had just bought the same book online before.
Four persons said that they were looking for their favorite authors, while one man
remarked that there is a low chance finding a particular piece of literature. The other
interviewees were generally more interested in discovering and reading unknown
books.

As the interviewees only cover a very small part of the user population a Web crawler
for Bookcrossing was developed to extract information about user demographics and
shared books within the surveyed areas. The 868 registered users in the range of the
examined bookcases had a mean age of 44 years (𝜎 = 13 years) and shared 3900 books
in total. In the book release entries, noted locations, and comments, we analyzed
for keywords, such as “public bookcase,” “compartment,” and “shelf” to estimate
the prevalence of centralized and distributed types of sharing. In 1400 collected
cases, or 36 % of all gathered information, public bookcases are involved in book
sharing. Thus, it can be assumed that the targeted users would benefit of such an
application. We also looked at several threads in the Bookcrossing forum regarding
public bookcases, Little Free Libraries and mobile applications. We could identify
that users often ask for apps that address book sharing mostly related to finding
and releasing books as well as book recommendations and scanning of Bookcrossing
IDs. At this point when books are shared in public bookcases, an AR application
can support the users. The Bookcrossing users stated that they are interested in
knowing if a book is still at the place where they released it or are looking for it.
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8.8 Discussion
8.8.1 Lab Study
The first study has shown that mobile visual search outperforms unaided visual
search on unsorted bookcases. Limitations occur due to varying lighting and book
conditions, small text, and segmentation errors. To find out which recognition
errors occur, books in a shelf were placed in different orientations and photographed
from different angles. Figure 8.8 shows typical examples of factors that deteriorate
recognition performance.

In Figure 8.8a, the spine is extracted incorrectly due to perspective distortions
and color similarities. In this special case the shadow coincides with the edge of the
horizontal book and both books have similar colors. As a result the two books are
not separated. In Figure 8.8b perspective distortion leads to the extraction of the
top the book as a part of the spine. In Figure 8.8c shadows cause the spine of the
book to be segmented incorrectly. As before, this leads to errors in color selection.
Figure 8.8d shows errors caused by books in poor condition. The large book is not
extracted correctly due to the torn cover and the graphics in the upper part of the
spine. The same occurs with the spine at the right corner.

In Figure 8.8e the book spine segmentation is prevented by the protruding adjacent
book. Secondly, the font is too small for a subsequent text recognition. In the case
of the protruding books, parts of the book cover are recognized as additional book
spines. Lastly, Figure 8.8f shows an example of two similar books with reflective
covers. Similar titles led to misidentifications in the study. Another challenge is
posed by the left spine. Due to light reflections parts of the book are not recognized.
This shows that reflective books are challenging under certain lighting conditions,
which also had an impact on the accuracies in the field study. The left book spine
exemplifies mixed title and author information, resulting in lower text similarities.

These challenges show that book spines cannot be recognized flawlessly as environ-
mental influences strongly affect performance. Features such as HoG [Dal05] are not
applicable for public bookcases, because books can occur in various quality conditions
and under varying lighting conditions the computed features would differ widely.
For example, wrinkles can cause the detection of edges that are not present on the
original book spine, which then significantly affects the classification. Therefore, it is
important to only rely on robust features that also apply to books in relatively poor
condition.

The questionnaire results show that participants definitely liked the idea of aug-
menting public bookcases and supporting visual search. Text input via soft keyboard
was preferred, because voice input led to errors, especially when book titles in foreign
languages had to be entered. For this reason, digital search via speech input was
perceived as exhausting by a few participants, when they had to enter a book title
twice. Text input was perceived to be faster. However, voice input is an accepted
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a b
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Figure 8.8: Book spine segmentation errors: (a) dark book spines and shadows at
the same height, (b) incorrect segmentation due to perspective distortion, (c) incorrect
segmentation due to shadows, (d) bad book conditions, (e) blurred text and protruding
books, (f) similar titles and titles mixed with author and reflective book spines.

method on current smartphones, hence most study participants said that they could
imagine using speech recognition if it were more reliable.

8.8.2 Field Evaluation
The effort for maintenance of server systems and databases should be kept low as
very little or no resources are available to support public sharing of free books. In the
wild, the maintenance costs of each bookcase are estimated to be only about 60 AC per
year [Han16], because mentors perform this task on a voluntary basis. During our
field evaluation we observed that not only mentors, also other users feel responsible
for public bookcases. When people brought books, they mostly placed them in an
orderly vertical position on the shelf to ensure that no other books are hidden. This
is beneficial for the presented mobile app, as this simplifies the recognition process.
However, not every public bookshelf may have the same level of support as the
observed ones.

Furthermore, it should be clarified for the desired use case how the presented
application can be used together with online sharing, i.e. Bookcrossing. While
releasing a book in the public bookcase the spine could be uploaded to Bookcrossing
as a photo. In conjunction with the mobile AR app this would allow the users
to easily determine if the book is available by retrieving the spine image from the
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Figure 8.9: Color similarity distribution across the entire dataset of all book spines
compared to the corresponding covers: A similarity of 1 means a perfect correlation
between the extracted feature vectors. The red line represents the initial threshold
for subsequent text recognition. In total, 21.1 % of all target books would not be
considered for subsequent text recognition with non-interpolated colors (blue). By
applying bilinear interpolation of the color bins 14.5 % are being rejected (orange).

web page and using it with the presented algorithm. When searching for a specific
released book, there can usually only covers be retrieved from Bookcrossing using
Web crawlers. Therefore we also collected all covers from our entire dataset and
compared the resulting color feature vectors with the extracted features from the
spines. In Figure 8.9, the red line represents the initial threshold for subsequent
text recognition, with 21.1 % of target covers being incorrectly rejected due to color
variations with the corresponding book spine. When bilinear interpolation [Dal05] is
applied between the color bins, the false rejection rate decreases to 14.5 %.

To avoid rejecting target book spines, the algorithm must be adapted when using
book covers. A color preselection cannot be carried out, since it cannot be assumed
that the spine colors match those of the cover. Instead all extracted book spines are
sorted in descending order according to their color similarity. Then on each spine the
text recognition is performed. The weights of Equation 8.2 are adjusted without using
color features in Equation 8.3. They were estimated using the same methodology as
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for Equation 8.2. Again, title and author are given the highest weighting from the
random forest. In order to reduce computational effort, the process can optionally
be aborted if a particularly high degree of similarity close to 𝑆 = 1 is detected.
Otherwise, the most similar spine can optionally be highlighted with a hint that the
book also might be interesting to support serendipitous discovery.

𝑆 = 𝑤𝑇 𝑠 =

⎛⎜⎜⎝
0.7181
0.2249
0.0363
0.0207

⎞⎟⎟⎠
𝑇 ⎛⎜⎜⎝

𝑠title
𝑠author

𝑠publisher
𝑠subtitle

⎞⎟⎟⎠ (8.3)

Finally, it remains to be clarified whether an accuracy of 80 % is sufficient for
real world applications. It should be mentioned that users of public bookshelves
do not expect perfect success in finding a book they are looking for in a particular
shared library, which was also noted in the interviews. As online comments show,
users of Bookcrossing are well aware that with public sharing, books may not be
available anymore when they inspect the shelves in search for a specific book. In
order to prevent frustration from failing to find a specific book, the design of the
mobile visual search app should emphasize the possibility of serendipitous discovery
of books of interest. The app should act as a recommender system and highlight
relevant books.

8.9 Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a robust algorithm for detecting books in public bookcases. The
prototype of the mobile AR application supports visual search in a public bookcase.
Based on text or voice input, a matching book is highlighted in the viewfinder. The
algorithm solves the core problem of reliably detecting books in public bookcases.

The study results show that a robust recognition of book spines is possible in
real world situations. In a lab environment mobile visual search could be carried
out significantly faster than unaided visual search for unsorted book shelves. The
achieved accuracy of just 80 % under real-world conditions seems low, yet recognizing
books under widely varying lighting conditions and in all kinds of physical states
and spatial arrangements is a difficult problem.

The mobile application has to be extended to provide a wider range of functionality,
according to the needs of users of public bookcases. This includes the recommendation
of potentially interesting books based on a personal profile, the highlighting of books
that have been added since the last visit, or even the integration with an online
platform. Such an integration could be used to automatically create an online
inventory of a public bookshelf, without additional administrative effort. An online
inventory would help to understand in more detail what is shared and what the
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“shelf time” of individual books is. However, relying on an online platform may incur
costs and require commitment for its long-term operation.

By also using the mobile app on one’s personal bookshelf at home, recommendations
could be given on which books might be interesting for others. A larger, freely
available dataset could be created collaboratively, including an explicit registration
of spines via the app. The app could suggest on which shelves to place specific books
in order to support children, as they often cannot reach the upper shelves. An age
restriction could be realized by having the app suggest placing certain books on the
upper shelves.

An interesting question for future work is whether an online inventory of public
bookcases destroys some of the appeal of accidentally discovering interesting books
“in the wild.” It is also of interest to clarify the cultural relevance of the shared
books, respectively, whether the place and stock of the bookcase reflects the group
of local residents and their demographics. Furthermore, it could be determined to
what extent individual bookshelves are frequented, which can be deduced from the
fluctuation of the stock. For example, it might be possible to find more suitable
locations for new bookshelves. The analysis could be carried out automatically by
taking into account location data and search queries.

The Android application and the dataset created in this work are freely available
as open source software.1

1 https://github.com/M-Schrapel/Public-AR-Booksearch

https://github.com/M-Schrapel/Public-AR-Booksearch


CHAPTER 9
Interactive Acoustic Augmentation of Surfaces in the Wild

At the beginning of this thesis we motivated that floor materials in shopping malls
can influence the walking speed of pedestrians [Pre73]. The perception of the floor
materials is mainly influenced by the three senses vision, touch and hearing. In
everyday life, there are many situations in which an adjusted walking pace could
support a pedestrian. For example, an adjusted walking pace could might be used to
reach a train or bus on time. In this chapter, we investigate the vision of augmented
surfaces in urban areas. For this purpose, we use audio augmented realities to
influence the perception of walked surfaces. Nowadays, headphones with active noise
cancellation can block out external noises. This opens up the opportunity to augment
footstep sounds anywhere and might change the perception of urban environments.
To enable off-the-shelf augmentation of footstep sounds, this chapter presents a
mobile app that recognizes footsteps based on smartphone accelerometer data. We
investigate by interviews of an in-situ study how changed footstep sounds influence
human perception of the environment and how augmented footstep sounds can be
used as an interaction technique in the wild. Accordingly, this chapter addresses the
following research questions:

How do acoustically augmented surfaces contribute to the perception of audio
augmented realities in the wild?

Do augmented footstep sounds convey navigation cues?

This chapter is based on the master thesis by Janko Happe [Hap21] and a journal
paper published at i-com.

• Schrapel, Maximilian and Happe, Janko and Rohs, Michael: ‘En-
vironZen: Immersive Soundscapes via Augmented Footstep Sounds in Urban
Areas’. i-com (2022), vol. 21(2): pp. 219–237
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9.1 Introduction
Urban soundscapes are often far from what we consider relaxing. Car engines, horns,
construction sites, laughing, or clanking dishes in restaurants and other sound sources
can raise environmental noise to an annoying level. Research found a relation between
environmental noise and various diseases such as tinnitus, cognitive impairment,
sleep disturbance, and cardiovascular effects [Isi03; Mün18; Org11]. Animals also
suffer from man-made noise [Kig11], like birds singing at higher amplitude in urban
areas [Bru04]. The world health organization (WHO) therefore provides guidelines
prescribing a maximum noise level [Ber99; Org18]. Human ears adapt to modern
environments and focus on specific sound sources from any direction while attenuating
other noises around.

Nevertheless, our natural ability to filter out distracting noises is limited [Shi08].
Headphones with active noise cancellation (ANC) can effectively reduce distracting
noises [Mol13] and positively influence subjective well-being while focusing on specific
tasks [Mül20]. The listener can enjoy music or audio books at a lower volume [But19],
but may also miss important signals like announcements on trains [Haa18]. Noise
cancellation can also be beneficial for digitally supported meditation practice [Sre17].
Walking meditation is a form of focusing on one’s gait by paying attention to each
step [Han85]. Research has found positive effects on the treatment of depression
via walking meditation [Pra14]. Typically, these exercises are performed in natural
and relatively quiet environments to avoid distractions and to allow practitioners to
better focus on the moment [Kab17]. For novices, it is challenging to transform a
walk on a crowded and noisy sidewalk into a relaxed meditation.

Playing a soundscape through ANC headphones can present a different world acous-
tically, but so far there has been a lack of research on how augmented footstep sounds
affect listeners in such acoustically modified worlds in urban areas. We therefore
developed EnvironZen, a mobile app that augments the footstep sounds to immerse
the user into a different world, while visual stimuli of reality are preserved. In order
to investigate the influence on walking, we first examined different soundscapes and
footstep sounds in an online survey and then tested the most preferred soundscapes
in an in-situ field study with 16 participants. Furthermore, we investigated whether
augmented footstep sounds are suitable for navigation and observed the influence of
sound delays and speedups and the playback of different warning sounds, e.g. when
bicycles are approaching. Repeated small interviews were conducted to capture each
individual experience and perception of the urban environment and soundscapes.

9.2 Related Work
Michael Southworth showed that visually impaired people prefer other urban areas
than people without visual impairment, as different characteristics gain importance
[Sou69]. From this, Southworth derived the concept of the sonic city. R. Murray
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Schafer established the term of soundscapes [Sch93], which is composed of three
features: keynote sounds (natural noises like wind or water), signals (acoustic
warnings like bells), and soundmarks (individual sounds that identify a specific
location). In contrast to an acoustic environment, a soundscape is a deliberate
composition of the aforementioned three features by a designer’s vision [Kan16].
With the increasing awareness of acoustic environments [Kan16], cities start to
actively monitor noise pollution [Bel19], as noise is related to health problems [Isi03;
Org11], whereas natural sounds have been found to provide health benefits [Alv10;
Ben14; Bux21].

An audio augmented reality (AAR) is a superimposition of real world soundscapes
with virtual sound sources [Coh93]. It embeds computer-generated sounds into the
user’s acoustic environment [Gam14; Mar13]. Sonification integrates data into the
sounds to convey information [Kra99]. Those acoustically embedded data can, for
example, present social media messages [Din10; Her12], location-based information
[Bor14], emotions [Sei17], notify specific users [But05], help to maintain a steady
walking pace [Kom15; Oli06], or modulate EEG data on soundscapes to assist group
walking meditation [Coc21; Coc20]. One of the first works that investigated auditory
displays was Nomadic Radio [Saw00]. Notifications were embedded in the user’s
environment via wearable loudspeakers and voice recognition was used for input. In
a mobile context, AAR is used to promote exploratory and immersive experiences as
well as serendipitous discovery of public places [Bet13; Eck01; McG11; Vaz12]. For
instance a leisure walk in an AAR park [Law20; Vaz12] can promote health [Org10;
Pra14] and support rehabilitation from stress-related mental disorders [Cer16]. For
the blind, audio output can describe the natural environment to promote nature
connectedness [Ban20a; Ban20b]. Playing bird sounds through speakers in noisy
urban parks can positively influence an ambience [Van20] and provide interactivity,
e.g. via smart clothing [Kob08]. Following the concept of a Sound Garden, anyone can
place an auditory virtual park at a specific location to offer listeners a new experience
[She06; She07] or guide tourists between landmarks [Bed95; Bol18; McG09]. This
concept can also be adapted to recreate the soundscape of historical places [Sik18] or
to represent historical events [Rei05], e.g. to enhance touristic experiences [Cho21]
and museum guides [Zim08] or stories [Ros16]. Thereby, spatial audio can support
the design process of a soundscape [Hon17] and 3D sound can contribute to achieving
immersion in audio-augmented worlds, e.g. for sound-based games in urban areas
[Cha16]. Furthermore, spatial audio can be used for guidance. For example, the
direction from which music is played [Alb16; Hel20], or individual instruments [Hel18]
can be used for guidance. To determine the orientation of the user in relation to the
played spatial sounds, sensors in the headphones or the smartphone can be used as a
virtual directional microphone [Hel15; Hel14]. Cocooning refers to both active and
passive acoustic isolation [Bij10]. It involves suppressing one’s own sounds, such as
breathing and footsteps, as well as external sound sources. Nowadays, Hearables
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[Cru19; Pla18], Earables [Kaw18] and headphones with active noise cancellation
allow for acoustic transparency to let their listeners stay aware of the environment.
McGill et al. envisioned that in the future users will immerse themselves into an
acoustically interactive space with personal and private auditory displays [McG20].
They investigated the impact of acoustic transparency with a focus on external sound
sources and found that acoustically transparent and isolated headsets have an effect
on the realness and presence of the content.

In virtual realities, footstep sounds enhance the perceived level of presence [Ker20]
and also affect walking behavior [Hop19; Ser11; Wil20]. In the context of AAR,
sonified footsteps offer a certain degree of realism and interactivity with virtual
acoustic worlds. Concepts of mounted step sensing and footstep playback on urban
running routes aim to provide a more natural running experience [Ren21]. Vibration
feedback from shoes was used to change the perceived physical structure of a surface
[Son18; Tak10]. Different natural surface simulations by footstep sounds were found
to influence the biomechanics of walking [Tur15], perceived body weight [Taj15],
emotions [Ley19], step length [Cor20], and walking pace [Men10; Tur13b]. Those
effects were also used to manage gait disturbances in Parkinson’s disease [Rod14], gait
rehabilitation in chronic stroke patients by pitched natural footstep sounds [Gom20],
and foot pressure balance for runners [Ohn19]. Music that was modified by footsteps
showed no perceived effects on user’s gait [Haj16]. Using non-naturalistic footstep
sounds showed no significant effects on walking patterns [Bre10]. The preferred
volume of footstep playback was found not to significantly differ from the volume of
the soundscape [Tur13a]. Most of the mentioned studies that analyzed augmented
footsteps were carried out under controlled lab settings and did not involve users
walking in real application scenarios. Hence, the results are often based on small
distances. Furthermore, effects due to the measuring equipment, e.g. shoe prototypes,
could influence the results.

The existing body of related works shows that soundscapes and footsteps contribute
to the immersion in virtual worlds [Ker20], in which footstep sounds also influence
walking behavior [Hop19; Ley19; Men10; Ser11; Taj15; Tur15; Tur13b; Wil20]. There
is a positive influence of natural sounds [Alv10; Ben14; Bux21; Cer16] on health, and
augmented footsteps sounds may serve as an unobtrusive feedback channel [Gom20;
Ohn19; Rod14]. In addition, soundscapes themselves can provide special cues about
the environment [Bor14; But05; Din10; Her12; Sei17]. However, so far the main
focus of deploying interactive soundscapes has been on city parks [Ban20b; Law20;
She06; Van20; Vaz12], guidance with soundscapes [Ban20b; McG09; Rei05; Sik18;
Zim08] and virtual reality with augmented footsteps [Hop19; Ker20; Ser11; Wil20].
Our vision is motivated by noisy and stressful city center environments [Bar17] that
can now be masked out by ANC headphones [But19; Mol13; Mül20]. This might
enable the transformation of any acoustic environment into a natural soundscape
and provide interactivity in AAR via augmented footstep sounds. Relaxing and
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exploratory experiences to promote health by walking [Org10; Pra14; Vaz12] thus
can be implemented at any location and extend the capabilities of sound gardens
[She06]. The created natural soundscapes can be enhanced by warning sounds that
fit into the virtual acoustic environment in order to notify the listeners [But05]
of hazardous situations, without completely taking the user out of the immersive
experience. For instance, approaching vehicles that share their location in real time
can communicate with pedestrians in virtual acoustic worlds [Cha17a]. However,
in previous works, external sounds from the virtual environment were used as cues,
while virtual sounds produced by the listeners themselves, e.g., footsteps, were not
considered. For example, when accidentally leaving a guided audio path [McG09],
special footstep sounds can notify users that they walk the wrong way, as they would
when walking beside a gravel path in the forest. Accelerated or delayed footstep
sounds could unobtrusively hint users to hurry up, e.g. to catch a bus, or calm down
to be more relaxed [Men10]. By switching between different soundscapes, users can
experience a multifaceted path with a rich variety of impressions [Tur13b]. In this
chapter, we explore the vision of augmented interactive soundscapes in city centers
with augmented footstep sounds and its influence on listeners. In contrast to [McG20],
we focus on isolated auditory displays and investigate the impact of footstep sounds
and their capabilities in audio augmented realities. As a research vehicle we use the
EnvironZen application. To ensure universal and ubiquitous usage, only smartphone
acceleration data are applied to establish real time footstep detection and sonification.
This approach does not require instrumenting users with additional equipment that
may have an impact on the natural user’s gait. The main contributions of this
chapter include (1) an open-source application for augmenting footstep sounds, (2)
an evaluation of individual perceptions of urban stimuli in audio augmented realities,
(3) the sonification of augmented footstep sounds to convey navigation cues, and (4)
an evaluation of the effects of accelerated and delayed footstep sound feedback.
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Figure 9.1: Left: Start screen of EnvironZen with inactive soundscape; the urban
environment signals the unmodified urban sound environment. Right: Swiping up
activates the “Beach” soundscape; swiping left or right selects other soundscapes;
swiping down stops the audio augmentation.

9.3 EnvironZen Application
EnvironZen is designed to transform any acoustic environment into a relaxing
soundscape. Based on motion data of the most ubiquitous device – the smartphone
– [Bal06] the application aims to recognize and augment footsteps, anywhere and
without any additional equipment. The name is composed of Environment and
Zen. Although we do not fully relate our app to the principles of Zen Buddhism
and walking meditation [Han85; Kab82; Kab13], we aim to encourage users to have
a relaxing, stress-relieving walking experience. The idea behind EnvironZen is to
motivate a walk, e.g. when going to work or during a lunch break in city centers,
where due to the short time of the break no parks are within reach. Since visual
stimuli are maintained, the approach is compatible with busy environments, like
an urban sidewalk. The auditory footstep augmentation was developed to ideally
immerse the user more fully in the auditory world. The state of the Buddha figure
in the startup screen of EnvironZen (Figure 9.1, left) displays the app status. If
the Buddha figure is shown with an urban environment in the background, the
sound augmentation is off. Swiping up changes the figure: the Buddha now wears
headphones and the urban background fades away, being replaced by a circular
“halo”. The selected soundscape starts playing (“Beach” in Figure 9.1). Swiping
left and right changes the soundscape and footstep sounds. By the background
color and the name of the soundscape, users can identify their selection. Footstep
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sounds are played only when the smartphone is put in the trousers pocket, which is
recognized by the proximity sensor of the display. In the menu settings users can
also disable the pocket mode. However, EnvironZen’s algorithm was optimized for
carrying the smartphone in the pocket since the visual perception of the environment
is to be preserved. The user can adjust the volume of the footstep sounds and of
the soundscape via the speaker button on the top of the screen. Additionally, in
the menu users can choose a navigation mode to be guided to a selected location.
In this mode, the footstep sound is changed to a wooden step sound when users
are walking in the wrong direction. Further, a story mode was implemented that
switches randomly between the soundscapes every three minutes, in order to tell
the listener a story without any spoken words. The term story mode is intended to
encourage the user to engage with the virtual acoustic environment. While switching,
a ten-second crossfade between the soundscapes and the footstep sounds ensures a
pleasant adaptation for the listener. For study purposes, the app can be connected to
another smartphone via Bluetooth to start recordings and to activate various study
parts. The application was created for Android 6 or higher and is freely available at
GitHub 1 along with the audio clips.

9.3.1 Step Detection
Step detection algorithms can analyze motion measurements in either the frequency
domain [Kan18] or in the time domain. Time domain approaches include, but
are not limited to, thresholding [Alz12], zero-crossing counts [Jay13], and peak
detection [Yin07]. Our step detection algorithm is based on the recommendations
by Brajdic and Harle [Bra13]. However, we had to extend and reconfigure the
proposed windowed peak detection algorithm [Bra13] in order to support real-time
step counting. In contrast to Brajdic and Harle, who used a fixed window size of
590 ms for peak detection, we use a window size of 500 ms and change it to 330 ms
when the acceleration intensity is above a threshold. We included this adjustment
to support activities like short runs, e.g. to catch a bus, for which a fixed window
size showed highly inaccurate step counts. Thus, the algorithm covers two states:
walking and running.

In Figure 9.2, MovingAverage(duration) is an object that computes the moving
average over the last duration seconds (window size). The add method adds another
acceleration magnitude value. The avg method returns the current moving average.
The magnitude is calculated as 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑀𝑎𝑔𝑛 =

√︀
𝑎2

𝑥 + 𝑎2
𝑦 + 𝑎2

𝑧 − 𝑔. The earth’s gravity
(𝑔 = 9.81 𝑚/𝑠2) is subtracted in order to zero the result when no activity is performed.
The magnitude is then filtered with a moving average over 310 ms, as proposed by
[Bra13]. The parameters 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 indicate window sizes (in seconds), while 𝑝3 to

1 https://github.com/M-Schrapel/EnvironZen

https://github.com/M-Schrapel/EnvironZen
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𝑝5 serve as thresholds to detect signal peaks. The parameters have been optimized
by an evolutionary algorithm using a Gaussian mutation operator. The window
size minWindow is initialized with 500 ms and is updated for each measurement
depending on the intensity filter. In case the intensity filter exceeds the threshold
𝑝3, minWindow is set to 330 ms to allow for accurate step detection while running.
The assumption here is that the acceleration is higher for running than for walking.
If the time since the last recognized step is less than minWindow, then no step is
reported. A step is recognized when the filtered magnitude accMagFiltered is above
the threshold thresholdFilter.avg multiplied by the parameter 𝑝4. Further, the filtered
magnitude accMagFiltered must be above the absolute threshold 𝑝5 to detect peaks
in the signal.

Figure 9.2: Step Detection Algorithm.

To optimize this algorithm, two experimenters (25 years, 75 kg, 1.80 m and
32 years, 97 kg, 1.89 m) recorded accelerometer measurements with a mobile phone
(a Xiaomi 9T and a Huawei Mate 20 Pro, respectively) placed in the front left
trousers pocket. They walked for five minutes on sidewalks to record accelerometer
data. One developer (32 years) is an experienced runner, recording additional data at
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an almost constant pace of 10 km/h while running in bear-foot shoes. A total of 230
steps were extracted for the optimization of our algorithm. Samples were discarded
for which the magnitude’s signal peak did not exactly indicate a heel strike.

The dataset of 230 steps was used to optimize the parameters 𝑝1 to 𝑝5 with a
fitness function that runs the step detection algorithm over the entire dataset until
all steps are recognized. The algorithm is provided with the actual number of steps
and has to locate them in the dataset. In each iteration, all parameters are mutated
with a Gaussian function. The steps are then computed and the new result is
compared to the previous result. For this purpose, the (1+1) evolutionary algorithm
[Dro02] selects the previous (parent) or new parameterization (child) with number of
recognized steps closest to the real number of steps, i.e., the lowest fitness score, and
continues the mutation and calculation until no steps are unrecognized. The resulting
parameters are shown in Table 9.1. The algorithm was subsequently tested by one
female and four male volunteers (age: M=31.6, SD=13.2 years; height: M=1.77,
SD=0.1 m; weight: M=77.6, SD=8.45 kg). They installed a test application on their
own smartphone (two Huawei One Plus 6, Samsung Galaxy S5 and S10e, Google Pixel
4a) and were introduced to walk for five minutes on a pedestrian walkway with the
phone in their left trousers pocket and headphones on. During the test they heard a
beep sound every time a step was detected. Although two participants mistakenly put
the phone in their right trousers pocket, all testers reported an accurate and instant
step detection when their feed touched the ground. To evaluate the performance of
the step sensing algorithm, we have built a pair of sensing sandals with attached force
sensing resistors on the sole. An Arduino measured both the pressure on the sole and
the audio signal amplifier output from a Zealot H6 Bluetooth headset. The headset
is connected to a Xiaomi 9T smartphone running our application. We recorded
timestamps, when the sole pressure changed and a beep sound is played. On the
phone we record the time from a triggered accelerometer sensor event to immediately
before a footstep sound is played. One author recorded time measurements from

Table 9.1: Algorithm parameterization based on 230 recorded steps from two people
during running and walking. The parameters were optimized with an evolutionary
algorithm using a Gaussian mutation operator.

Values
Parameter Initial Optimized

𝑝1 0.2 0.629
𝑝2 1.5 1.365
𝑝3 4 3.893
𝑝4 1 1.017
𝑝5 0.7 0.715
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30 steps walking along a corridor. We measured that the mean time from the foot
touching the ground to sound being emitted is 351.9 ms (SD = 104.8 ms), of which
on average 300 ms are due to the Bluetooth delay [Tri21]. The average step sound
delay of 51.9 ms includes an average of 3.9 ms (SD=1.4 ms) from the moment the
sensor routine detects a step to triggering a sound event on the smartphone.

9.3.2 Soundscapes & Footstep Sounds
We use different royalty-free soundscapes and footstep sounds from the web for our
application. Ten different, randomly selected footstep sound variations for each
surface ensure that listeners get the feeling of uniqueness for every step they take.
Furthermore, the measured duration between two detected heel strikes is used to
model the volume of the footstep sound in order to reinforce this impression. The
spectrograms shown in Figure 9.3 visualize some of the implemented soundscapes
and their frequency distributions. Beach is composed of an ocean wave keynote
sound, which is accompanied by seagull cries as soundmarks. In this soundscape,
users walk on sand to create the impression of a walk on the beach. The spectrogram
shows a relatively uniform frequency distribution, which is primarily defined by the
ocean wave peaks. Creek is defined only by the keynote of flowing water. Although
the spectrum is similar to Beach, there are no clear soundmarks here and the listener
walks on deep puddles. Forest is a rich soundscape with singing birds as soundmarks
and a small creek as a keynote sound. The listener walks on dry leaves through
this soundscape. The spectrum here is characterized by high-frequency birdsong.
Similarly, Jungle takes the listener to the soundscape of a rainforest. Besides singing
birds, chirping crickets and frogs can be heard. The reverb effect creates a wide
and extensive atmosphere, in which the listener walks on the same dry-leaves-sound
as before in the forest. The abundance of the environment can also be seen in the
high intensities in the lower frequency range. The Mountain soundscape represents
an empty place, only defined by blowing wind and a screaming eagle, which is
clearly identifiable in the spectrum by the two peaks at 5 and 30 seconds. Here, the
listener walks on little stones or gravel whereby the strong wind hints at the location.
Likewise, the Snow soundscape is defined by cold, blowing wind, which presents
the soundscape much more dominantly than the wind in the mountain soundscape.
Comparing the spectra of Snow and Mountain reveals this difference. Here, the
listener walks on deep snow through this rough and cold environment. Further, we
implemented a Rain soundscape, in which continuous rain and a footstep sound
of walking in a puddle creates the acoustic environment. The Musical soundscape
was added as a playful, interactive music environment, in which the act of walking
generates music similar to a floor piano. A continuous drum beat is played and to
every footstep, a random note of a kalimba is played. In this soundscape, the effect
of the footstep volume adjustment based on the duration between two steps becomes
particularly useful for creating unique sounds with every step.
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Figure 9.3: Spectrograms of the various soundscapes: During a walk the background
sounds are played continuously.

9.4 Online Survey
We aimed to evaluate our soundscapes and the footstep sounds in order to find the
most preferred and pleasant sounds for a subsequent in-situ field study. In addition,
we wanted to investigate which warning signals that match the soundscape can
also be used to interpret approaching vehicles, such as scooters or bicycles. Sixteen
individuals (four female and twelve male) aged between 22 and 32 years (M=25.2,
SD=2.3 years) were surveyed. They were asked about their headphone usage and
whether they use noise canceling headphones. Further, we added questions regarding
exercises for relaxation purposes with and without digital support through wearables
or apps.

After the first set of demographic questions and headphone usage, respondents
were introduced to put on their headphones in a quiet environment and to listen
carefully to the subsequent audio samples. In the first part, they had to listen and
rate the footstep sounds from Section 9.3.2 on a 5-point scale from very unpleasant to
very pleasant. The survey continued with a vision video of our application, in which
we introduced the idea of augmented footstep sounds in urban areas. As before, the
respondents listened to and rated each soundscape including the footstep sounds.
The last part showed a 10-second video of a walking person and an approaching
bicycle to demonstrate the idea of soundscape-related warning sounds. The audio
track consisted of a soundscape and footstep sounds from Section 9.3.2. In this video,
the approaching cyclist is shown ringing the bell, but the bell sound is replaced by
different warning sounds, depending on the soundscape. The warning sounds were a
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galloping horse for Beach, a woodpecker for Forest, sleigh bells for Snow, the roar
sound of a tiger for Jungle, and an electric guitar for Musical. After each warning
sound, we asked the participants to judge how well the sound fits into the scenery
and whether the sound is suitable to warn of approaching vehicles. The soundscape
Mountain was not surveyed on warning sounds, as we here use the bicycle bell as
the warning sound in the in-situ study.

9.4.1 Results
Eight participants stated to regularly use headphones while walking and doing outdoor
sporting activities. Seven of them use ANC headphones for listening to music in
public places, during transportation and at work. Six participants reported to
perform meditation exercises like yoga or breathing exercises for relaxation purposes.
Four of them support their exercises with mobile applications. Eight stated that
they have never used meditation applications for recreational activities. Six of them
declared that they had never done meditation exercises before.

Figure 9.4 depicts the ratings of the sounds presented in the survey. Forest
was found to be the most relaxing presented soundscape, followed by Beach, and
Mountain. A Friedman test indicated that our soundscapes were rated differently
X2(6) = 24.234, 𝑝 < 0.001. A subsequent post-hoc Tukey test showed that Forest
was rated significantly higher, while Musical was rated lowest among the others. The
respondents could not imagine using Musical for recreational purposes, but found
the Guitar to be the most appropriate warning sound, followed by the Sleigh Bell
and the Tiger sound. In the Forest soundscape, the Woodpecker was appropriate
but less dominant as warning sound. The Horse at the Beach was mentioned to
grab attention, but our respondents found the sound inappropriate on the beach.
Thus the sound was changed for the in-situ study to a Ship Horn, introduced and

Figure 9.4: Ratings of the implemented soundscapes, sorted from highest to lowest
score. A score of 5 presents the highest rating. The pictograms in the bars indicate
the footstep sounds. BG is the background environment without any augmentation
(just ANC). The first three soundscapes were also evaluated in the in-situ study. The
colors of the bars separate the soundscapes.
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rated in the opening questionnaire of the in-study. Leaves was found to be the most
suitable footstep sound for Forest and Jungle, followed by Gravel on the Mountain
and Sand on the Beach. Leaves was remarked as similar sound to a plastic foil
by two respondents. In the Snow soundscape participants perceived the footstep
sounds on snow similar to a wooden floor. From the findings we selected Forest,
Beach, and Mountain for the in-situ study. Since the galloping Horse in the Beach
soundscape was rated low, we decided to change that sound to a Ship Horn for the
main study. Further we asked which other soundscapes they would like to immerse in.
Participants mentioned a drip stone cave, the soundscape of the moon, a medieval
township, a sunny meadow, New York City at night, and one wanted to have a
trampoline sound for the footsteps in a fun park.

9.5 In-Situ Field Study
We conducted a field study to find out how augmented footstep sounds can be used
in urban environments. We recruited sixteen participants (three women and 13 men)
aged 21 to 58 years (M=28.9, SD=9.7 years) for the in-situ study. Seven of these
participants (M=26.9, SD=2.4 years) also participated in the previous online survey.
One day before each volunteer participated in the study they were kindly instructed
to fill out an initial questionnaire. We asked the same demographic questions as
before about headphone usage and introduced the topic of the survey. In addition,
we repeated the warning sound test for two selected soundscapes Forest and Beach.
The intention was to increase awareness of the warning sounds for the following
study so that the participants are able to interpret these signals in the soundscapes.
For the Beach soundscape, two sounds were presented. At first the galloping horse
sound from the online survey and second a ship horn sound. The latter was chosen
for the study as this dominant sound can be more easily associated with a marine
environment.

The study took place on weekdays between noon and 5 PM in the city center
of Hannover, Germany on a crowed pedestrian sidewalk next to a city street. Two
construction sites, cars, restaurants, and stores shaped the lively acoustic environment
and thus gave us the opportunity to test our application in the proposed scenario.
Figure 9.5 depicts the study route taken in summer season of 2021 mainly during
sunny weather with some wind blowing on several days. At the starting point, the
experimenter handed out the EnvironZen App installed on a Huawei Mate 20 Pro to
the participant. During the study the experimenter remotely controlled the app via
Bluetooth with a Huawei OnePlus 3 smartphone. The participant was instructed
to comply with the traffic rules and asked put on the Sony WH-3000-XM3 ANC
headphones.

After calibrating the ANC algorithm to the participant’s ears, the participant
adjusted the volume of the soundscape and the step sounds to their preferred level
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Figure 9.5: Image at starting point (right) and study route map (left): at route
segment A participants walked with headphones in ANC mode without any sounds.
From B to D the soundscapes Beach, Forest, and Mountain. Augmented footstep
sounds Sand, Leaves, and Gravel were played in the sections marked in green. Segment
E was used for storytelling with footstep sounds and for playback of warning signals
when vehicles are approaching. The pictograms indicate the soundscapes and the
yellow marks show construction sites. Segment F was used for navigation. G and H
were used for delayed or accelerated footstep sounds using the Forest sounds.

and put the phone in their left trouser pocket. To make them familiar with ANC,
they walked route segment A with ANC on, but without any sound augmentation to
the end of the first sidewalk. The experimenter followed the participant all the time
at a short distance. At the end of the route segment the participants took off the
headphones and the experimenter interviewed them about the impression of the noise
cancellation. All interviews were audio recorded for later analysis. Afterwards on
the route segments B, C, and D the three soundscapes Beach, Forest, and Mountain
were played in counterbalanced order. Until the middle of each route (marked in
blue in Figure 9.5) the participants listened to the pure soundscape without footstep
augmentation. Then (marked in green in Figure 9.5), the augmented footstep sounds
Sand, Leaves, or Gravel were played depending on the soundscape. At the end of each
route segment participants were interviewed about their impression on the temporal
accuracy of augmented footstep sounds, whether they experienced immersion into
the soundscapes, what they remembered to having heard, and whether and in what
way the footstep sounds contributed to the scenery. When participants remarked
that the volume of the soundscapes or of the footstep sounds was not appropriate,
they had the opportunity to readjust the volume. Furthermore, we recorded GPS
and accelerometer data, as well as timestamps, volume, and recognized steps.
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Route segment E is divided into the three soundscapes Beach, Forest and Mountain
with augmented footsteps as shown in Figure 9.5. This segment was intended to
evaluate whether footstep sounds can contribute to more immersive storytelling
and how warning sounds are perceived that aim to direct the user’s attention to
approaching vehicles. The warning sounds are realized with spatial audio in eight
compass directions. The intended story was simple: A walk begins on a beach, then
leads though a forest, and finally ascends to the top of a mountain. When vehicles
like bicycles or e-scooters were approaching, the experimenter sent a command to
the participant’s smartphone that specified the direction of the vehicle and the
soundscape-related warning sound. The warning sounds Ship horn, Woodpecker, or
Bicycle Bell were played from the vehicle’s direction in relation to the user. This does
not provide a controlled study setting, but it does make the participant more aware
of approaching vehicles while using ANC headphones for their safety. The sound
was linearly cross-faded between two adjacent soundscapes to avoid hard transitions.
Before this part began, participants were only told that they were about to hear a
story and warning sounds when vehicles are approaching to which they should pay
attention to. Afterwards, participants were interviewed about the story and warning
sounds they heard.

Route F was used to evaluate whether footstep sounds can be employed for
navigation purposes. In the Forest soundscape participants walked on Leaves as
long as they walked in the right direction. When they walked on the wrong path,
the experimenter remotely changed the footstep sound to Wooden Planks with his
phone. Before this part began, participants were informed that the system would
navigate them a destination unknown to them, which they can identify by a Gong
sound. Further, they were informed that they would walk in the wrong direction
when they hear themselves walking on a wooden surface. When reaching the location,
participants were asked how they experienced the feedback.

The aim of the last part on route segments G and H was to measure the influence
of asynchronous footstep sounds. Again the Forest soundscape was used together
with the Leaves footstep sound. The participants were introduced to walk to the end
of each route without giving them any information on the intention of this study
part. By averaging the time between the first five recognized steps we measured the
current walking speed. Based on this calculated average step duration a footstep
rhythm continued that, depended on the study part, ether increased or decreased by
five milliseconds every two seconds. After 60 seconds, or the initial averaged step
duration plus or minus 150 milliseconds, the footstep playback continued with this
maximum step duration offset. Each participant either began by hearing increasing
or decreasing footstep sound periods on route segment G and then continued with the
other method on route segment H. After each segment, participants were interviewed if
they noticed anything. Afterwards, participants were handed out a final questionnaire
for gathering feedback about this study and the presented technology. We asked
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which study part they liked most, which soundscape they preferred and why, how
accurate they found the timing of the step sounds to be, whether step sounds provided
a more immersive and relaxing experience, as well as in which context they would use
such audio augmentations. Furthermore, the participants were given the opportunity
to give us free-form feedback.

9.6 Evaluation
In the following, the results of the in-situ field study are presented.

9.6.0.1 Augmented Footsteps vs. No Augmentation
Initially, the participants walked with active noise canceling to familiarize themselves
with the technology. In the subsequent interview eleven participants mentioned that
it was unusual but pleasant to block the environmental noise. One noted that he
never before realized how noisy the environment actually is. Two remarked that
the headphones amplified their own footstep sounds while walking. In the following,
results of our interviews from the counterbalanced soundscapes are presented.

In the Beach soundscape, participants mostly mentioned the ocean wave sound
first as a dominant keynote sound. One participant thought he mistook the sound
of waves for approaching cars, and another noted that he had to look around to
see where the water was coming from. P2 stated “It was confusing, it felt like
I’m walking on a beach but I couldn’t see it.”. Similarly P8 said “It was surreal to
walk on the lively street but hear the soundscape of a beach.”. Interestingly, some
participants incorporated their visual impressions into the soundscape and felt even
more immersed in a beach environment. P1 and P11 remarked that they had the
impression of walking on a beach promenade, because of the restaurants nearby. P10,
P12, and P14 had been on a beach vacation shortly before and felt taken back by
the soundscape. With footstep augmentation, P6 noted “With the step sound it was
different, I was more focused on the acoustic environment, it was more intense.”.
However, P16 perceived, in contrast to the other participants, the steps as not being
in sync with his footsteps and felt like someone is walking behind, which he found
confusing. P10 remarked that augmented footsteps suppressed the sound of his
own footsteps, which made the soundscape more immersive. P11 mentioned that
the augmented footsteps reinforced the soundscape and gave a more intense feeling,
making him focus more on his own footsteps and breathing. P8, P9, P12, P14 and
P16 found the footstep sounds slightly too loud, which made it more difficult for
them to immerse themselves in the environment. P12 mentioned that he was able
to get used to the volume after taking a few steps. The participants were therefore
given the opportunity to readjust the footstep volume for the following parts.

When the experimenter asked after the Forest soundscape what kind of soundscape
they heard, seven participants mentioned the Leaves step sound as a remarkable
environmental feature. P15 rather mentioned dry grass and perceived the environ-
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ment, like P10 and P16, in the very deep forest. P1 found the environment with
step sounds more immersive but remarked “The footstep sounds came a bit too early.
But when I began to imagine dry leaves on the ground making sounds before the
feet touches the ground, I felt even more immersed in the forest.”. P9 mentioned
that the footstep sound matched his gait making the soundscape more immersive.
For P5 it was challenging to concentrate on the soundscape due to the wind during
the study. A misaligned footstep sound playback was perceived as disturbing. P6
repeated the perceived effect of focusing as in the Beach soundscape. For P4, the
footstep sound increased the presence and the previously decreased footstep volume
made it more realistic. P13 remarked that “the step sound was too beautiful to be
realistic.”. For P10, P14 and P15 the step volume was perceived as too loud and had
to be adjusted. P12 stated that he immersed more in the soundscape by looking at
the trees on the side of the road. Similarly, P3 reported that he focused more on his
visual perception.

The soundscape Mountain was perceived very differently among the participants.
P3 imagined to walk in a forest on puddles which was less pleasant to him. P7
interpreted wind sounds as ocean waves and found the footstep volume too loud,
which was readjusted in consequence. P10 found himself in a primeval forest with a
screaming parrot. During the interview, when mentioning the walked stony path,
he noticed that the soundscape fits better to a mountain after all. P11 could
not distinguish whether the wind noise was coming from cars on the road or the
soundscape. P14 found the footstep sounds less synchronized with his gait. In
contrast, P1 liked the quiet sounds. Although he perceived the soundscape as less
immersive, he favored the footstep sound. Similarly, P15 mentioned “I could almost
feel the surface structure of the ground.”. P2 favored the empty, quiet soundscape. The
footsteps on the dry path and the wind were perceived as very relaxing. Readjusting
the footstep sounds was remarked as more pleasant for P13. P12 associated the
footsteps with a swamp. He remarked that in his bear-foot shoes he felt on the side
way with the footstep sounds like he would “step into something.”. Thus, he decided
to shortly walk on a small grass field beside the road which was more pleasant to him.
P6 used the quiet soundscape to focus on his gait while walking. Most interestingly
P16 smiled and said “I felt taken back to my childhood. The soundscape matched
the place where I grew up. I walked again on the stony path next to corn fields and
a forest on the other side.”. Further he continued “Without the footstep sounds I
couldn’t have immersed myself back.”.

9.6.0.2 Storytelling and Warning Sounds
On the story path back to the starting point warning sounds were interpreted
correctly, but none of the participants really integrated the approaching vehicles in
their imagined story. P1 found the composition made of Beach, Forest, Mountain like
a short walk through Japan. Beginning from the sea he walked up to the mountains.
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He remarked the Ship Horn as very appropriate to catch his attention. P2 interpreted
the ship as a train and could not imagine where it was coming from in the Beach
soundscape story. The windy weather on this day contributed to immersing into
the entire story. Although the Bicycle Bell was easy to interpret in the Mountain
soundscape, the participant was less aware of the traffic and instead felt more relaxed.
P2 also stated “I would like to have control when warning sounds are played. When
a bicycle was approaching in front of me I could already see it.”. P3 has perceived
the story of a plane crash on a lonely island. He remarked that the Woodpecker
sound was less dominant and not appropriate for warnings. He watched the traffic
but mentioned that he could also immerse into the story. Similarly, P4 stranded
on a lonely island. P5 made a travel around Europe starting from the Northsea to
the Alps. P6 wandered to a river source and completely forgot the study situation.
The crossfade of the soundscapes was remarked as “extremely convincing.”. P7 felt
teleported through different worlds and almost forgot the city environment. The
Woodpecker warning sound was remarked as “surprisingly suitable and fitting into
the soundscape.”. P8 found the Bicycle Bell funny and surprising. It fitted well into
the overall reality. P9 made a relaxing day on the beach and went back home in
the mountains. Similarly, P10 imagined a tropical island and returned to the resort.
He even felt that he could concentrate better on the traffic. P11 felt remembered
of a full vacation. P12 made a walk to mountains but had the feeling he could
concentrate less on the traffic. P13, P14 and P16 made similar walks. P15 stranded
after shipwreck on a lonely island in search for food. The warning sounds did not
match his story, which made him feel taken out of his story.

9.6.0.3 Navigation
Participants were asked how synchronous they perceive the footstep sounds now
after using the technology for a while. In 8 cases (P1, P2, P6, P12, P13, P14, P15
and P16) participants remarked that the step sound is now more synchronous as it
was in the beginning. P5 was the only one who still perceived the footstep sounds as
asynchronous with slight improvements. P3, P7 and P14 were impressed about the
synchronous footstep feedback. P8 commented that the synchronicity of the footsteps
depends on the sound and its dynamics. P16 remarked that he had to get used to
the footstep sounds in the first five minutes of the study. Afterwards, he perceived
the sounds and his footsteps as part of the soundscapes. The intended navigation
path was walked by two people without taking the wrong path. Eleven participants
stated that they instantly understood the footstep feedback on the wrong path and
changed the direction immediately. P12 commented that this kind of feedback has a
“binary fashion” meaning that when there are more than two possible directions, he
had to try the other paths. P13 and P16 also mentioned that. P11 would like to hear
the feedback left or right to identify the right way. When P2 tried the directions she
felt watched by strangers.
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9.6.0.4 Asynchronous Footstep Playback
In 14 cases, people noticed the faster footstep playback. P5 found the step sounds to
be asynchronous over the entire study and couldn’t identify any changes. P8 could
also not perceive any differences although he previously found the step sound to be
mostly synchronous. Five participants perceived the faster feedback as stressing, five
felt pushed by the footstep sounds and four remarked the feedback as unpleasant.
P14 mentioned a feeling of walking beside a person or dog. P16 noticed that he
started to walk faster and then decided to slow down his pace. P15 walked his own
pace but felt like walking faster.

In contrast, nine participants found no difference when the footstep sounds were
played slower. Again, P5 didn’t perceived any differences. P10 and P11 thought the
slower pace might be an imagination. Five participants (P1, P2, P3, P4, P11) found
the slower pace to be relaxing or pleasant. Four participants (P2, P9, P11, P13)
reported an urge to slow their pace. P14 again reported the feeling of walking beside
another person. He also perceived the walked surface as muddy. P2 was persuaded
by the footstep sounds and stated afterwards: “When I noticed the slower footstep
rhythm I realized that I really walk too fast and should slow down myself to be more
relaxed.”.

In Figure 9.6 the influence of the playback is visualized. A Mann-Kendall test
was performed for each study part. We could not identify a significant trend when
footsteps were played faster (𝑝 = 0.79, 𝑧 = 0.27, 𝜏 = −0.04, 𝑠 = −17.0). When
footstep sounds were played slower, a Mann-Kendall Test identified a significant
increasing trend of the step durations (𝑝 = 0.0072, 𝑧 = 2.69, 𝜏 = 0.34, 𝑠 = 0.0007).
From the Figure 9.6, the trends can also be identified.

Figure 9.6: Footstep playback delay vs. step duration: A negative delay corresponds
to a faster walking speed. The dashed line visualizes the significant trend found by a
Mann-Kendall test. By decreasing the step duration we could not identify trends.
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9.7 Discussion
Soundscapes do not necessarily have to compose a rich sound environment to be
perceived as pleasant. In our online survey the Jungle soundscape, which has
the highest variety of sounds and reverb effects, was not rated higher than the
Forest soundscape. We nevertheless assume that the preferences are user-dependent.
However, the participants of the in-situ study stated to incorporate their visual
impressions into the played soundscapes. For example, trees on the side of the road
were woven into the acoustic forest and restaurants were integrated into an imagined
walk down a beach promenade. To improve the overall experience, the selection of a
soundscape could be based on visual impressions of the walked paths. Such “auditory
anchors” may be stores and restaurants along the way or particular landmarks, which
could be retrieved from map data.

From the moment at which step sounds were played, the environment was expe-
rienced as richer and more compelling. Augmented footstep sounds added a new
quality to the experience. For instance, participants perceived the acoustic forest
as more realistic when they heard the sound of their own footsteps on dry leaves;
and P16 imagined to be back to a specific place of his childhood in the Mountain
soundscape. In our interviews participants mentioned the word focused (on steps and
breath) when augmented step sounds were played. Therefore, we wanted to find out
whether the independent variables soundscapes and footstep sounds have effects on
the users’ step duration in the first study part. A Shapiro-Wilk test showed no normal
distribution of the step duration with augmented footsteps in the soundscapes Beach
and Mountain. Therefore, a Friedman test was performed that showed no significant
differences between the three soundscapes with and without footstep augmentation
regarding the step duration (𝐹 (6,16) = 5.86, 𝑝 = 0.32 > 0.05). One reason for this
outcome may be that the participants had to remain aware of their surroundings,
e.g. to circumvent other pedestrians. However, this contradicts findings from related
work in lab studies in which the step length and walking pace were both affected
by different footstep sounds [Cor20; Tur13b]. In addition to external influences,
the footstep sound volume was sometimes perceived to be too loud after initial
attempts, although all sounds were normalized and related work found no significant
difference in the preferred volume of soundscapes and footsteps [Tur13a]. Because a
Shapiro-Wilk test confirmed a normal distribution of the volumes of soundscapes and
footstep sounds in each study part, we performed a t-test for each pair of volumes.
We found that each pair of soundscape volume and footstep volume was significantly
different (𝑡(2,16) = 13.95, 𝑝 < 0.001). One-way ANOVAs were conducted to analyze
the volume change of the soundscape and footstep sounds over the study tasks. The
results revealed that once footstep sound volume is set, there is no further significant
different change of the volume (𝐹 (8,16) = 1.60, 𝑝 = 0.14 > 0.05). The same applies
to the soundscape volume (𝐹 (8,16) = 0.04, 𝑝 = 0.99 > 0.05). We therefore conclude,
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in contrast to [Tur13a], that the footstep volume should be adjusted below the
soundscape volume. On average, the footstep volume (𝑣𝑜𝑙 = 42.52%; 𝑆𝐷 = 14.82 %)
was set 17.4 % below the soundscape volume (𝑣𝑜𝑙 = 59.95%; 𝑆𝐷 = 12.22 %) for a
pleasant experience. Although no other significant differences were found, a Mann-
Kendall test found a significant decreasing trend for the footstep volume change
over the study parts (𝑝 = 0.006 < 0.05, 𝑧 = 2.75, 𝜏 = −0.16, 𝑠 = −1332.0) while no
trend on the soundscape volume change could be identified (𝑝 = 0.65 > 0.05, 𝑧 =
0.45, 𝜏 = −0.16, 𝑠 = −0.03). Figure 9.7 depicts the volume change of soundscapes
and footsteps over the study.

Figure 9.7: Volume adjustment over the course of the study: While both sounds
were adjusted equally in the beginning, participants repeatedly lowered the footstep
volume (in yellow) from an average of 60 % to 42.5 %.

Our participants reported that they perceived the footstep playback as more
synchronous with their actual footsteps after having used the augmentation for a
while. This is most likely not only due to a learning effect, but also depends on the
volume of the step sounds. An asynchronous step feedback was also experienced
as walking next to a person. According to P16, it took him 5 minutes to get used
to the feedback and then he perceived the augmented footstep sounds as part of
the soundscape. We conclude that a highly accurate footstep synchronization is not
necessary in the context of AAR. In the closing questionnaire the synchronicity of the
footstep sounds on a 5-point scale from 1 (fully asynchronous) to 5 (fully synchronous)
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has been evaluated (M=4.13, SD=0.93). Ten participants of the in-situ study rated
the synchronicity as 4 (synchronous). Five participants stated full synchronicity
(P3, P6, P7, P11, P16) and only P5 found the sounds to be fully asynchronous.
Also for P5, a delay of the step sounds led to an increase in the step duration,
according to a Mann-Kendall test (𝑝 = 0.04 < 0.05, 𝑧 = 1.97, 𝜏 = 0.51, 𝑠 = 23.0),
although he noticed no change in the rate of the footstep playback. Thus, we infer
that delayed footstep playback may serve as an unobtrusive feedback method to
slow pedestrians down. In contrast, a faster playback was perceived as stressful and
pushing, which might be helpful in the context of running with the aim of holding a
certain pace or to catch a bus during a navigation tasks. We also evaluated whether
the participants were able to immerse themselves in the soundscapes on a 5-point
scale from 1 (no immersion) to 5 (full acoustic immersion) (M=3.94, SD=0.66).
Three participants totally agreed to have felt immersed into another world (P2,
P6, P11), nine agreed and only four were neutral (P4, P8, P10, P13). Here we
conclude that footstep augmentation contributes to immersing into audio-augmented
realities. Commonly used questionnaires that measure immersion or presence [Wit98]
were not applied, as augmented soundscapes fully preserve all visual stimuli of
reality and thus several items on standard questionnaires do not apply [McG20].
Furthermore, the urban environment in the in-situ study presented an uncontrolled
setting, leading to confounds when trying to measure immersion. We found that
the participants combined external visual impressions and even wind sounds and
their tactile and haptic perception into a unified experience. Therefore, we felt that
interviews would be a more appropriate method to assess personal experiences of
augmented soundscapes in public places [Bro14].

By telling the participants that they will hear an auditory story, they were easily
able to make up story lines by themselves. Examples of stories they imagined were: a
walk in Japan, being on a vacation, stranding on an lonely island, or even going back
to their childhood. The auditory soundscape inspired the imagination of fictional
stories or the evocation of memories, whereby the sounds of footsteps influence the
imagination. Interestingly, none of our participants talked about a story in the third
person. They were always referring to themselves as the main actor in the story,
which suggests at least some degree of immersion into the played soundscapes. Mostly
the participants imagined being surrounded by a natural environment without other
people, which indicates that the participants mentally blocked out the crowded urban
environment. Man-made warning sounds, like the bicycle bell and the ship horn,
were perceived as surprising and could not be woven into their stories. Instead, those
sounds brought the participants out of the story to focus more on the surrounding
traffic. The woodpecker signal sound was a better fit for the soundscape, but it may
lead to important warning signals being ignored. Hence, it seems more suitable for
signaling a change of direction in a navigation task rather than as a warning sound.
The binary fashion of the footstep feedback during the navigation task (standard
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sound when on the right track, wood sound when on the wrong track) was found
to be sufficient to signal wrong walking directions. Although this simple navigation
feedback was perceived as easy and intuitively understandable, it does not provide
sufficiently strong cues to replace spatial audio navigation methods in terms of
efficiency [Alb16; Hel20]. Thus, it should rather be used to deliver a stop signal, e.g.
at a red traffic light, or to indicate when walking in the wrong direction. In terms of
walking meditation, an audio augmented reality using footstep feedback can offer
a new dimension of meditation. Individuals reported feeling more focused on their
own steps and breath with footstep feedback. In addition, an AAR should not be
considered as a replacement for walking meditation in urban soundscapes but as one
potential element of a meditation method [Han11]. Further research is required to
compare the effect of our approach on walking meditation and the effect of AAR
without augmented footstep sounds.

In comparison to McGill et al. [McG20], our research confirms some of their results.
Auditory displays can weave into the overall perceived environment. However, the
visual influences and footstep sounds have an additional impact on how real an audio
augmented reality is perceived. Embedded warning sounds can restore a certain
perceived sense of safety with ANC headphones to make the user aware of their
surroundings. Likewise, footstep sounds can be used to intuitively, instantly and
partly unconsciously convey simple cues. This makes footstep sounds suitable to not
overload an auditory display. However, our results show that these sounds require
a short period of familiarization to be perceived as part of the overall reality. In
addition, the footstep volume needs to be adjusted below the background soundscape
volume to provide a more realistic experience, and faster step feedback should be
avoided as it was perceived as stressful.

9.8 Evaluating Risk Factors in Urban Environments
The in-situ field study showed that pedestrians can react quickly to augmented
acoustic signals. However, dangerous situations involving real risks of injury could
not be evaluated. This section is intended to discuss what those risks are and how
they could be evaluated in future research.

Figure 9.8 illustrates an example situation in which the proposed audio augmenta-
tion could support save use of noise canceling headphones in urban environments.
In picture A the user walks along a street with ANC headphones on while a car
approaches from out of sight. Similar situations can occur, for example, at parking
exits or driveways. Illustration B depicts the corresponding audio augmented sound-
scape Beach where the user walks on sand and hears the ocean waves and seagulls.
When the car is approaching, the user hears a ship horn from the direction of the
car. The footstep sound changes to wooden planks to enforce the intention to stop
and focus on the surroundings in the urban environment. Figure 9.8 C visualizes
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Figure 9.8: An illustration of an example danger situation. In A the user cant see
the approaching. In B the user is made aware of an approaching danger by a played
ship horn sound and the step sound of wooden planks. In C the visualization shows
that the smartphone and the approaching car communicate via a cellular base station
with each other.

how the car and smartphone of the user communicate via a cellular base station with
each other. Both share their location and direction with a central computing system
where potential collisions are calculated. In the field, this situation could not be
easily evaluated because of involved risk of injuries. Apart from the risk of missing
or ignoring important signals, the computational effort and transmission delays can
cause signals to reach the user too late.

Virtual realities make evaluations involving dangerous situations possible. To
exemplify, Chang et al. [Cha17a] evaluated whether eyes on cars support communi-
cation with pedestrians. They found that pedestrians felt safer when eyes indicate
the intention of approaching cars. However, the proposed scenario in Figure 9.8 A
limits the capabilities of their approach. When obstacles prevent direct line of sight,
the auditory channel can become useful for communication. Our implemented VR
environment is made with Unity 3D [Tec22] and the freely available virtual environ-
ment asset Otaku City [ZEN]. We animated driving cars and walking pedestrians
from Mixamo [Inc] to create a lively urban environment. For moving through the
environment, we implemented a test application for Android based on the functions
used for EnvironZen. Detected steps are transmitted via WiFi to the Oculus Quest
2 VR headset. The user physically walks on a sport while virtually walking in the
current virtual viewing direction. To trigger sounds, the VR headset sends WiFi
commands to the smartphone placed in the trouser pocket. The commands can
change the soundscape, footstep sounds and trigger directional warning sounds as
well as navigation sounds.

Figure 9.9 shows images of the implemented urban environment and situations that
can be used to evaluate whether users trust an audio-augmented reality. Beginning
from the starting point in A, the user walks along a lively street and hears the
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Figure 9.9: Images of the implemented urban VR environment. Picture A shows
the starting point where the user walks along a walkway. In B the first dangerous
situation is shown with an approaching ambulance out of sight on a crosswalk. In C
the traffic light is out of order. D implements a comparable scenario to [Cha17a]. In E
a scooter driver is approaching from behind and F presents a driveway scenario.

augmented footstep sounds and soundscape Forest. Thus, the user can get familiar
with the implemented system. When coming to the crosswalk in B, the step sound
changes to wooden planks and the warning sound Woodpecker is triggered to alert the
user of the approaching ambulance. The intention is to evaluate how users behave
when the AAR sounds change. From the visual perspective the user sees a crossroad
giving him the intention that cars stop when walking. However, the situation changes
with an approaching ambulance out of sight. It could possibly happen in the field
that one is walking with ANC headphones but overhears the siren due to a loud
volume level and/or a lack of awareness of the environment. With our proposed
system it is now of interest whether users stop or keep on walking. In C the traffic
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light is out of order but the step sounds do not change. Also here, it is of interest do
users continue walking and trust the AAR system or do they stop and look around
to make sure they can safely cross the street. Situation D implements a comparable
scenario to [Cha17a] but with our proposed technology. Here, cars are approaching
continuously without changing footstep sounds or warning sounds. When the user
enters the cross road cars stop immediately. It is of interest whether users wait for a
gap between driving cars to cross the street or will they simply continue walking. In
image E an e-scooter driver is approaching towards the user from the back which
is signaled by a directional warning sound. This scenario is comparable to cases
from the in-situ field study. It is expected that users look behind when they hear
a warning sound. The last scene in picture F implements a comparable situation
to Figure 9.8A. A car is approaching from a parking exit or driveway and warning
sounds as well as an altered step sound hint the user to stop walking.

9.9 Conclusion
This chapter presented the results of an online survey and a subsequent in-situ field
study on augmenting footstep sounds in audio-augmented realities. The field study
took place in an urban environment. The soundscapes (Forest, Beach, and Mountain)
and footstep sounds (Leaves, Sand, and Gravel) that received the highest ratings in
the online survey were investigated in detail regarding their effects on the experience
of pedestrians on a sidewalk. Audio was played with noise-canceling headphones
and footsteps were detected with the accelerometer of a mobile phone worn in the
trouser pocket.

We found that augmented footstep sounds contribute to the experience of presence
in acoustic environments. Augmented footstep sounds create a link between acting in
the physical environment – performing the footsteps, experiencing the haptic feedback,
and visually perceiving one’s movement in the urban space – and in the virtual
environment – hearing the virtual footstep sounds in the context of the soundscape.
So users act simultaneously in the physical and the virtual world. It seems that the
sounds of the preferred soundscapes and of the augmented footsteps are sufficiently
indeterminate that users are able to integrate them with the other stimuli to a
coherent whole. Users seem to be able to concurrently allocate attention to the
auditory stimuli from the soundscape, the virtual sounds created by their footsteps,
and the visual stimuli from the physical environment. Here, the imaginations were
very different from person to person. When soundscapes are sequentially played,
listeners are able to connect them to form stories in urban environments, in which
they themselves act as the main characters. Soundscapes can also evoke memories
like vacations and these memories or imaginations may even be the main factor
determining the level of immersion in quiet, acoustic compositions.

Adjusting the volume of footstep sounds was found to be necessary for creating
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pleasurable, individual experiences. Slightly delayed footstep playback showed a
significant impact on the step duration, making it possible to slow people down,
while faster footstep playback showed no impact on walking speed but led to users
feeling stressed and rushed. Slower footstep sounds were perceived as relaxing and
calming. Using footstep sounds for navigation purposes can be intuitively understood,
but is limited in effectively conveying a sense of direction. However, changing the
footstep sound can be used to indicate the wrong direction, red traffic lights, or
the right way with only two choices. Augmenting further sounds with spatial audio
in soundscapes, like approaching vehicles, can be easily understood but should be
introduced beforehand for not being misunderstood. One advantage of audio-only
augmentation for public spaces is that visual stimuli are fully preserved, so that
possible harms only have to be augmented if out of sight of the user.

The underlying algorithm for real-time footstep playback was found to be mostly
accurate in the study, but could be adapted to each user to improve the reliability of
the acoustic immersion. One advantage of the approach is that it can be implemented
and used on any smartphone without additional equipment. EnvironZen is freely
available at GitHub 1 and open-sourced for future research. As people need to continue
to pay attention to events in the physical environment, safety is an important issue
to be further explored in the future. Thus, we motivated several dangerous situations
that could be evaluated in virtual environments. We created an urban virtual test
environment based on freely available components and implemented several situations
in which our proposed system could support safe guidance of pedestrians with ANC
headphones. In the future, this implementation could serve to evaluate trust of our
proposed AAR system.

1 https://github.com/M-Schrapel/EnvironZen

https://github.com/M-Schrapel/EnvironZen




CHAPTER 10
Conclusion

Mark Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing has contributed to the integration of
computers into the physical world [Wei91]. Surface computing has been more focused
on embedded hardware into everyday objects for a long time. In the chapters of this
thesis, we have examined surface computing from a different perspective. Instead of
placing computational systems and knowledge in the world, we used already existing
knowledge for computational systems and human-computer interactions. Mobile
technology served to measure, use and augment surfaces in the environment. This,
perhaps at first glance, small difference can result in better scalability of ubiquitous
computing. We will now conclude and summarize our findings by discussing our
results in relation to our initial formulated hypotheses from Chapter 1.

H1 Surface computing can be subdivided into active and passive surface computing.
H2 Active surface interactions are convertible into passive surface interactions and

vice versa.

Our first two hypotheses served to verify that surface computing can be divided
into active and passive surface computing. We could find evidence in related work
that surface computing can be divided into active and passive surface approaches.
We also found approaches that had similar goals but could be divided into active
and passive surface computing. An example was electrovibration (active) [Bau10]
and inverse electrovibration (passive) [Bau12]. In addition, this dissertation has
also provided several contrast examples to active surfaces interactions. For instance,
in Chapter 9 we presented an approach that augments footstep sounds in urban
environment using ANC headphones. In related work we find an approach where
roads are equipped with sensors and loudspeakers to achieve similar goals [Ren21].
Both approaches of surface computing have advantages as well as disadvantages
which are also mentioned in Chapter 2. While equipment on the running route results
in the user not having to carry any equipment, our approach requires the user to wear
mobile technology but is more resource-efficient and universally applicable. However,
the context determines whether passive surfaces are to used for an interaction and
which task is to be carried out. Nevertheless, active and passive surfaces should not
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be considered as competing approaches. The decision is up to a desired user group
and application scenario. For a runner in the forest, there is no obvious reason to
wear a headset for hearing the soundscape and footsteps of a forest. In addition, data
of the user and the environment must be collected to augment a passive surface. This
can lead to privacy concerns, which have been analyzed over the contributing studies
of this thesis. It turns out that cameras and location data result in the greatest
privacy concerns, followed by audio data and motion data with the least concerns.
This means that our approach is limited to the extent that a user is willing to share
the collected data. However, data are indispensable for an integration of passive
surfaces in human-computer interactions. We have further analyzed how measured
data of an ordinary surface contribute to recognize an interaction and formulated
related hypothesis.

H3 Passive surfaces contain information about the type of interaction that is
performed on it.

H4 Passive surfaces contain information about the user that performs an interac-
tion.

H5 Vibrations combined with scratching sounds produced by friction on a surface
contain complementary features that contribute to identify an interaction.

H6 Interactions with passive surfaces emit information about the type of surface
on which the interaction is performed.

We have shown by the application scenario of handwriting recognition in Chapter
3 that scratching sounds and vibrations when moving on a surface can support to
recognize an interaction. A particular use case that proofed the validity of H3 and H5
is the recognition of different digits like “6” and “0”. By integrating scratching sounds
into the classifier both digits could be recognized at higher accuracy. Both digits
have similar writing trajectories resulting in similar related motion data. However,
scratching sounds produced by the surface served to better distinguish both digits.
This observation could be confirmed in chapter 4 through the identification of users
by single handwritten symbols. Our classifiers were considerably more accurate
when audio and motion data were combined as input for an SVM. The pressure
on a surface, related scratching sounds and the acoustic feedback channel over the
bones turned out to be individual among a small user group of 30 persons which
resulted in high recognition rates of the writers even though we collected a small
data set. Furthermore, we were able to show in Chapter 5 that the skin on the
back of the hand can serve as a suitable ubiquitous input surface. In a usability
experiment, it was confirmed that two-dimensional interactions directly on the skin
are perceived as more intuitive than mid-air interactions. In the related work similar
results can be found for virtual keyboards [Dud19]. Chapters 6 and 7 contributed to
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evaluate H6. In Chapter 7, we could identify surfaces by texture and color features.
In Chapter 6 we combined audio and motion data of a sensor kit in two application
scenarios. For the cycling scenario, we could show that combined sensor data reach
higher recognition rates than single sensor approaches. This shows that H6 can
be confirmed by recognizing different road conditions. Furthermore, it was shown
that route preferences are weather-dependent. However, the use case of skiing and
measuring different slope conditions turned out to be challenging due to the high
dynamic changes on the slopes. A ski slope can have highly dynamic, changing
conditions that are more challenging to distinguish than in a cycling scenario. We
assume that a larger amount of data and a more accurate labeling procedure are
necessary to achieve meaningful results. However, as with cycling, preferences for
surface conditions were found among skiers. This lead to the following hypotheses.

H7 Passive surfaces and their properties in the wild can support users in their
everyday tasks.

H8 Passive surfaces are able to sense the context of using technology.

We have examined H7 in various application scenarios. At first we focused at
digital pens using audio and motion data. It was found that surface related features
are sufficient to achieve accuracies of 98 % on handwritten digits. High accuracies on
recognized numbers are necessary because digits, unlike words, cannot be corrected
afterwards by auto-correction. Furthermore, we could show in Chapter 4 that these
data of handwritings are also able to recognize the writer. We have motivated that
forged signatures can be identified through scratching sounds and the style of holding
the pen. In Chapter 5 we showed that magnetic tracking can enhance the interaction
space of small wrist-worn displays. Thereby, the back of the hand was used as an
interactive space similar to a touch pad. In Chapter 6 we found that road and slope
conditions influence preferred route choices. In Chapter 7, we discussed that surfaces
contribute to sensing the context of smartphone usage. We envisioned an application
that recognizes the surface a smartphone is placed on. This app served to verify
H8 by determining whether a person is working at an office desk or taking a break
at an coffee table. We motivated that sensed surface information can be used to
manage notifications in order to work more efficiently. Chapter 8 showed that the
information from book spines can be recognized by smartphone cameras to find a
desired book on the shelves more efficiently. We envisioned that visual highlighting of
the book spine could possibly facilitate book search for online sharing communities.
In addition to visual augmentation, we have explored acoustical augmented surface
information to alter (passive) surface perception in the wild. We also considered how
these altered surfaces can be used for interactions and formulated two hypotheses.
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H9 Acoustically augmented surfaces influence the perception of an overall perceived
reality.

H10 Acoustically augmented surfaces can communicate special cues and change the
behavior of the user.

In Chapter 9 we investigated several effects of acoustical surface augmentation
in urban environments. By interviewing our participants, we found that virtual
soundscapes were influenced by the perception of environmental stimuli. For example,
restaurants were woven into individual perceptions leading to the imagination of
a beach promenade when the soundscape beach was played. The augmentation of
footstep sounds in the forest soundscape made study participants feel more deeper
in the forest and participants reported to feel more focused (on steps and breath)
with footstep feedback. Therefore, and in relation to H9, we deduce that augmented
footstep sounds influence the perception of the perceived overall reality. Furthermore,
we found that altered footstep feedback can influence walking speed. A faster footstep
playback showed no effect and was partly perceived as stressful. In contrast a slower
footstep playback showed effects on the walking speed. Our participants were slowed
down although they have partially noticed no differences in the footstep feedback. In
addition, changing footstep sounds were found to be sufficient for conveying simple
navigational cues such as stop signals or indications that a person is walking in
the wrong direction. An augmentation of footstep sounds can thus contribute to
influencing behavior in urban environments, which confirms H10.

10.1 Limitations
This thesis has shown several limitations of passive surface computing. First of
all, mobile sensors that permanently measure the environment may raise privacy
concerns. We surveyed our participants in the different studies about their privacy
concerns regarding our used sensors. We found a tendency among all studies for
motion data to cause the least concern, followed by audio data and video data, which
raised the most concerns. In Chapter 6 we also surveyed location data (GPS), which
were ranked to raise less concerns than videos. Sensors are indispensable to integrate
common surfaces into an interaction. Since the environment is measured, not only
one’s own privacy is affected, but also that of the people in the immediate vicinity.

We have measured audio data via contact microphones in order to attenuate noise
from the environment. However, it cannot be completely excluded that ambient
noises or spoken words influence our audio measurements. This can result in a
lower recognition of an interaction when using audio data [Mit19]. For this reason,
we have limited our results regarding scratching sounds from digital pens to quiet
environments. In addition, audio signals require considerably higher sample rates
than motion signals. Therefore, larger amounts of data are usually required before
a classifier can reliably detect an interaction or surface. In the case of writer
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identification, we were able to show that transferring audio data into the frequency
domain can establish reliable results with small amounts of data. However, in the
use case of skiing, we could not achieve sufficient recognition rates to distinguish
snow types. The limited amount of data as well as the highly dynamic changes on
the slope were crucial for our results.

The use of cameras to detect and use surfaces for interactions also shows limitations.
Besides privacy concerns, a clear visibility of the surface is necessary. In the case
of book cases, it was shown that the recognition of books on the shelves is lower
in outdoor lighting conditions. Incident light changes the brightness of the book
spines and thus the measured color. We used thresholds to pre-select books by color
features and then highlighted a potential target book by text features. If there is
no text on the book spine, false detections are more likely to occur. In Chapter 7
we measured the surface on which a smartphone is placed by flashlights and rear
cameras. For similar colored surfaces and especially for black surfaces, we have
noticed larger confusions. Therefore, it can be assumed that the approach must
be limited to a heterogeneous color distribution, as in the case of our book spine
algorithm.

Lastly, we examined audio augmented surfaces. Our approach could not produce
instant footstep feedback. In addition, the rolling of the foot on the surface could
not be reproduced by the played footstep sounds. The in-situ study showed that
after a familiarization phase, minor delays are no longer noticed and the step sounds
are perceived as part of the overall reality. However, one participant of the in-situ
study perceived the playback to be asynchronous with little improvements over the
study. In addition, step sounds were found to be an appropriate feedback method
for navigation tasks, but the feedback was limited to conveying simple cues such as
stop signals.

10.2 Future Work
This thesis investigated the integration of ordinary surfaces into human-computer
interactions. Although surfaces are shown to have a wide range of potential ap-
plications, the effects have been measured over relatively short time periods. This
suggests that further long-term studies are required with our presented prototypes
to draw in-depth conclusions. In addition, it is necessary to further investigate the
robustness of scratching sounds in relation to ambient noise.

We assume that augmented reality will continue to gain in importance. New
display technologies could enable more realistic image superimpositions in the field
of view [Ito21; Xio21]. As a result visual approaches of passive surface interactions
could gain more research interest over the next years. To enable interactions, virtual
touch detection algorithms have to become more efficient. Likewise, digital pens are
an ongoing research topic. In addition to applications in teaching undergraduate
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students [Gmb22], an increasing amount of proposed pen applications for virtual
reality interactions indicates the need for further research on pen interactions [Dre20;
Ges20; Rom21]. Moreover, the trend of sustainable multi-modal mobility and IoT
sensor networks could lead to a variety of vehicles in urban areas that measure road
conditions to improve maps.

10.3 Closing Remarks
Ordinary surfaces surround us at any time and everywhere. They contain information
available directly at our fingertips. The goal of this thesis was to use and augment their
different properties for human-computer interactions. We introduced that surface
computing can be divided into active and passive surface computing. While active
surfaces embed hardware in or near the interaction area, passive surface computing
utilizes mobile technology to enable interactions with computers anywhere and on
any surface. Without instrumenting the environment, our presented approach is
a step towards making our everyday lives easier while technology fades from the
forefront. Starting from measuring, using and augmenting surface related features
up to the identification of an interaction or the users themselves, we have presented
a wide range of application scenarios. However, users must be willing to use mobile
technology and share collected data. In addition, the context may be a determining
factor in whether and what interaction with computers is carried out.
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